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ORGANIZATIONAL DATA

1. DESIGNATION

1st Force Reconnaissance Company

COMMAND

Maj. R. E. SIMMONS L-28Feb69

ATTACHED UNITS

3rd Reconnaissance Battalion, Company "M", 2nd Platoon
2nd Lt. S. D. HILLMAN 1-17Feb69
1st Reconnaissance Battalion, Company "M", 2nd Platoon
1st Lt. F. M. FORREST 1-22Feb69
5th Reconnaissance Battalion, Company "L", 1st Platoon
2nd Lt. S. D. HILLMAN 17-26Feb69

2. LOCATION

12 Feb 1969, 1st Force Reconnaissance Company: An Hoa, RVN.

3. STAFF OFFICERS

Executive Officer
3-2
Capt. R. D. WILLIAMS L-28Feb69
3-3
Capt. R. D. WILLIAMS L-28Feb69

Supply Officer
SSgt. J. D. MATHIS L-28Feb69
3rd Recon Bn
1st Lt. A. R. FINLAYSON L-28Feb69

Communications Officer
2nd Lt. G. T. TICKET L-28Feb69
Motor Transport Officer
1st Lt. R. W. HENSON L-28Feb69

4. AVERAGE MONTHLY STRENGTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>OFF</th>
<th>DNL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Force Recon Co</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Lt., Co &quot;M&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Recon Bn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Lt., Co &quot;M&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Recon Bn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total (1) 8
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The First Force Reconnaissance Company conducted normal patrolling activities in general support of Task Force "Yankee" during the month of February 1969. The results of this activity are documented in PART C.

1. 01Feb69 During the month of February 1969, the company continued to support Task Force "Yankee" in reconnaissance operations.

2. 01Feb69 During the month of February 1969, Operation TAYLOR COMMON continued with 1st Force Reconnaissance Company (Rein) in general support.


4. 27Feb69 Second Platoon, Company "C", 1st Reconnaissance Battalion departed In Hoc and returned to Da Nang, RVN.
PART D

1. Statistical Data Chart

2. Operation Orders and Patrol Reports 1-26Feb69

3. SHERIFS 1-26Feb69
### 1. Statistical Data Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>NiN.</th>
<th>AiN.</th>
<th>TOTALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PATROLS</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGHTINGS</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC/IV SIGHTED</td>
<td>2753</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRI MISSIONS</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR ATTACKS</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFL MISSIONS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC/IV. KI.</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEAPONS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTILLERY</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL CASUALTIES</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIRI MISSIONS:**
- Taylor Common
- Ia M. Riv. V

---

**DECLASSIFIED**
Enclosure 2:
Tab 2-#1: Co Operation Order #35-69 dtd 24 Jan 69
#2: Patrol Report F-11 Forefather dtd 01 Feb 69
#3: Co Operation Order #38-69 dtd 27 Jan 69
#4: Patrol Report F-21 Pickwick Paper dtd 02 Feb 69
#5: Co Operation Order #40-69 dtd 27 Jan 69
#6: Patrol Report 3E-22 Crazy Bone dtd 02 Feb 69
#7: Co Operation Order #41-69 dtd 27 Jan 69
#8: Patrol Report F-51 Screen Test dtd 03 Feb 69
#9: Co Operation Order #47-69 dtd 31 Jan 69
#10: Patrol Report 1E-22 Fig Newton "A" dtd 01 Feb 69
#11: Co Operation Order #42-69 dtd 29 Jan 69
#12: Patrol Report F-32 Ice Bound dtd 07 Feb 69
#13: Co Operation Order #48-69 dtd 01 Feb 69
#14: Patrol Report 1E-23 Penny Wise dtd 06 Feb 69
#15: Co Operation Order #49-69 dtd 01 Feb 69
#16: Patrol Report 3E-21 Steel Rim dtd 10 Feb 69
#17: Co Operation Order #50-69 dtd 01 Feb 69
#18: Patrol Report 3E-23 Hunt Club dtd 10 Feb 69
#19: Co Operation Order #51-69 dtd 02 Feb 69 Cancelled
#20: Co Operation Order #52-69 dtd 02 Feb 69
#21: Patrol Report 1E-22 Fig Newton "A" dtd 14 Feb 69
#22: Co Operation Order #53-69 dtd 02 Feb 69 Cancelled
#23: Co Operation Order #54-69 dtd 04 Feb 69 Cancelled
#24: Co Operation Order #55-69 dtd 04 Feb 69 Cancelled
#25: Co Operation Order #56-69 dtd 04 Feb 69 Cancelled
#26: Patrol Report 3E-22 Crazy Bone dtd 09 Feb 69
#27: Co Operation Order #57-69 dtd 06 Feb 69 Cancelled
#28: Co Operation Order #58-69 dtd 06 Feb 69 Cancelled
#29: Patrol Report F-11 Forefather dtd 14 Feb 69
#30: Co Operation Order #59-69 dtd 07 Feb 69
#31: Patrol Report F-21 Saddle Bag dtd 12 Feb 69
#32: Co Operation Order #60-69 dtd 07 Feb 69
#33: Patrol Report F-31 Moose Peak dtd 13 Feb 69
#34: Co Operation Order #61-69 dtd 10 Feb 69
#35: Patrol Report F-41 Scandanavia dtd 12 Feb 69
#36: Co Operation Order #62-69 dtd 10 Feb 69
#37: Patrol Report F-21 Off Spring dtd 15 Feb 69
#38: Co Operation Order #63-69 dtd 11 Feb 69
#39: Patrol Report F-32 Pony Team dtd 17 Feb 69
#40: Co Operation Order #64-69 dtd 11 Feb 69
#41: Patrpol Report 3E-23 Hunt Club dtd 19 Feb 69
#42: Co Operation Order #65-69 dtd 12 Feb 69
#43: Patrol Report 1E-23 Beech Nut dtd 18 Feb 69
#44: Co Operation Order #66-69 dtd 11 Feb 69
#45: Patrol Report F-51 Screen Test dtd 18 Feb 69
#46: Co Operation Order #67-69 dtd 11 Feb 69
#47: Patrol Report 3E-21 Steel Rim dtd 18 Feb 69
#48: Co Operation Report #68-69 dtd 12 Feb 69
#49: Patrol Report E3-22 Crazy Bone dtd 17 Feb 69
#50: Co Operation Order #69-69 dtd 14 Feb 69
#51: Patrol Report F-41 Dublin City dtd 21 Feb 69
Enclosure 2:

Tab 2-

#52: Co Operation Order #70-69 dtd 14 Feb 69
#53: Patrol Report F-31 Puppet Show dtd 21 Feb 69
#54: Co Operation Order #71-69 dtd 15 Feb 69
#55: Patrol Report 1E-21 Flakey Snow dtd 20 Feb 69
#56: Co Operation Order #72-69 dtd 16 Feb 69
#57: Patrol Report 1E-22 Texas Pete dtd 21 Feb 69
#58: Co Operation Order #73-69 dtd 18 Feb 69
#59: Patrol Report F-11 May Fly dtd 25 Feb 69
#60: Co Operation Order #74-69 dtd 18 Feb 69
#61: Patrol Report F-32 Pony Team dtd 20 Feb 69
#62: Co Operation Order #75-69 dtd 18 Feb 69
#63: Patrol Report F-21 Off Spring dtd 20 Feb 69
#64: Co Operation Order #76-69 dtd 21 Feb 69 Cancelled
#65: Co Operation Order #77-69 dtd 20 Feb 69
#66: Patrol Report 3E-21 Steel Rim dtd 28 Feb 69
#67: Co Operation Order #78-69 dtd 26 Feb 69
#68: Patrol Report F-21 Off Spring dtd 28 Feb 69
Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 I
(b) 1st Recon Bn O 70000.4
(c) 1st Hq Div O 03000.1 (Intelligence Unit)
(d) 1st Hq Div O 00330.2 (Rules of Engagement)
(e) O 955-69

Unit/Call Sign: FORE FATHER (F-11) Patrol Leader: Capt. J. MCMONOUGH

1. Situation. (a) See current INTELS
(b) See current INTELS and PIRs (S-3/S-2)
(c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a reconnaissance of the ford vic 20017327 for possible enemy troops and arms infiltration. Be prepared to call and adjust ctsx/air on all targets of opportunity.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Report to BARNES at 261000H; insert vic 2006326 and extract at 211000H vic EZTA.

4. Aide/Intelligence. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Com/Electronics. Primary Freq: 36.9 Alternate: 47.0
Artillery: PUPPET SHOY 33.65
DECKYARD LIMA YANKER 55.05 155'S H
Radio Relay: NIGHT SCLAR "A"
NIGHT SCLAR "D"

A. R. FINLAYSON
By direction

Distribution:

6-2
6-3
Task Force "Y" FSCC
Task Force "Y" COC
CO, 1st FIG
1st Recon (S-3)
3rd Recon COC
3rd Recon FSCC
5th Recon FSCC
5th Recon COC
1st Recon Co (Rein) (S-3) (6)

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER #35-69
PATROL: 1ST FORCÉ RECONNAISSANCE (F-11)
INTERFUSER: SSgt. J. D. Mathis
MAPS: VIETM, T250,000, AMS L7014,
SHEET 5540 II

1ST FORCÉ RECONNAISSANCE CO.
AN HCA, RVN.
01/04/51

DECLASSIFIED

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
A. COMPOSITION: 7 EMN, 1 USN.
B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE
C. COMAND AND OBSERVATION EQUIP.: 2 PROC-25'S, 1 T250'S
D. SPECIAL EQUIP.: K-79, 2 CLAYMOR

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF THE FORD VIC & 17237 FOR
POSSIBLE ENEMY TROOP AND ARMS INSTALLATION. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND
ADJUST ARTY/NAIR ON ALL TARGETS OP OPPORTUNITY.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 201620Z/011350H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 69½ HOURS WITH NO SIGHTINGS
OR CONTACTS, NO SUPPORTING FIRE UTILIZED. PATROL HAD (3) USMC NBC
(3).

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
A. ENEMY: NONE
B. TERRAIN: ROLLING HILLS, COUNTRY: 60-70 FEET, SECONDARY
UNEVENNESS: 5-10 FEET HIGH, CONSISTING OF DESERT GRASS AND
VINES. INCLINE: 150 METERS PER MILE. WATER: ABUNDANT.

7. OTHER DETAIL: LINEER EZ: YC994356 1 XCH-46 SLEEPING GROUND
WITH 8 FEET HIGH DESERT GRASS. EXTRACT EZ: ZCO07327 HOIST ON
SIGHT. POCR ZOC18 FOR HOIST. TRAILS: ZCOO2328 PATROL FOUND A TRAIL
RUNNING SE TO NW. TRAIL APPROXIMATELY (5) FEET WIDE AND SHOWN NO
SIGNS OF RECENT USE. APPROXIMATELY (5) METERS OF TRAIL WAS AN OLD
(APROXIMATELY 3 MONTHS) UNTRIMMED WHICH HAD OLD BUSHES AND DIENTHES
SCATTERED AROUND IT. CF1: ZCOO6320 COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD
COMMUNICATIONS WITH MIGHT SCHOLLER "A" RADIO. OBSTACLES: NONE.
MISCELLANEOUS: WHILE EXTRACTIION OF THE PATROL WAS IN PROGRESS THE
POWER HOIST OF THE CH-46A BROKE INCREASING AND IT WAS NECESSARY TO
UTILIZE A CLIMBING HOIST TO EXTRACT (3) MEMBERS OF THE PATROL. AFTER
THE (3) MEMBERS WERE ON THE ROOF THE HELICOPTER LIFTED AWAY FROM THE
ZONE AND WENT TO A SANDBAR APPROXIMATELY (1,200) METERS AWAY. AS THE
HELICOPTER WAS OVER THE SANDBAR THE (3) MEMBERS FELL TO THE GROUND.
RESULTS: (3) USMC NBC (B) INVESTIGATION PENDING.
8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: FAIR; (3) USMC REC.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL FOUND NO INDICATION OF RECENT ENEMY ACTIVITY IN THE AREA. ALL TRAILS AND LOCATOR SITES SHOWED NO SIGNS OF RECENT USE.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: N/A

12. COMMENTS IN THE LOGBOOK: NONE.

13. PATROL MEMBERS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>PFC</th>
<th>Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SGT MCDONOUGH YAO</td>
<td>1877652</td>
<td></td>
<td>34-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPL HAYES</td>
<td>2306202</td>
<td></td>
<td>34-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC HICKS</td>
<td>2320425</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC FRENCH</td>
<td>2453097</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC FLETCH</td>
<td>2295031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETO WILCO</td>
<td>1132516</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC GRAVID HAO</td>
<td>2431775</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC KRESS HAO</td>
<td>2440426</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Battalion</th>
<th>Task Force</th>
<th>1st Recon Co 2-2</th>
<th>1st Recon Co 3-3</th>
<th>1st FSG</th>
<th>1st Recon BN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PATROL OVERLAY

TRAIL OVERLAY
CONFIDENTIAL

OPERATION ORDER #38-69

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
     (b) 1stReconSnP03000.4
     (c) 1stMarDivO P3000.1G Ch 1&2 (Intelligence)
     (d) 1stMarDivO P003330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
     (e) Co(Rein) 43-69

Unit/Call Sign: PICKNICK PAPER (F-21) Patrol Leader: Sgt. R.W. PETERS

1. Situation. (a) See current INTSUM'S
     (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
     (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a Sting Ray Patrol within your assigned Rezon. You will call and adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity without fail primarily by employing arty ambushes.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 280800H; insert via ZC 192372 and extract at 311000H via ZC 184297.

4. Admin/logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 37.0 Alternate: 36.8
     Artillery: PUPPET SHOW 32.65
             DESKWORK LIMA YANKEE 55.05
             FLAG DIP "Q" 55.05
     Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
                 NIGHT SCHOLAR "D"

By direction

A.R. FINLAYSON

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" FSCC (1)
Task Force "Y" COC (1)
3rdMarRegt OCC (1)
3rdMarRegt FSCC (1)
5thMarRegt OCC (1)
5thMarRegt FSCC (1)
CO, 1st FDC (1)
1stReconSn(Rein)(S-3) (1)
1stForReconCo(Rein)(S-3) (6)

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" FSCC (1)
Task Force "Y" COC (1)
3rdMarRegt OCC (1)
3rdMarRegt FSCC (1)
5thMarRegt OCC (1)
5thMarRegt FSCC (1)
CO, 1st FDC (1)
1stReconSn(Rein)(S-3) (1)
1stForReconCo(Rein)(S-3) (6)

DOWN CLASS AFTER 30 DAYS ZC 20
OPERATION ORDER: 4/5-69
PATROL: PICKET PATROL (F-21)
UNIT: 2ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE CO.
AN HQL, RVN.
021930H FEB 1969

NO. VICTIM: 150,000, AND LMT.
SHEET 25/0 II

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 6 ENL, 3 USN.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE
   C. COMM AND OBSERVATION EQUIP: 2 PRO-25'18 & 7X50'18
   D. SPECIAL EQUIP: 1 M-60, 1 M-79, 2 CLAYMRODES

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A STRING RAY PATROL WITHIN YOUR ASSIGNED LIMITS. YOU WILL CALL AND ADJUST ARTY/ART ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY WITHOUT FAIL PRIMARY BY DISPLAYING ARTY ATTACHES.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 311455H/021422H

4. NOTES: SEE ATTACHED OVERLY

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 3 HOURS WITH 2 SIGHTINGS OF A TOTAL OF 4 NVA/VC, WHICH RESULTED IN 2 CONTACTS. RESULTS OF CONTACTS: UNKNOWN. 1 AIRRAFT WAS USED WITH UNKNOWN RESULTS.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN
   A. ENEMY:
      021432H AT 26190313 2 NVA/VC FOLLOWING PATROL ON TRAIL APPROXIMATELY 30 METERS BEHIND. 1 ENEMY WORE GREEN UTILITIES, 1 HAD NO SHIRT.
      BOTH HAD GAZETTES AND WEB GEAR. PATROL FIRED ON ENEMY. RESULTS UNKNOWN. PATROL SALAS CONTACT AND REQUESTED GUNSHIP SUPPORT.
      021412H AT 26190313 PATROL OBSERVED 2 NVA/VC MOVING ACROSS DOG COUNTRY. ENEMY WORE GREEN UTILITIES, HAD WEB GEAR, PACKS, AND VOGUE DUSH COVERS. 1 CARRIED AK-47 OTHER WEAPON NOT OBSERVED.
      021430H AT 26190313 HEARD ESTIMATED 10 NVA/VC FIRING ON GUNSHIPS IN THE ANDAN, WHILE GUNSHIPS MAKING RUNS.
      021430H-021430H AT 26190312 PATROL HEARD SOUNDS USED AS SIGNALS TO DIRECT SEARCH FOR TREN. SIGNALS CONSISTED OF WHISTLES, WHOOPS, AND BANGING ON METAL.
      021430H TO 26190312 AS PATROL WAS BEING EXTRACTED THEY HEARD HEAVY MACHINE GUN (POSSIBLE 50 CAL.) FIRING ON CHOPPER.

   B. TERRAIN: ROLLING HILLS, CANYON: 20-50 FEET HIGH, 12 FEET SECONDARY ENDURABLE GROVE, CONSISTING OF VINES, THICKS, MIXED AND DEAD MATERIAL. MOVEMENT: 50 METERS PER HOUR. WATER: ABUNDANT.

DECLASSIFIED
7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT 12: ZC10735 FOG RAPPEL ZONE. EXTRACT 13: ZC19132 LADDER. TRAILS: 2-4 FEET WIDE, RECENTLY USED. CP'S: ZC19132 SOUTL, EAST, NORTH, COMMUNICATIONS: OFF RIGHLINES 5000. MISCELLANEOUS: FOUND BATTLE TERMS SICKS ON TRAIL.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: RESULTS UNKNOWN.

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: EXCELLENT.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: RECOMMEND AIRSTRIKES IN AREA AND ANOTHER RECON TEAM FOR ROAD DAMAGED ASSESSMENT. (AIRSTRIKES ZC190320-ZC175293)

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: EXCELLENT.

12. COMMENTS BY THE BRIEFER: NONE.

13. PATROL MEMBERS:

- COL. WILLIAMSON 2356121
- CAPT. RUBINIS 2397420
- CAPT. KELLEY 2215634
- LTG. GREENS 2322993
- LTC CRAGETT 2455366
- LTG. DONELSON 2437059
- IM. DAVIES 4393936

DISTRIBUTIONS

- 62 5
- 6-3 2
- TASK FORCE "Y" FG 3
- 5TH MAR REGT 2
- 6TH MAR REGT 2
- 1ST FOR RECON CC S-2 3
- 1ST FOR RECON CC S-3 5
- 1ST RECON 2
- 1ST RECON DN 2

DECLASSIFIED
1. **Situation.**
   (a) See current INTRUM'S
   (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. **Mission.** Conduct a reconnaissance of the trail network via ZC1734. Monitor all enemy traffic and be prepared to conduct an ambush if the opportunity presents itself. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation Taylor Common.

3. **Execution.** Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 280930H; insert via ZC203355 and extract at 311200H via ZC179346.

4. **Main/Logistics.** Reference (b) and verbal.

5. **Comm/Electronics.**
   - Primary Freq: 47.0
   - Alternate: 36.8
   - Artillery: PUPPET SHO03 33.55
   - FLAG DIP "G" 55.05
   - DESK/WORK LIMA YANKEE 55.05
   - Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
   - NIGHT SCHOLAR "B"

---

Distribution:

- Task Force "Y" BSCC (1)
- Task Force "X" BSCC (1)
- 3rdInfDiv BSCC (1)
- 3rdInfRegt BSCC (1)
- 5thInfRegt BSCC (1)
- 5thInfDiv BSCC (1)
- CO, 1st BSCC (1)
- 1stInfBrig (Rain) (S-3) (1)
- 1stInfBrig (Rain) (S-4) (1)

---

**By direction**

C.R. Finlayson

C.O.

---

**DECLASSIFIED**
OPERATION ORDER: #40-69
PATROL: CRAZY DOGE
DEPARTMENT: SGT. M. KOZAKOWICH
MAPS: VIETNAM, 1:50,000, AND L7014,
SHEET E340 v

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE CO.
AN HOA, RVN.
021230H JAN 1969

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 6 MIL.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE
   C. COMM AND OBSERVATION EQUIP.: 2 PRO-25's & M-49 SCOR
   D. SPECIAL EQUIP.: 2 CLAYMORES

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF THE TRAIL NETWORK VIC ZC1734.
   LOOK FOR ALL ENEMY TRAFFIC AND BE PREPARED TO CONDUCT AN AMBUSH IF THE
   OPPORTUNITY PRESENTS ITSELF. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST ARMY/AIR
   ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR COMMON.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 301445H/021120H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 60 HOURS WITH NO SIGHTINGS OR
   CONTACTS. NO SUPPORTING ARMS USED. 1 USMC NDC (MINOR) SEE SECTION 7.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   A. ENEMY: N/A
   B. TERRAIN: ROLLING HILLS, CANOPY: 50-60 FEET HIGH. SECONDARY
      UNEVEN GROUND 20-30 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF BAMBRO, BUSHES, VINES,
      THORN BUSHES. MOVEMENT: 200 METER PER HOUR. WATER: ABUNDANT.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LC: ZC173033 GOOD 1 XCR-46 OLD INFANTRY
   LC: CLEARED. EXTRACT LC: ZC173046 GOOD 1 XCR-46 BUSHES IN ZONE
   TRAILS: MAIN TRAIL 1.5-2 FEET WIDE AND WELL USED. JUG-IN IN SOME
   LOCATIONS UP TO 7 FEET. SECONDARY TRAILS LEADING OFF MAIN TRAIL WERE
   1-2 FEET WIDE, NOT JUG-IN AND JUST AS WELL USED AT ONE TIME. ALL OF
   THESE TRAILS HAVE NOT BEEN USED IN ABOUT A WEEK. CP's: NONE
   COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS. OBSTACLES: NONE. MISCELLANEOUS:
   WHELP NUMBER TRAFFIC ALONG MAIN TRAIL. POSSIBLE INJURIES:
   TRAILS. USMC NDC (MINOR)-CAUSED BY FALL FROM CHOPPER DURING INSERT

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL LEADER BELIEVES AREA BASE
    CAMP BUT ENEMY PULLED OUT RECENTLY.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: NONE USED
CONTENDIAL

12. CONFIDENTIAL: SIZE OF TRAILS INDICATES POSSIBLE SECTION OF MR. TRAILS BRANCHING OUT OF MAIN TRAIL COULD BE TO BASE CAMPS.

13. PATROL PLAYERS:

PFC JOHNSTON 2375675 30 17
PFC KELLY 2254560 36 4
PFC WILKINS 2304349
PFC MCELHINNY 2142556
PFC VEAHR 2405509
PFC SYLVESTER 2435439

DISTRIBUTIONS

G-2 (5)
G-3 (2)
TAR SFG "Y" FSOC (2)
1ST PF OR CO G-2 (5)
1ST PF OR CO G-3 (2)
1ST PAS (3)
1ST RUG CO (2)

TRAIL OVERLAY

DECLASSIFIED
1. **Situation.**
   (a) See current INTSUM'S
   (b) See current OCSUM'S and FIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. **Mission.** Conduct reconnaissance and surveillance operations within your assigned area placing special emphasis on OHU PHONE village via ZO94.9 and ZO94.5. Be prepared to call and adjust fire on all targets of opportunity. In support operation Taylor Common.

3. **Execution.** Utilize references (a) through (c) to assist in completing the patrol. Flip flop with SADDLE JMG (1E-21). Depart at 200000Z; insert via AT9345 and extract at 011000Z via TBA.

4. **Admin/Logistics.** Reference (b) and verbal.

5. **Comm/Electronics.**
   - Primary Freq: 36.8 (Alternate: 47.0)
   - Artillery: FUSILLADE 33.55
   - Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"

---

**Distribution:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G-2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Force &quot;Y&quot; FSCC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Force &quot;Y&quot; COC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC, 1st TAC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Recon (Rein) (S-3)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Recon COC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Recon FSCC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Recon COC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Recon FSCC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Force Recon CO (Rein) (S-3)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Down Grade to Unclass After 30 Days**

OPNAVINST 5500.40
PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 1 OFF, 5 DLH, 1 USN.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: None
   C. COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: 2 PRO-25'S & 7X50'S
   D. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT: 1 ST-99, 4 CLAYMORE, 1 N-49 SNIPE

2. MISSION: CONDUCT RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE OPERATIONS WITHIN YOUR ASSIGNED LIMITS PLACING SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON CHUA PHONG VILLAGE VIC Z09449 AND Z09450. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST ART/ARL ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY. IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR COMMON.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 31J503/031221H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY


6. CONSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:

   A. ENEMY:

   000950H AT 0931495 PATROL OBSERVED 5 NVA/VC COMING OUT OF POSSIBLE TUNNEL COMPLEX. ENEMY WORE BLACK-hover and STAN HATS. ENEMY CARRIED NO GEAR. ENEMY PROCEEDED BY DIFFERENT ROUTES TO A HUT APPROXIMATELY 500 METERS TO NW (VIC AT926500) ENEMY WENT INTO HUT WITH TIN ROOF, SURROUNDED BY HEDGEROWS.

   011210H AT 0945515 PATROL OBSERVED 3 VC/NVA RUNNING INTO VILLAGE AND CONTINUING THROUGH. ENEMY WAS WEARING WHITE SHIRTS, SKIRPEN, 3 AND STAN HATS. ENEMY WAS CARRYING HEAVY BOXES POSSIBLY AMMO. PATROL COULD SEE INFANTRY SLEEPING IN DISTANCE. ENEMY PROBABLY RUNNING FROM FRIENDLY FORCES.

   011400H AT 0926500 PATROL OBSERVED 4-5 VC/NVA ENTER HUT IDENTIFIED PREVIOUSLY. ENEMY WORE BLACK PANTS AND STAN HATS, AND NO GEAR. CALLED FM, WITH GOOD COVERAGE. / FM HEARD 4 VC/TVAKILL (POSSIBLY)

   020000H AT 0944072 PATROL HEARD MOVEMENT EAST OF O.P. WHEN ILLUMINATION CALLED. TEAM ISED SCOUTS OF 702 GEAR HITTING HICK AS IF PEOPLE WITH GEAR HIDING FROM LIGHT.
02/1300H AT AT944477 PATROL OBSERVED 1 NVA/VC AND HEARD ESTIMATED 4 OTHERS. COULD NOT OBSERVE WELL DUE TO DARKNESS. ENEMY WAS MOVING CLANDESTINELY BEHIND AND ABOVE PATROL, APPEARED TO BE LOOKING FOR PATROL.

02/1300H AT AT944477 PATROL OBSERVED 1 NVA/VC. DARKNESS DID NOT PERMIT TEAM TO SEE CLEARLY. TEAM THREW 2 GRENADES TO MARK THE TARGET FOR BURNTY. PATROL RECEIVED 5 GRENADES, PATROL THREW 5 GRENADES, AND RECEIVED 2 GRENADES. PATROL FIRED CLAYMORE WEAPON ANDéric CONTACT. RESULTS: 2 USMC VIICs (MINOR).

D. TERRAIN: MEDITERRANEAN STREET-ROCKY. NO CANYON. SECONDARY UNDERGROWTH 3-4 FEET TALL CONSISTING OF SCRIBES. MOVEMENT: EASY 200 METERS PER HOUR. WATER: PLENTIFUL.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LD AT 094305 TRUCKED IN. EXTRACT LD AT 094305. TRAIL LD AT 094346 ZONE 2 TRAILS ON HAP VIC AT944477 2-3 FEET HIGH, MUD AND NARROWLEY USABLE. OPPS: VIC AT944477 GOOD VISIBILITY TO NORTH NOT EASILY DEFENDABLE. VIC AT944475 GOOD VISIBILITY SB, SOUTH, S/S, NOT EASILY DEFENDABLE. COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS. OBSTACLES: NONE, MISCELLANEOUS: NONE.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: 2 USMC (V.I.) MINOR. 4 NVA/VC KIIL (PROCUMBENT).

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: OUTSTANDING

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL LEADER RECOMMENDS CO IN SIMILAR SITUATION. PATROL LEADER RECOMMENDS X/W USE OF SUPPORTING ARMS.

12. COMMENTS BY THE INFORMER: NONE.

DECLASSIFIED
13. PATROL MEMBERS:

ICPL COURTRY 2367770
SFP KILLEN 1052321
2NCT LOWER 0107449
NFC CRAND 2442435
IN NOBE 3724650
PF0 GUMMO 2413062
CPL LYNCH 2346262

DISTRIBUTIONS

G-2 (5)
G-3 (2)
TASK FORCE "Y" FSOC (2)
Co 5th Mar Regt (2)
Co 3rd Mar Regt (2)
1st For Recon Co S-2 (5)
1st For Recon Co S-3 (5)
3rd FAC (2)
3rd Recon In (2)
OPERATION ORDER #47-69

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (REIN)
AN HAI, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
310900H Jan 1969

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
(b) 1stReconBrn P03000.4
(c) 1stMarDiv P3800.1G Ch 162 (Intelligence SOP)
(d) 1stMarDiv P003330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) Copy 16 of 16

Unit/Call Sign: FIG NEWTON "A" (1E-22) Patrol Leader: STILT F. H. FORFORAGE

1. Situation
   (a) See current INTSUM'S
   (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission
   Provide security for an engineer team clearing a LZ on hill 545 vic 2003272 in support of operation TAYLOR COMMON.

3. Execution
   Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Report LZ BARNES at 311000H; insert vic 3112272 at 311500H via 3002272.

4. Admin/Logistics
   Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics
   Primary Freq: 47.0 Alternate: 36.8
   Artillery: PUPPET SHON 33.65
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
   NIGHT SCHOLAR "D"

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" OOC
Task Force "Y" FSCC
3rdMarRegt OOC
3rdMarRegt FSCC
5thMarRegt OOC
5thMarRegt FSCC
CO, 1st FAC
1stReconBn(Rein) (S-3)
1stForReconCo(Rein)(S-3)

L. R. FINLAYSON
By direction

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS
OPNAVINST 5500-40

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

OPERATION ORDER #47-69
PATROL: FIG NEWTON A(E-22)
DELEGEE: SGT. J. D. MARTIN
MAPS: VENTIL, 1:50,000, AM 17074;
       SHEET 6540 II

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 1 CPT, 11 M11, 1 USN.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: ENGINEERS: (1) OFF, 4) M11.
   C. COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT: 2 FRO-251S 1 7550's
   D. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT: 2 M-44, 2 M-79, 6 CLAYMORCS

2. MISSION: PROVIDE SECURITY FOR AN ENGINEER TEAM CLEARING A LZ
   ON HILL 545 VTC ZOO02272 IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR COMMON.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 311200H/011700H

4. ROUTE: NONE, PATROL REMAINED AT INSERT POINT AND CLEARED AN HILL.

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 29 HOURS WITH NC SIGHTINGS OR
   CONTACTS. NC SUPPORTING ARMS UTILIZED.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   A. ENEMY: NONE.
   B. TERRAIN: W&S STEEP, CANOPY: 50 FEET HIGH, SECONDARY
      UNDERGROWTH 15-75 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF BAMBOO AND THICK VINES.
      MOVEMENT: N/A WATER: NONE ON HILLAGE.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LZ: ZOO02272 BATTLEFIELD IN, EXTRACT LZ:
   ZOO02272 4 X 40 LITRE BULLET WATER WITH NO OBSTACLES. TRAILS: NONE.
   CPT: VTC ZOO02272 ILS GOOD FIELD OF OBSERVATION TO THE WEST AND
   SOUTH. COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS WITH NIGHT SCHOLAR "A" AN
   RELAY. OBSTACLES: NONE. INHIBITORIOUS: NONE.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: NONE

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: N/A

12. COMMENTS BY THE DELEGEE: NONE

13. PATROL MEMBERS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TACT TIMEhog</th>
<th>TAC TIMEhog</th>
<th>TACT TIMEhog</th>
<th>TACT TIMEhog</th>
<th>TACT TIMEhog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPT RICKER</td>
<td>013011</td>
<td>CPT CARL</td>
<td>2402995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT RICKER</td>
<td>2064796</td>
<td>CPT EDDIE</td>
<td>2408497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT RICKER</td>
<td>2105297</td>
<td>CPT EDDIE</td>
<td>2454072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT RICKER</td>
<td>2406112</td>
<td>CPT EDDIE</td>
<td>2397114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT RICKER</td>
<td>2466105</td>
<td>CPT EDDIE</td>
<td>2363446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT RICKER</td>
<td>2473744</td>
<td>CPT EDDIE</td>
<td>2387149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT RICKER</td>
<td>2457760</td>
<td>CPT EDDIE</td>
<td>2397114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT RICKER</td>
<td>2457762</td>
<td>CPT EDDIE</td>
<td>2397114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT RICKER</td>
<td>2275252</td>
<td>CPT RICKER</td>
<td>2297013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT RICKER</td>
<td>2427556</td>
<td>CPT RICKER</td>
<td>2427552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTIONS

| C-2 | (5) |
| C-3 | (2) |
| TAC TIMEhog Y PSOC | (2) |
| CPT RICKER ZOOT | (2) |
| CPT RICKER ZOOT | (2) |
| CPT RICKER ZOOT | (5) |
| CPT RICKER ZOOT | (5) |
| 1ST FOR MAG CO S-3 | (2) |

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL
OPERATION ORDER #42-69

Ref: (a) 1st Recon, VIETNAM, Sheet 65401
(b) 1st Recon Div P03000.4
(c) 1st Recon Div P03000.16 Ch 1-2 (Intelligence SOP)
(d) 1st Recon Div P003330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) Co Frg 0042-69

Unit/Call Sign: ICE BOUND (F-32) Patrol Leader: Cpl T. A. OTT

1. Situation. (a) See current INTSUM's
(b) See current CPSUM's and FIR's (S-3/S-2)
(c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a reconnaissance of a suspected bunker and
base camp complex via ZC0332. Be prepared to call and adjust
artillery fire on all targets of opportunity. In sup op TAYLOR COMMON

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in
completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 0300H; insert via
ZC044510 and extract at 021000H via ZC TIA.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 36-8 Alternate: 47.0
Artillery: PUPPET SIDW 33.65
Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
NIGHT SCHOLAR "D"

A.R. FINLAYSON
By direction

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" PSCC (1)
Task Force "Y" CCC (1)
3rd Mar Regt CCC (1)
3rd Mar Regt TSCC (1)
5th Mar Regt PSCC (1)
5th Mar Regt CCC (1)
Co, 1st FAC (1)
1st Recon (Rein) (S-3) (1)
1st For Recon (Rein) (S-3) (6)

OWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

OPNAVINST 5500.40

CONFIDENTIAL
PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 6 MILES
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE
   C. COMM AND OBSERVATION EQUIP: 1 PRC-251'S, 1 7X50'S
   D. SPECIAL EQUIP: 1 M-14, 2 M-79, 2 CLAYMORES

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF A SUSPECTED BUNKER AND
   BASE CAMP COMPLEX VIC ZOO352. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST
   ARTY/AIR ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY. IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION
   T.Y.LOR OPRINT.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 061430H/071730H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY

5. SYNOPTIC: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 27 HOURS WITH (1) SIGHTING
   OF (3) NV./VC WHICH RESULTED IN (1) CONTACT. RESULTS OF CONTACT:
   (1) NV./VC KIA (CONFIRMED), NO USMC CASUALTIES. MARINE GUNSHIPS
   PROVIDED EXCELLENT CLOSE AIR SUPPORT.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   A. EIDIA:
      061515H: VIC ZOO41520 PATROL MADE CONTACT WITH (3) NV./VC.
      ENNAY APPROACHED PATROL FROM REAR AND LST M16 IN PATROL OPENDED
      FIRE KILLING (2) AND WOUNDING (1). THE THIRD NV./VC RETURNED
      FIRE BUT WAS INEFFECTIVE. PATROL BROKE CONTACT WHILE UTILIZING
      MARINE GUNSHIPS TO SUPPRESS MOVEMENT TO THE SOUTH, SOUTHEAST
      AND WEST. PATROL CONTINUED MISSION WITH NO FURTHER INCIDENT.
      EIDIA WERE WEARING U.S. TYPE C. CLOTHING UTILIZED ALL VOGUE PACKS
      AND WEB GEAR, NO HELD.MAN. ALL WERE ARMED WITH AK-47'S.
      RESULTS: (1) NV./VC KIA (CONFIRMED) NO USMC CASUALTIES.

   B. TERRAIN: ROLLING HILLS. NO CANYON. MOST OF AREA COVERED
      WITH SECONDARY UNDERGROWTH 5 TO 10 FEET HIGH CONSISTING
      OF VINES AND SCRUB BRUSH. MOVEMENT: 150 METERS PER HOUR.
      WATER: ABUNDANT.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LZ: ZOO33523 (RAPPEL) HELICOPTER
   HOVERED AT 40 FEET, BOIL CRATER. EXTRACT LZ: ZOO33527 (XOH-46)
   DIOND CRATER ON SOUTHERN SLOPE OF HILL. TRAILS: SEE OVERLAY.
   QFT'S: NONE. COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS WITH NIGHT
   SCHOLAR. OBSTACLES: NONE. MISCELLANEOUS: NONE.

DECLASSIFIED

DECLASSIFIED
RESULTS OF ENGAGEMENTS WITH THE ENEMY: (1) NVLY. (CONF). NO USING CASUALTIES.

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

10. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL LEADER STATES THAT OTHER THAN THE (3) ENEMY THAT CONTACT WAS MADE WITH THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OF ENEMY TRAFFIC THROUGH JCL IN LAST TWO WEEKS.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: MARINE GUNSHIPS PROVIDED EXCELLENT COVERAGE.

12. CONTENTS IN THE BRIEFER: NONE

13. PATROL MEMBERS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RANK</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPT O'TT</td>
<td></td>
<td>2319000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC ANDRES</td>
<td></td>
<td>2435401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC GRIMES</td>
<td></td>
<td>2469416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC OAR</td>
<td></td>
<td>2469479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC CREEL</td>
<td></td>
<td>2409479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC MURPHY</td>
<td></td>
<td>2467070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTIONS:

- C-2
- C-3
- TASK FORCE "V" PSCC
- CO 5TH MAR HGNT
- CO 3RD ML RGT
- 1ST FOR RECON CO S-2
- 1ST FOR RECON CO S-3
- 1ST F.G
- 1ST RECON BN

053 TRAIL OVERLAY

05 05
DECLASSIFIED

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (REIN)
AN HOA, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
010670 Feb 69

Ref: (a) Log, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
(b) 1st Recon BN PO3000.4
(c) 1st MarDiv0 P3800.1G Ch 1&2 (Intelligence)
(d) 1st MarDiv0 PO03350.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) Co Frg 0 #47-69

Unit/Call Sign: PENNY WISE (1E-23) Patrol Leader: Cpl. W. P. PLYER

1. Situation.
   (a) See current INTSUM'S
   (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

   Install a personnel detection device vic ZCO15320 and then conduct a reconnaissance of route 14 vic ZCO29311. Be prepared to call and adjustarty/air on all targets of opportunity. In support of Operation TAILOR COMOON.

3. Execution.
   Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ Barness at 020800H; insert vic ZCO20319 and extract at 051000H via TB.

4. Admin/Logistics.
   Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics.
   Primary Freq: 47.0 Alternate: 36.8
   Artillery: PUPPET SHOW 33.65
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
   NIGHT SCHOLAR "D"

A. R. PINLAYSON
By direction

Distribution:

- G-2
- G-3
- Task Force "Y" FSCC
- Task Force "Y" COC
- 3rd MarRec 5th COC
- 3rd MarRec FSCC
- 5th MarRec COC
- 5th MarRec FSCC
- CO, 1st BN
- 1st Recon (Rein) (S-3)
- 1st Recon Co. (Rein) (S-3)

2001

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

OPNAVINST 5500.40

DECLASSIFIED
PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 7 ENLISTED
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE
   C. COMM AND OBSERVATION EQUIPMENT: 2 PRC-251'S, 2 7X50'S
   D. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT: 1 M-14, 5 UM-104 AGENES

2. MISSION: INSTALL PERSONNEL DETECTION DEVICE VIC ZC015320 AND THEN CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF ROUTE 14 VIC ZC029311. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST PTY/AIR ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY. IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TALOR COTTON.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 031300H/060952H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 96 HOURS WITH NO SIGHTINGS OR CONTACTS. NO SUPPORTING ARMS WERE USED.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   A. ENEMY:
      051550N VIC ZC01322-ZC019321 COMPANY SIZE HARD CORE SITE. UNDERCRUSH HAD BEEN CLEARED OUT HUSKY TRAIL. HAS NOT BEEN USED IN ABOUT 2 MONTHS.
   B. TERRAIN: WIDE STEEP, CANOPY: SCATTERED 15-20 FEET HIGH, SECONDARY UNDERGROWTH: VERY THICK 5-10 FEET HIGH. CONSISTING OF VINES, SORGHUM, AND THORN BUSHES. MOVEMENT: 25 METERS PER HOUR, WATER: NO WATER ON HIGH GROUND.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSTALL EZ: ZC0700323 GOOD 2 XOH-46, FORD IN RIVER WITH STONE BASE, EXTRACT EZ: ZC076323 GOOD 1 XOH-46, STREAM WITH OLD BRIDGE HARD TO CROSS. HELICOPTER PUT REAR WHEELS ON BRIDGE, TEAM WALKED ON. TRAIL: ZC076323-ZC0717525 TRAIL 25 FEET WIDE AT ONE TIME, OVERGROWTH WITH BRUSH 2-3 FEET HIGH. LEAVING 2 FOOT WIDE TRAIL. OP'S: NONE. CONVERSATIONS: EXCELLENT COMMUNICATIONS TO RIGHT SCROLL "W". OBSTACLES: NONE. MISCELLANEOUS: NONE.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: ROAD IS POSSIBLY USED AS COURIER ROUTE. COULD BE EASILY CLEARED.
CONFIDENTIAL

11. INEFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: N/A

12. COMMENTS BY THE DRIVER: NONE.

13. PATROL PARTICIPANTS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPL FLYER</td>
<td>2277000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC STAPLETON</td>
<td>245564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC OLSON</td>
<td>245360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC DRAKE</td>
<td>245503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC DORING</td>
<td>245503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC MARTINEZ</td>
<td>245503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC MESSIER</td>
<td>245503</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G-2</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-3</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASK FORCE &quot;Y&quot; FSOC</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO 5TH MAR REGT</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO 3RD MAR REGT</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST FOR RECON CO S-2</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST FOR RECON CO S-3</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST FAD</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST RECON DN</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

OPERATION ORDER #49

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (REIN)
IN HOI, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
010900H For 0109-69

Ref: (a) 1stPavk, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 I
(b) 1stRecnDn Co 03000.4
(c) 1stDtrv Div F 3600.16 Ch 182 (Intelligence SOP)
(d) 1stDtrv Div F 300330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) Cplt Fag #48-69

Unit/Call Sign: STEEL RIM (32-21) Patrol Leader: Capt S. G. McDaniel

1. Situation
   (a) See current INPSUM’S
   (b) See current OPSUM’S and PIR’S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission
   Conduct a reconnaissance of the HA RA STREAM area vic ZO0144. Place special emphasis on locating and monitoring enemy traffic on any trails in this area. Be prepared to call and adjust artillery on all targets of opportunity. In support of Operation TAYLOR COMMON.

3. Execution
   Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depict L/O/TARES at 030800H; insert vic 20019463 and extract at 061000H via TBA.

4. Admin/Logistics
   Reference (h) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics
   Primary Freq: 36.8 Alternate: 47.0
   Artillery: PUPPET TOW 33.65
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SQUADRON "A"
   NIGHT SQUADRON "B"

A. R. FINLAYSON
By direction

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" FSCC
Task Force "Y" COC
3rdMarRegt COC
3rdMarRegt FSCC
5thMarRegt COC
5thMarRegt FSCC
CC, 1st PAvk
1stRecnDn (Rein) (S-3)
1stForReconCo (Rein) (S-3)

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

OPNAVINST 5500.40

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER: #40-69
PATROL: STEEL RUN (32-27)
DELIBERATOR: 3SGT. J. D. HANSON
MILES: WEST 1, 30,000, AS 27014,
SHEEP: 6540 I

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE CO.
AN HOA, RVN.
101400H FEB 1969

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   a. COMPOSITION: 7 ENL, 1 USN
   b. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE
   c. COMPL AND OBSERVATION EQUIP: 2 PRG-251S 1 7X50's
   d. SPECIAL EQUIP: 4 M-14, 1 M-79, 3 CLAYMORES

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF THE HA BI STREAM AREA VIC 200744. PLACE SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON LOCATING AND MONITORING ENEMY TRAFFIC ON ANY TRAILS IN THIS AREA. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST ARTILLERY ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY. IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR COMET.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 061330H/101100H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 93 1/2 HOURS WITH NO SIGHTINGS OR CONTACTS. NO SUPPORTING ARTILLERY UTILIZED.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   a. ENEMY: N/A
   b. TERRAIN: WAS STEEP, CANYON: 60-70 FEET HIGH, SECONDARY UNDERGROWTH: 12-15 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF VINES AND BAMBOO VERY THICK, MOVEMENT: APPROXIMATELY 50 METERS PER HOUR DUE TO STUBBORNNESS OF TERRAIN AND THICKNESS OF VEGETATION, WATER: ONLY WATER AVAILABLE IS SONG CUI.


8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A.

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL LEADER STATES THAT AREA COVERED SHOWED NO INDICATION OF ANY USE AT ALL. THE TWO (2) TRAILS LOCATED WERE WELL WORN BUT SHOWED NO SIGNS OF RECENT TRAFFIC.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: N/A.

12. COMMENTS BY THE DELIBERATOR: NONE.
**CONTENTS**

15. **PATROL MEMBERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COL SCAMMONS</td>
<td>2409536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO HUFFNER</td>
<td>2427003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL SCHRODDER</td>
<td>2491212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC LUND</td>
<td>2433770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC GARZA</td>
<td>2435106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC CARLISONI</td>
<td>2420335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN WEDDE</td>
<td>2512536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC DUGAN</td>
<td>2433555</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISTRIBUTIONS**

- G-2: (5)
- G-3: (2)
- TASK FORCE "Y" FSCC: (2)
- CO 5TH MAR INF: (2)
- CO 3RD MAR INF: (2)
- 1ST FOR RECON CO 5-2: (5)
- 1ST FOR RECON CO 5-3: (5)
- 1ST FASC: (2)
- 1ST RECON BN: (2)

**TRAIL OVERLAY**

- ZC 00 + 47
- ZC 03 + 44
Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
(b) 1st Recon BN O P0000.4
(c) 1st Div O P0000.16 Ch 162 (Intelligence SOP)
(d) 1st Div O P00330.24 (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CO Frag O #49-69

Unit/Call Sign: HUNT CLUB (32-23) Patro"m

1. Situation. (a) See current IN'TL'S
   (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a reconnaissance of the junction of the SONG GIAN and the ONG CAT vic Y0971362. Be prepared to call and adjust artillery and air on all targets of opportunity. In support of Operation TAYLOR COPPER.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 030900H; insert vic Y0963388 and extract at 061100H vic Y0968362.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 47.0 Alternate: 36.0
Artillery: PUPPET SHOW 33.65
Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
NIGHT SCHOLAR "B"

L R. FINLAYSON
By direction

Distribution:

c-2
c-3

Task Force "Y" COC
Task Force "Y" FSCC
CO, 1st PRES
3rd MarReg C/C
3rd MarReg FSCC
5th MarReg C/C
5th MarReg FSCC
1st Recon BN (Rein) (S-3)
1st For Recon BN (Rein) (S-3)

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

OPNAVINST 5500.40

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
1. SIZE, COMPOSITION AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 7 OFF, 7 EML, 1 USN.
   B. SPEC.IAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE.
   C. COM. AND OBSERVATION EQUIP.: 2 PRC-25'S, 1 X150'S.
   D. SPEC.IAL EQUIP.: 1 M-49, 3 CLAYMORES.

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF THE JUNCTION OF THE SONG GIENG AND THE SONG C'LY VIC Y097/362. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST ARTILLERY ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY. IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION "TAYLOR COMMUN.".


4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY.

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 665 HOURS WITH NO ACTUAL SIGHTINGS AND NO CONTACTS. ARTILLERY WAS UTILIZED WITH GOOD EFFECT.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   A. ENEMY:
      071925H-072040H: VIC Y096/369 PATROL AND MOVEMENT APPROXIMATELY 120 FEET. PATROL NOTICED (3-4) FLASHLIGHTS APPROXIMATELY 400 METERS TO THE SOUTH 072040H THE MOVEMENT CEASED AND FLASHLIGHTS WERE NO LONGER VISIBLE.

   B. TERRAIN: HILLS STEEP, CANYON, AS HIGH AS 120 FEET. SECONDARY UNDERGROUND 0-40 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF BAMBOO AND ELEPHANT GRASS, VERY THICK. MOVEMENT 250 METERS PER HOUR. WATER SHALLOW ON HIGH GROUND.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LZ: Y096/363 & X00/46 BOMB CRATER ON HIGH GROUND. NO OBSTACLES IN ZONES. EXTRACT LZ: Y096/360 (FOOT) HELICOPTER HOVERED AT APPROXIMATELY 30 FEET OVER RIDGELINE. TRAILS: SEE OVERLAY. CS'S: NONE USED. COMMUNICATIONS: FM COMMUNICATIONS WITH RELAYS, USE METAL NECESSARY. OBSTACLES: NONE. MISCELLANEOUS: NONE.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A.

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: ALL TRAILS FOUND IN "HIVEN" SHOWED DEFINITE SIGNS (TREAD FOOT PRINTS) OF RECENT (SAME DAY) HEAVY MOVEMENT IN BOTH DIRECTIONS.

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL
OPERATION ORDER #51-69

CANCELED

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 I
(b) 1stRecon
(c) 1stMarDiv P300, 16 Ch 1 & 2 (Intelligence SOF)
(d) 1stMarDiv P300330.24 (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CoFragO #51-69

Unit/Call Sign: HOSE PEAK (F-31) Patrol Leader: Cpl S. D. CARVER

1. Situation. (a) See current INTSUM's
   (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S(S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a ADA from vic 20074370 to vic 20074362. Be prepared to call and adjust rty/air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COMM

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ RMN's at 020900H; insert vic 20074370 and extract at 021400H via TBL.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronic. Primary Freq: 47.0 Alternate: 36.9
                   Artillery: PUPPET SEC 33.65
                   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
                   NIGHT SCHOLAR "D"

[Signature]

L. E. SIMMONS

Distribution:
G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" OCC
Task Force "Y" FSCC
CO, 1st F.G
3rdMarRegt OCC
3rdMarRegt FSCC
5thMarRegt OCC
5thMarRegt FSCC
1stRecon (Rein)(S-3)
1stRecon Co (Rein)(S-3)

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS
OPNAVINST 5500.40

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

OPERATION ORDER #52-69

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (REIN)
1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (REIN)
AN HOA, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
021000H, Feb 1969

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
(b) 1st Recon Bn 03000-4
(c) 1st Div 03000.1G Ch 1 & 2 (Intelligence SOP)
(d) 1st Div 03000.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) Co, Furge 052-69

Unit/Call Sign: FIG NEPTON "A" (E-22) Patrol Leader: 1st Lt R. M. Ford

1. Situation
(a) See current INTSUM'S
(b) See current OPNAV'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
(c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission
Conduct a reconnaissance of the junction of the SONG GIANG and the SONG GII RIVERS. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COMMON.

3. Execution
Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BERNSTEIN 040800H; insert vic Y0980337 and extract at 070900H vic TBA.

4. Admin/Logistics
Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Com/Electronics
Primary Freq: 47.4 Alternate: 36.8
Artillery: FUFFET SED' 33.65
Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
NIGHT SCHOLAR "D"

R. E. SIMMONS

Distribution:

Y095

1 36

C-2
C-3
Task Force "Y" COC
Task Force "Y" FSOC
3rd Mar Regt COC
3rd Mar Regt FSOC
5th Mar Regt FSOC
5th Mar Regt COC
CO, 1st FAB
1st Recon Bn (Rein) (S-3)
1st Force Recon Co (Rein) (S-3) (6)

TRANSMITTED 33

PNAVINST 5500.40

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER: #52-69
PATROL: FIG NEWTON "A" (1E-22)
DEPOT: SGT. J. B. M. THUS
MPS: VENTIL: 1,500,000, AN 17014,
SHEET 65 1/2

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE CO.
140100H FEB. 1969

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 1 OFF, 6 EML, 1 USN.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: RCMI
   C. COMBAT OBSERVATION EQUIP.: 2 PRC-25 1/4 7X50's
   D. SPECIAL EQUIT: 1 M-14, 1 M-79, 3 CLAYMORES

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF THE JUNCTION OF THE SONG NAM AND THE SONG C.I RIVERS. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST ARTY/ AIR ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR CONVY.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 101015H/1416:5H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY.

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 102 1/2 HOURS WITH NO SIGHTINGS OR CONTACTS. NO SUPPORTING ARMS UTILIZED.

6. OBSERVATION OF AREA AND TERRAIN:
   A. AREA: N/A
   B. TERRAIN: N/S STEEP COUNTRY, VARIED FROM ELEPHANT GRASS TO COCONUT 150 FEET HIGH. locally undergrowth to feet high consisting of light brush, movement: 100 METERS PER HOUR. VANE: HOME ABOVE RIVER.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LZ: YC972337 1XCH-46 GENTLE SLOPE COVERED WITH ELEPHANT GRASS, NO OBSTACLES. EXTRACT LZ: YC973339 2 XCH-46 SIMILAR TO INSERT ZONE, TRAILS: SEE OVERLAY.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL HALLER RECOMMENDS POSSIBLE BETTER C.W.'s IN THE (YC9736) AREA, THESE ARE SUITABLE RAPPEL INSERT POINTS IN THIS VICINITY.
1. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING Arms: W/2
2. CONTENTS OF THE BRIEFER: N/A

13. PATROL MEMBERS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIRST PCP PATOGE</th>
<th>0103011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPL DICKINSON</td>
<td>2264706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC METZ</td>
<td>2406112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC HENTLEY</td>
<td>2406395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC L. RSCN</td>
<td>2443751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC HESMIE</td>
<td>2457710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGT LANDCASTER</td>
<td>2312055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGT CROCKETT</td>
<td>2257776</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTIONS

- G-2 (5)
- G-3 (2)

LEGEND

- O: LIBERT
- X: EXTRACT

TRAIL OVERLAY

- YC 95
- 36
- YC 90
- 33
OPERATION CODE: #53-69

DECLASSIFIED

Cancel

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
(b) 1st Recon Bn FO 3000.4
(c) 1st Div Fo 3800.5G Ch 1 & 2 (Intelligence SDP)
(d) 1st Div Fo 30330.24 (Rules of Engagement)
(e) Cofreqo #53-69

Unit/call Sign: FOOST PEAK (F-37) Patrol Leader: Cpl E. D. CROCKETT

1. Situation. (a) See current INTSUN'S
   (b) See current OP/N's and TARPS (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct reconnaissance and surveillance operations within your assigned area. Place special emphasis on observing the SONG BOUNG via ZCO/5658 for possible enemy arms and troop infiltration. Be prepared to call and adjust air/air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR CONTIN.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARRIES at 040900H, insert via ZCO17498 and extract at 071100H via TRL.

4. Admin/logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 470. Alternate 368
   Artillery: PUPPET SHOW 3365
   SELEBY "A" 638
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
   NIGHT SCHOLAR "D"

R E. SIMMONS

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" COC
Task Force "Y" FSCC
CO, 1st P.G
3rd Mar/Art COC
3rd Mar/Art FSCC
5th Mar/Art COC
5th Mar/Art FSCC
1st Recon Bn (S-3)
1st Recon Bn (S-2)
1st Recon Bn (S-1) (S-5) (S-6)

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

COPY 19 OF 16 COPIES
1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (RECON)
30 MAR. RECON 200TH F. 001
S & C NO. 15-61

0330
 copied of 16 Copies
1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (REIN)
AN NAA, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
040800H Feb 1969
1ST FORCE RECON CO
S & C NO. 61-69
0331

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL
OPERATION ORDER #54-69

CANCELLED

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
(b) 1st Recon BN 103000.4
(c) 1stMarDivP 3500.1G Ch 1 & 2 (Intelligence SOP)
(d) 1stMarDiv 1003330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) ComHdrO #54-69

Unit/Call Sign: BAGEL BAG (1E-21) Patrol Leader: Sgt R. P. KEISTER

1. Situation
(a) See current IN'TSUM'S
(b) See current OP'SUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
(c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a reconnaissance of grid squares ZC0536 and
ZC0636 placing special emphasis on locating enemy anti-aircraft
towers and observation towers. Be prepared to call and adjust artillery on
all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR CONN.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in
completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 05000H; insert vic
ZC073371 and extract at 091000H vic TBA.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 47.0 Alternate: 36.8
Artillery: PUPPET SHOW 33:65
Radio Relay: COFFEE CUP 49:45 155H

A. R. FINNAYSON
By direction
Z005

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER
OPNAVINST 5500.40

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER #55-69

CANCLED

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
(b) 1st Reconn Bn PO 3000.4
(c) 1st MarDiv P3800.1 Ch 1&2 (Intelligence SOP)
(d) 1st MarDiv PO 03330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CO Frag O 55-69

Unit/Call Sign: PICKWICK PAPER (E-21) Patrol Leader: Sgt R. W. PETERS

1. Situation
   (a) See current INTSUM'S
   (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct reconnaissance and surveillance operations
   within your assigned area placing special emphasis on vic YC09038 and
   YC09037. Front 4 is reported in this area. Be prepared to call and
   adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation
   TAYLOR COMMON.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing
   the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 050830H; insert vic YC012382
   and extract at 080930H vic TBA.

4. Admin/logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 47.0 Alternate: 36.8
   Artillery: PUPPET SHOW 33:65
   Marine: COFFEE CUP 49.85 155H
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "D"

A. R. Finlayson
By direction

Distribution:

G-2: 1
G-3: 1
Task Force YN FSCC: 1
Task Force YN COC: 1
3rdMarRecon COC: 1
3rdMarRecon FSCC: 1
5thMarRecon COC: 1
5thMarRecon FSCC: 1
CO, 1st FAC: 1
1st Recon Bn(Rein)(S-3): 1
1st Force Recon Co(Rein)(S-3): 6

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

OPNAVINST 5500.40
Unit/Call Sign: CRAZY BONE (3E-22) Patrol Leader: Cpl K. P. KELLY

1. Situation.
(a) See current INTRUSION'S
(b) See current OPSUM'S and FIR'S (S-3/S-2)
(c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a prisoner grab vic Z0196324. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity, in support of Operation TAYLOR COMMON.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 051000H; insert vic Z019037 and extract at 061500H vic TBA.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics.
(a) Primary Freq: 47.0
(b) Alternate: 36.8
(c) Artillery: PUPPET SHOW 33.65
(d) Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
(e) NIGHT SCHOLAR "D"

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" FSCC
Task Force "Y" COC
3rd MarRegt COG
3rd MarRegt FSCC
5th MarRegt COC
5th MarRegt FSCC
CO, 1st FG
1st ReocBn(Rein)(S-3)
1st ForReco(Rein)(S-3)

A. R. FINLAYSON

By direction

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

CONFIDENTIAL
DECLASSIFIED

OPERATION ORDER: 56-69
PATROL: CRAZY DON (TJ-22)
DESIGNER: SGT. J. MATHEWS
MAPS: VICTIM, 1:50,000, AND 1:7,500, SHEET 6540 I

DECLASSIFIED

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 0 ENL.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE
   C. COMM AND OBSERVATION EQUIP.: 2 PRO-25'S 1 M-49 SCOPE
   D. SPECIAL EQUIP.: 1 M-79, 3 CLAYMORSES

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A PRISONER GRAB VIC ZC196324. BE PREPARED TO
   CALL AND ADJUST ARTY/AD ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT
   OF OPERATION TAYLOR COBRA.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 071000H/091130H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 43½ HOURS WITH (2) SIGHTINGS
   OF A TOTAL OF (12) NV/VC WHICH RESULTED IN (1) CONTACT. RESULTS
   OF CONTACT: (1) NV/VC KIA (CONFIRMED), (1) FEMALE DETAINEE,
   NO USMC CASUALTIES. MARINES GUISHEPS WERE UTILIZED WITH EXCELLENT
   COVERAGE.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   A. ENEMY:
      091325H: VIC ZC202323 PATROL OBSERVED (1) VN MAJ AND (1)
      VN BOY WALKING ON PADDY DIRT. MAJ WORE BLACK PJS,
      BOY (APPROXIMATELY 15 YEARS OLD) WORE KIKI SHORTS AND A
      KILTI SHIRT. NEITHER WORE ARMS OR CARRYING ANY EQUIPMENT.
      091000H: VIC ZC206332 PATROL OBSERVED (10) NV/VC MOVING
      ACROSS RICE PADDY AREA. ENEMY WORE BLACK PJS, NO HEADGEAR,
      (1) V'S ARMED WITH AN SKS. PATROL ATTEMPTED TO CAPTURE THESE
      ENEMIES BUT ENEMIES DISPERSSED AND FLED TO THE WEST AND EAST TOWARD
      HILLS. PATROL TOOK ENEMY UNDER FIRE WITH M-16 AND KILLED
      ONE (1). PATROL APPROACHED KIA TO SEARCH BODY WHEN A VN
      FEMALE V'S APPEARED. PATROL WAS SAFELY EXTRACTED WITHOUT
      FURTHER INCIDENT. VN FEMALE DETAINEE WAS FORWARD TO T/F
      "Y" LITI. RESULTS: (1) NV/VC KIA CONFIRMED, (1) VN FEMALE
      DETAINEE, NO USMC CASUALTIES.

   B. TERRAIN: ROLLING HILLS. CANOPY: 40 TO 60 FEET HIGH. SECONDARY
      UNDERGROWTH 6 TO 10 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF THICK BAMBOO AND
      VINES. MOVEMENT: 400 METERS PER HOUR ON TRAILS AND 100
      METERS PER HOUR THROUGH VEGETATION. WATER: ABUNDANT.

DECLASSIFIED
7. OTHER INFORMATION:  INSERT 12: 2390337 1 KCH-4 ZONE ON HILLTOP. NO OBSTACLES. INSERT 13: ZC205332  MULTIZONE AREA IN RHC RADAR. TRAILS:  ALL TRAILS FOUND WERE APPROXIMATELY (2) FEET VIGN AND SHOWED SIGNS OF BEING USED RECENTLY BY LARGE GROUPS OF ENEMY. MAJORITY OF PRINTS WERE BAREFOOT OR SANDLES, VERY NEW VIGN BOOTS. SEE OVERLAY. OPS:  NOS USE. COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATION WITH NIGHT SCHOOLS "V"  RECON. OBSTACLES: NONE. MISCELLANEOUS:  PATROL DISCOVERED (? JUD 500 - POUND BOMB VIC ZC202532. NO ACTION TAKEN.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: (1) NVA/VC KIA (CONFIRMED), (1) VN DETAINED (FEMALE), NO USING CASUALTIES.

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL LEADER STATED THAT ENEMY ARE USING ALL TRAILS SHOWN ON OVERLAY AND ARE LIVING IN THE GENERAL VICINITY OF ZC2033.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: HELICOPTER GUNSHIPS PROVIDED EXCELLENT COVERAGE.

12. COMMENTS BY THE DESCRIBER: NONE.

13. PATROL MEMBERS: PATROL OVERLAY

| CPL FINCH | 2375675 |
| CPL ELLIS | 2257560 |
| LGPL MORRIS | 2297375 |
| PFC WILKINS | 2304349 |
| PFC ROSENFELD | 2443996 |
| PFC WEBER | 2430509 |
| PFC SYLVESTER | 2405059 |
| PFC ANDERS | 2405055 |

DISTRIBUTIONS

| G-2 | 5 |
| G-3 | 2 |
| TAK FORCE "Z" PSCG | 32 |
| CO 5TH MTR BATT | 32 |
| CO 3RD MTR BATT | 32 |
| 1ST FOR Recon Co 6-2 | 32 |
| 1ST FOR Recon Co 6-3 | 32 |
| 1ST PSCG | 32 |
| 1ST RECON BN | 32 |
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

OPERATION ORDER #57-69

CANCELLED

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (REIN)
AN MOD, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM

061700H Feb 1969

1ST FORCE RECON CO

S & C NO 66-69

UNIT/CALL SIGN: SCANDINAVIA (F-41) Patrol Leader: Sgt D. D. GLENN

1. Situation,
   (a) See current INPSUM'S
   (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission,
   Conduct a reconnaissance of vic YO944448 then move away from this area and call and adjust a heavy volume of artillery fire on to it (75-100 Bda). Be prepared to call and adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity in support of operation TAYLOR COMMON.

3. Execution,
   Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 080830H; insert vic YO944453 and extract at 111000H via TBA.

4. Admin/logistics
   Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics
   Primary Freq: 36.8 Alternate: 47.0
   Artillery: PUPPET SHOE 33.65
   SELBY BELVADERE 55.05
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
   NIGHT SCHOLAR "B"

A. R. FINLAYSON

By direction

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" COC
Task Force "Y" FSCC
CO, 1st Bn
3rd MarRegt COC
3rd MarRegt FSCC
5th MarRegt COC
5th MarRegt FSCC
1st Recon Bn (S-3)
1st For Recon Co (Rein) (S-3)

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

CONFIDENTIAL

OCTAVINST 5500.40

DECLASSIFIED
Ref: (a) Map VIETNAM, Sheets 6540 
(b) 1stReconBN P03000.4
(c) 1stMarDivO P9600.1G Ch 1&2 (Intelligence SOP)
(d) 1stMarDivO P003330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CoFragO #58-69

Unit/Call Sign: FORE FATHER (F-11) Patrol Leader: 2LT O. E. LOOMER

1. Situation. (a) See current INDSUM's
(b) See current OPSUM's and PIR's (S-3/S-2)
(c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a reconnaissance of vic YG46293 and then move away from this area and call and adjust a heavy volume of artillery fire on it (75-100 RDS). Be prepared to call and adjust artillery on all targets of opportunity in support of operation TAYLOR COMMON.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 0809 H; insert vic YG42297 and extract at 1119 H vic TBA.

4. Admin/logistics. Reference (b) and verbal

5. Comm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 47.0 Alternate: 36.8
   Artillery: PUPPET SCHOLAR 35.65
   SELBY BELVADERE 55.05
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
   NIGHT SCHOLAR "B"

A. R. FINLAYSON
By direction

Distribution:

G-2 (1)
G-3 (1)
Task Force "Y" OCC (1)
Task Force "Y" FSCC (1)
CO, 1st FAG (1)
3rdMarRegt OCC (1)
3rdMarRegt FSCC (1)
5thMarRegt OCC (1)
5thMarRegt FSCC (1)
1stReconBN(S-3) (1)
1stForReconCo(Rein)(S-3) (6)

COPNAVINST 5500.40

DECLASSIFIED
OP: IJRATIQ
ORJ....

FORE TR (F-11)

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE CO.
1ST HSC, RVN.
141930H FEB. 1969

Patrol Report

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 1 OFF, 6 BIO.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: N/A
   C. COMBINED OBSERVATION公園: 2 FRC-25'S 1 7x50's
   D. SPECIAL EQUIP: 1 M-19, 3 CLAYMORES

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF VIC YC946293 AND THEN MOVE ANY POINT 2KM NE AND CALL AND ADJUST A HEAVY VOLUME OF ARTILLERY FIRE ON IT (75-100 RIC). BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST ARNY/AMM ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR COMO.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 101/25H/1/165H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY.

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 90? HOURS WITH NO SIGHTINGS OR CONTACTS. MARINE ARTILLERY UTILIZED WITH GOOD COVERAGE.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   A. ENEMY: N/A
   B. TERRAIN: V.S SLOPES. CANYON: CO-50 FEET HIGH. SECONDARY UNGROWN TO 50 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF ELEPHANT GRASS AND BRUSH. MOVEMENT: 100 METERS PER HOUR. WATER: ABUNDANT.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LE: YC946293 1XCH-26 LEVEL MACHINE COVERED WITH ELEPHANT GRASS. NO OBSTACLES. EXTRACT LE: YC946293 2XCH-26 LEVEL GROUND COVERED WITH ELEPHANT GRASS. NO OBSTACLES. OP'S: NOT USED. COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS WITH NIGHT SCOUT ACT.
   B. OBSTACLES: NONE
   C. WEATHER: 132100H: VIC YC946293 PATROL HEARD A CONVERSATION BETWEEN TWO STATIONS OF FREQUENCY (47.00). THESE TWO STATIONS TRANSMITTED ENTIRELY IN FRENCH. THESE TRANSMISSIONS LASTED UNTIL 13 2300.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL LEADER SUGGESTS A MISSION TO MONITOR ANY FUTURE TRAFFIC ON FREQUENCY (47.00).
12. Comments on the Extract: NONE.

13. Patrol Members:

PFC FLEMING
PFC THURSTON
PFC MAR
PFC GILLEN
LCPL CURRIE

Distributions:

G-2
G-3

Task Force "Y" NSCC
Co 5TH MAR REGT
Co 3RD MAR REGT
1ST FGR RECON Co S-2
1ST FG RECON Co S-3
1ST FGR
1ST RECON BN

Legend:
C Insert
X Extract

Patrol Overlay

Trail Overlay

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6640 III & IV
(b) 1stReconBn OP 00000, 4
(c) 1stMarDiv OP 3000, 16 Ch 1/2 (Intelligence Ops)
(d) 1stMarDiv OP 00333, 21 (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CoFrag O P59-69

Unit/Call Sign: SADDLE BAG (F-21) Patrol Leader: Sgt R. P. KEISER

1. Situation,  (a) See current INTELL'S
    (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
    (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission, Conduct reconnaissance and surveillance operations with your assigned Haven placing special emphasis on locating a suspected enemy battalion size base camp via AT8642. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation Taylor Common.

3. Execution, Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 081000H; insert via AT894450 and extract at 111200H via AT865440.

4. Admin/logistics, Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics, Primary Freq: 36.8 Alternate: 47.0
   Artillery: PUPPET SUD' 33.65
   FLAG DIP "E" 35.65
   FUDGE CAKE "A" 33.65
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "D"

A. R. FINEBYSON
By direction

Distribution:

D-2
D-3
Task Force "Y" COC
Task Force "Y" FSCC
CO, 1st FIC
3rdMarRegt COC
3rdMarRegt FSCC
5thMarRegt COC
5thMarRegt FSCC
1stReconBn (Rein) (S-3)
1stForReconCo (Rein) (S-3) (6)

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

OPNAVINST 5500 40
OPERATION ORDER: 59-69
PATROL: SADDLE BAG (F-21)
INFORMATION: SGT. IL KOZENICH
MAPS: VIETNAM, 1:50,000, NGS 7014,
SHEET (S) 6640 III & IV

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE CO.
AN HOA, RVN.
121105H FEB 1969:

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   a. COMPOSITION: 6 DL
   b. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: KIT CARSON SCOUT
   c. COMM AND OBSERVATION EQUIP: 2 PRC-25/S & 7X50'S
   d. SPECIAL EQUIP: 3 GUNMEN & REMINGTON 700 SNIPER RIFLE

2. MISSION: CONDUCT RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE OPERATIONS WITHIN YOUR ASSIGNED AREA, PLACING SPECIAL EMphasis ON LOCATING A SUSPECTED ENEMY BATTALION SIZE UNIT VICT T0942. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST ARTY/LR ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR COMMON.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 091715H/120923H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 04 HOURS WITH NO SIGHTINGS OR CONTACTS. NO SUPPORTING FIRE USED.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   a. ENEMY: N/A
   b. TERRAIN: ROLLING HILLS AND STEEP HILLS MIXED. CANOPY: 40-45 FEET HIGH AS SHOWN ON MAP. SECONDARY UNDERGROWTH: THICK 35-20 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF BAMBOO, VINES, AND SCHRUBS.
   c. MOVEMENT: BUSY INCLUSION OF TRAILS, 300 METERS PER HOUR OFF TRAILS. WATER: PLENTIFUL.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LZ: N/A WALKED IN. EXTRACT LZ: T073444 GOOD, 1 XCM-46. LOW BRUSH 3 FEET HIGH. TRAILS: AS INDICATED ON MAP. T0745ATCCGS, CIVILIAN ACTIVITY. MANY SMALL TRAILS IN ALL DIRECTIONS. OP'S: T094453; GOOD OBSERVATION NORTH AND SOUTH. NOT EASILY DEFENDABLE. COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD. OBSTRUCTIONS: NONE. MISCELLANEOUS: NONE.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: POSSIBLY ENEMY AT T090/20, GOOD AREA FOR CONCEALMENT.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARM: N/A

DECLASSIFIED
12. COMMENTS BY THE INFORMER: NONE

13. PATROL PARTIES:

SGT. KEISTER
PFC KIEFER
PFC SUSSEX
PFC KISH
PFC GARCIA
PFC MATHIS
MR. MIO

DISTRIBUTIONS

G-2
G-3
T.S.K. FORCE "Y" FS CC
CO 5TH INF. REGT
CO 3RD INF. REGT
1ST FOR RECON CO S-2
1ST FOR RECON CO S-3
1ST F.G
1ST RECON BN

AT 0746

LEGEND
C = INSERT
X = EXTRACT
Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 I
(b) 1st Reconn BN PO 3000.4
(c) 1st Nbr Div C P 3000.1G Ch 1 & 2 (Intelligence SOP)
(d) 1st Nbr Div P 30330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CoYr # 60-69

Unit/Call Sign: MOOSE PEAK (F-31) Patrol Leader: SgT T. L. MORAN

1. Situation:
   (a) See current INTSUM'S
   (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission:
   Remain behind after the movement from FSB PIKE by the CIDG and then move to a position where you will be able to observe the abandoned FSB. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/smr on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation Taylor Common.

3. Execution:
   Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BAUNES at 0800H; insert vic 2C193456 and extract at 1130H vic TBA.

4. Admin/Logistics:
   Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Com/ Electronics:
   Primary Freq: 36.8 Alternate: 47.0
   Artillery:
   "PUPPET SLOW" 33.65
   "FLAG DIP "T" 35.8
   "FUDGE CAKE "A" 33.65

A. R. FINLAYSON

By direction

Distribution:

G-2 (1)
G-3 (1)
Task Force "Y" FSCC (1)
Task Force "Y" COC (1)
CO, 1st FLS (1)
3rd BN (Rein) COC (1)
5th BN (Rein) FSCC (1)
9th BN (Rein) COC (1)
11th BN (Rein) FSCC (1)
5th BN (Rein) COC (1)
1st ForRecon BN (Rein) S-3 (2)
1st ForForRecon BN (Rein) S-3 (6)

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS
OPNAVINST 5500 40
OPERATION ORDER: #60–69
PATROL: MOOSE TEAL (F-31)
DEPONDER: SGT. J. D. MILLIS
MAPS: VIETMAM, 1:50,000, AND 17014,
SHEET 6340 I

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE CO.
AN HOU, RVN.
JAN 220-81 FEB. 1969

1. PATROL REPORT

1. SITUATION, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   a. COMPOSITION: 1 OFF., 5 ENG., 1 USN.
   b. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE.
   c. COMBAT AND OBSERVATION EQUIP.: 2 PRO-25'S 1 7X50'S
   d. SPECIAL EQUIP.: 3 M-73, 2 CLYNOSES

2. MISSION: REEL IN BEHIND AFTER THE MOVEMENT FROM FSD PIEON BY THE
   CIDG AND THEN MOVE TO A POSITION WHERE YOU WILL BE ABLE TO OBSERVE
   THE ABANONED FSD. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST ARTY/AIR ON ALL
   TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR COMMON.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 0930/131015H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY.

5. SYNOPTIC: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 93 HOURS WITH (5) SIGHTINGS
   OF A TOTAL OF (25) NVL/VC WHICH RESULTED IN (1) CONTACT. RESULTS
   OF CONTACT: (2) NVL/VC KIA (PROBABLE). NO USING CASUALTIES. MARINE
   ARTILLERY AND GUNSHIPS UTILIZED WITH GOOD COVERAGE, UNKNOWN ENEMY
   CASUALTIES.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND ENHAIN.
   1) ENEMY:
      111105H: VIC ZC193.55 PATROL OBSERVED (3) NVL/VC MOVING
      FROM NORTH TO SOUTH ACROSS RIDEALINE. ENEMY WORE GREEN UTILITIES,
      NO HELMETS, (1) WAS ARMED WITH (1) SNES. PATROL CALLED FIRE
      MISSION OVER RIDEALINE, ARTILLERY IMPACTED AT ENEMY'S POSITION.
      RESULTS: UNKNOWN ENEMY CASUALTIES.
      120255H: VIC ZC193.55 PATROL OBSERVED (3) NVL/VC MOVING
      FROM NORTH TO SOUTH ACROSS RIDEALINE. ENEMY WORE GREEN UTILITIES,
      (2) ARMED WITH (1) SNES. PATROL CALLED FIRE MISSION. ENEMY
      MOVED TO SOUTH. RESULTS UNKNOWN.
      121025H: VIC ZC193.55 PATROL OBSERVED (2) NVL/VC MOVING
      NORTH TO SOUTH ACROSS RIDEALINE. ENEMY WORE GREEN UTILITIES,
      (1) WAS SHOT, GUNSHOT TEARS, AND HAD (1) SNES. ENEMY MOVED
      FROM SIGHT BEFORE ACTION COULD BE TAKEN.
      121055H: VIC ZC193.55 PATROL OBSERVED (7) NVL/VC WALKING
      AROUND RIDEALINE LOOKING FOR EQUIPMENT. ENEMY WORE GREEN
      UTILITIES AND BUSH HATS. (3) ENEMY WORE CARTRIDGE BELTS, THESE
      (2) ARMED WITH (1) SNES, (1) LAW, AND (1) UNKNOWN TAKEN
      RIFLE. FIRE MISSION CALLED, AS FIRST ROUND IMPACTED, ENEMY
      MOVED TO THE ND.

7. OBSERVATION OF FRIENDLY AND NEUTRAL:
   1) FRIENDLY:
   2) NEUTRAL:

DECLASSIFIED
130915H: VCC ZC193455 PATROL main contact with (7) NV./VC.

En Berny from a mixture of black PJs and green utilities. Enemy
were engaged with .50's. PATROL initiated contact with
approaching hilltop. Enemy and patrol exchanged small arms
fire and enemy broke contact. Patrol moved toward extraction
area and sighted (4) M-60 NV./VC. These enemy were a mixture
of black PJs and green utilities. Patrol moved the enemy's
position and guns希尔d strafed area and utilized (15) rockets
with good coverage. Patrol was extracted at 130915H without
incident. Results: (2) NV./VC KIA (PROBABLE), NO US CASUALTIES.

TERRAIN: WAS STEEP. CLIMATE: 20 FEET HIGH, BROKEN, SECONDARY
undergrowth 5 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF VINES AND SHRUBS.
NO WIND. 300 MILES PER HOUR. WAVE: ABUNDANT.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: TERRAIN 12: 20193455 2 XEH-46 LEVEL HILLTOP.
NO OBSTACLES. ENEMY DETECTED AS INSERT. TACTICS: SEE OVERLAY.
CF/TS: ZC179457; GOOD OBSERVATION TO BE MAINTAINED. COMMUNICATIONS:
GOOD COMMUNICATIONS WITH HIGH SCHOLL USING VHF ANTENNA. CONTACTS:
None. MISCELLANEOUS: VICTORY ZC179457 IS SUITABLE RAPPEL INSERT
ZONE.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH ENEMY: 2 NV./VC KIA (PROBABLE),
NO US CASUALTIES.

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL HOVER RECOGNIZES THAT
AREA IN THE VICINITY OF (ZC193455) BE CONSTANTLY KEPT UNDER KEPT
SO AS TO CONTROL ENEMY ACTIVITY AT THAT LOCATION.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARTILLERY AND GUNSHIPS
PROVIDED GOOD COVERAGE.

12. CONCLUSION BY THE COLORS: ENEMY WERE ENGAGED AND MADE CONTACT
WITH US AS POSSIBLE SLEEPING AREA FOR ABANDONED ENEMY EQUIPMENT AS
PATROL SURPRISED ENEMY AT FIRST CONTACT.

13. PATROL MEMBERS: CO 17

SGT McLean 207523
SGT Pate 8204414
SGT Milligan 2022497
PFC Martin 2474019
PFC Kitchin 2457072
H/H Box 2442956
Z/N Hitch 206920

DISTRIBUTIONS

G-2 (2)
G-3 (2)
TASK FORCE "Y" FOCC (2)
CO 5th H/RR (2)
CO 3rd H/RR (2)
1ST FOR KCCON CO S-2 (2)
1ST FOR KCCON CO S-3 (2)
1ST FIC (2)
1ST KCON DN (2)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL
OPERATION ORDER 71-69

Ref: (a) Maj, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540-IV
(b) 1st Recon Bn 13000.4
(c) 1st Mar Div P0300.1G Ch 162 (Intelligence SOP)
(d) 1st Mar Div P003330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) Co Frg 081-69

Unit/Call Sign: SCANDINAVIA (F-41) Patrol Leader: Sgt D/3. GLENN

1. Situation. (a) See current INSTRM'S
   (b) See current OPSUN'S and PIR'S (5-3/3-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a reconnaissance of a suspected enemy main supply route vic Y093494. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/fire on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR CROSS.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 14030H; insert vic Y0940493 and extract at 140930H vic TBA.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 36.8 Alternate: 4.7.0  
   Artillery: SELBY "A" 55.05  
   SELBY BELLAVIQUE 55.05  
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"  
   NIGHT SCHOLAR "D"

A. R. FINLAYSON
By direction

Distribution:

G-2  
G-3  
Task Force "Y" OCC  
Task Force "Y" FSCC  
1st FAC  
3rd Mar Regt OCC  
3rd Mar Regt FSCC  
5th Mar Regt OCC  
5th Mar Regt FSCC  
1st Recon (Rein) (3-3)  
1st For Recon Co (Rein) (3-3) (6)

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

OPNAVINST 5500.40

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER: #61-69  
PATROL: SCORPION (F-41)  
DELIBERATOR: SSGT J. D. MALONE  
MAPS: VIETNAM, 1:50,000, 1965 L7014,  
SHEET 5540 IV  

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE CO.,  
AN HOC, RVN,  
121500H FEB 1969  

PATROL REPORT  

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:  
A. COMPOSITION: 1 OFF, 4 RLN.  
B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE  
C. COMM AND OBSERVATION EQUIP: 2 PRO-25'S; 7X50'S  
D. SPECIAL EQUIP: 1 M-14, 1 M-79, 2 CLAYMORSES  

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF A SUSPECTED ENEMY MIN SUPPLY ROUTE VIC-X/35494. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST ART/orth ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR COMIN,  

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 111300H/121300H FEB 1969  

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY  

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 24 HOURS WITH NO SIGHTINGS OR ENCOUNTERS, NO SUPPORTING ARMS UTILIZED. PATROL WAS EXHAUSTED DUE TO COMMUNICATIONS DIFFICULTIES.  

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:  
A. ENEMY: N/A  


8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A  

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD  

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL LEADER RECOMMENDS THAT A SATISFACTORY RADIO RELAY BE ESTABLISHED PRIOR TO ANY FURTHER OPERATIONS IN THIS AREA.  

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: N/A  

12. COMMENTS BY THE DELIBERATOR: NONE.
3. PATROL MEMBERS:

Sgt. Gilman 2055492
LCol. Hubbard 248140
PFC Roth 2315049
PFC Cupp 2411497
2nd Lt. Brower 0305614

DISTRIBUTIONS

- Task Force "Y" FSCG (5)
- Co 5th MHR Regt (2)
- Co 3rd MHR Regt (2)
- 1st FSO Recon Co S-2 (5)
- 1st FSO Recon Co S-3 (5)
- 1st FAC (2)
- 1st Recon BN (20)
DECLASSIFIED

OP NAVMST 5500 49

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

CONFIDENTIAL
OPERATION ORDER: #62-69
PATROL: OFF SPRING (F-21)
DEBRIEFER: SSGI. MATIS
MAPS: VIETNAM, 1:50,000, USS L7014,
       SHEET(8) 66.40 IIIA-IV

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE CO.
AN HOA, RVN.
15430CH FEB. 1969

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 2 OFF, 5 MIL, 1 USN.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE
   C. COMM AND OBSERVATION EQUIP.: 2 TEC-25"S, 1 7X50'S, 1 STARLIGHT Scope.
   D. SPECIAL EQUIP.: 1 M-14, 1 M-79, 2 claymores

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A Reconnaissance AND SURVEILLANCE OPERATIONS WITHIN
   YOUR ASSIGNED HAVEN PLACING SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON VIC AT07544 FOR POSSIBLE
   ENEMY TROOPS AND AIR IMPLANTATION. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST AMY/
   AIR ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR COMMON,
   THEREFORE...

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 120930H/151200H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 7 HOURS WITH NO SIGHTINGS
   OR CONTACTS. ONE (1) FIRE MISSION WAS CALLED WITH GOOD COVERAGE
   OF T.RECT.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   A. ENEMY: N/A
   B. TERRAIN: ROLLING HILLS, OCCASIONAL STEEP TERRAIN. CANOPY:
      30-50 FEET HIGH IN SOUTHERN PORTION OF HAVEN. SECONDARY
      UNDERGROWTH: 5-15 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF VINES, SCRUB BRUSH
      AND BAMBOO. MOVEMENT: VARIED FROM 200 TO 4,000 METERS PER
      HOUR. WATER: ABUNDANT.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LZ: AT07544 MILITARY ZONE LEVEL
   GROUND. NO OBSTACLES. EXTRACT POINT: AT074457 TEAM WALKED TO
   THIS POINT AND WAS TRUCKED TO CP. TRAILS: SEE OVERLAY. OP'S:
   AT079429 HAS A GOOD POINT OF OBSERVATION TO THE EAST, SE AND NE.
   COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS WITH SALUTATION. OBSTACLES:
   NONE. MISCELLANEOUS: NONE.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: NONE

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: NAVAL ARTILLERY UTILIZED WITH
    GOOD COVERAGE.
12. COMBATS IN THE IDENTIFIED AREA

13. PATROL MEMBERS:

- SGT Peters
- CPL Parrish
- CPL Shock
- HN Davies
- CPL William
- CPL Pickett
- 2NDLT Rollings

DISTRIBUTIONS

- G-2 (5)
- G-3 (2)
- Task Force "Y" FSG (2)
- Co 5th MR RECT (2)
- Co 3rd MR RECT (2)
- 1ST FOR RECON Co S-2 (5)
- 1ST FOR RECON Co S-3 (5)
- 1ST FAC (2)
- 1ST RECON BN (2)

LEGEND
- O INSERT
- X EXTRACT

TRAIL OVERLAY

AT 06 + 45
OPERATION ORDER #63-69

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
    (b) 1st Recon Bn SFC 0000.4
    (c) 1st Mar Div PFC 00.15 Ch 1&2 (Intelligence Sup)
    (d) 1st Mar Div PFC 003330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
    (e) Co FPG 1/63-69

Unit/Call Sign: ICE BOUND (F-32) Patrol Leader: Cpl T. A. Ott

1. Situation
   (a) See current INTELS
   (b) See current OPNAV'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission
   Conduct a reconnaissance of the abandoned village of
   YO996352 and observe and report all enemy movement along
   the SONG CAI vic YO9935. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/air on
   all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COMMISSION.

3. Execution
   Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 131000H; insert vic YO980337
   and extract at 171500H vic TBA.

4. Admin/Logistics
   Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics
   Primary Freq: 47.0 Alternate: 36.8
   Artillery: SELBY "A" 55.05
   SELBY BELVADER 55.05
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCROLAR "A"
   NIGHT SCROLAR "D"

A. R. FAYSON
By direction

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" COC
Task Force "Y" FSCC
CO, 1st FAG
3rd Mar Regt COC
3rd Mar Regt FSCC
5th Mar Regt COC
5th Mar Regt FSCC
1st Recon Bn (Rein) (S-3)
1st For Recon Co (Rein) (S-3) (6)

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER: #63-69
PATROL: PONY TEAM (F-32)
DEPLBRER: SSgt. J. D. MATHIS
UNIT: VIETNAM, 150,000, LST L704.
SIDE 65-10 II

1ST FORCSE RECONNAISSANCE CO.
171600H FEB. 1969

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 1 OFF, 5 BNL, 1 USN.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE
   C. COMMUNICATION EQUINE: 1 PRC-25'S, 1 7X50'S, 1 PRC-64
   D. SPECIAL EQUIP.: 1 M-79, 3 CLAYMORSES

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF THE ABANDONED VILLAGE OF
   YOUNG VIC YC996352 AND OBSERVE AND REPORT ALL ENEMY MOVEMENT ALONG
   THE SOUTH VIC YC 9955. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST AMT/ART ON
   ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATIONS TAYLOR COMMON.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 151430H/171430H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 40 HOURS WITH NO SIGHTINGS
   OR NO CONTACTS, NO SUPPORTING ARMS UTILIZED.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   A. ENEMY: N/A
   B. TERRAIN: WAS STEEP, CANOPY: 15 TO 25 FEET HIGH, SECONDARY
      UNDERGROWTH: APPROXIMATELY 3 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF BAMBOO
      AND THICK BRUSH. MOVEMENT: 400 METERS PER HOUR. WATER:
      INSIGNIFICANT.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LST: ZOO14320 1 XCH-46 LEVEL HILLTOP
   SMALL STUPE: NO CEB. SIGS. EXTRACLT LST: YC993345 1 XCH-46 LEVEL
   GROUND NO OBSTACLES. TRAILS: SEE OVERLAY.
   CP'S: YC994345, GOOD
   OBSERVATION TO NORTH AND N.W. COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS
   WITH S.L.T. WATCH "D" RELAY. CEB. SIGS: NCE ENCOUNTERED.
   MISCELLANEOUS: ONE (1) MEMBER OF PATROL WAS INJURED DUE TO FALL.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: FAIR; (1) USING ICG

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: N/A

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: N/A

12. COMMENTS BY THE DEPLBRER: N/A

DECLASSIFIED
**DECLASSIFIED**

**13. PATROL IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>X Coordination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2LT BROWER</td>
<td>0105634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC GROVES</td>
<td>2357327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPL HICKerson</td>
<td>2447070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC HIGGINS</td>
<td>1825118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGT PARKER</td>
<td>2441749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC HOLLOWAY</td>
<td>3639</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISTRIBUTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G-2</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-3</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Force &quot;Y&quot; TSCC</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO 5TH MAR REGT</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO 3RD MAR REGT</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST FAD RECON CO S-2</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST FAD RECON CO S-3</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST FAD</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST RECON BN</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEGEND**

- O INSERT
- X EXTRACT

**TRAIL OVERLAP**

X Coordination: YC 02

Y Coordination: YC 97

Y Coordination: YC 00

Y Coordination: YC 35

Y Coordination: YC 32
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

OPERATION ORDER 64-69

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (REIN)
AN ADA, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
1111/1111 Feb. 1969

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
(b) 1st ReconBrn F 03000.4
(c) 1st MarDivO F 03000, 16 Ch 1&2 (Intelligence)
(d) 1st MarDivO F 005530.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) Co/Forpe #64-69

Unit/Call Sign: HUNT CLUB (3E-23) Patrol Leader: Maj M. M. FINCH

1. Situation.
   (a) See current INFSUM'S
   (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

   Establish a clandestine radio relay within your assigned
   haven and be prepared to relay all communications between NIGHT SCHOLAR
   and all operating teams to your South and West. Be prepared to call
   and adjust enemy air on all targets of opportunity in support of
   Operation TAYLOR COLON.

3. Execution.
   Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol.
   Depart LZ BARRIES at 130800H; insert vic 20095303
   and extract at 181600H vic 20086319.

4. Admin/logistics.
   Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics.
   Primary Freq: 36.0 Alternée: 47.0
   Artillery: PUPPET SMO 33.65
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
   NIGHT SCHOLAR "B"

   C.R. FINCH
   A. R. FINCH

   By direction

Distribution:

C-2
C-3
Task Force "Y" COC (1)
Task Force "Y" FSOC (1)
CO, 1st FAG (1)
3rd MarRegt COC (1)
3rd MarRegt FSOC (1)
5th MarRegt COC (1)
5th MarRegt FSOC (1)
1st ReconBrn (S-3) (1)
1st ForReconCo (S-3) (6)

DOWN GRADE TO CLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

OPNAVINST 5500.40

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER: 764-69

PATROL: HUMP UNIT (3E-62)

INFORMER: SGT. J. D. MARTIS

MTS: VERNAL, 150000, X06 I7014

SHEET 65.0 II

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   a. COMPOSITION: 3 EM, 1 USL
   b. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NO
   c. COMMUNICATIONS Equip.: 2 PRC-251 S, 7X501S
   d. SPECIAL EQUIP.: 1 IL-79, 3 GLYNDES, 1 IL-60

2. MISSION: ESTABLISH A CHARLINGTON RADIO RELAY WITHIN YOUR ASSIGNED AREA AND TO RELAY ALL COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN NIGHT SCHOOL AND ALL OPERATING BASES TO YOUR SOUTH AND WEST. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST ARTIFICIAL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR COMINCS.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 1312/54/190945h

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY.

5. SYNOPTIC: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 1.1 HOURS WITH (1) SIGHTING OF A TOTAL OF (4) INV/VC NO SUPPORTING ARMS UTILIZED.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   a. ENEMY:

      171545h: VIC ZOC0121 PATROL OBSERVED (4) INV/VC IN LINING BLOCKS, NO HKBX OR EQUIP. ENEMIY WERE COLLECTING EQUIPMENT FROM HILLTOP AND MOVED AWAY TOWARD THE EAST.

   b. TERRAIN: W.S SLOPE. CRUCY: APPROXIMATELY 40 FEET HIGH, SECONDARY UNDERGROUND: NO, MOVEMENT: PATROL WENT STRAIGHTLY. WATER: NO, NOTE ON HILLTOP.

   c. BK'S: ZOC095301 IS GOOD OBSERVATION POINT TO WEST AND SOUTH.
   d. COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS WITH SOUTHERN. OBSERVATION: NO, HESITATIONS: NO.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: NONE.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: N/A

12. CONCLUSIONS: THE INFORMER: NONE.

DECLASSIFIED
13. PATROL IDENTS: | Patrol Overlay |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LCPL CUSICK</td>
<td>2361056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCPL DONOVIN</td>
<td>2393993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC HARRISON</td>
<td>2252765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC ELLIOTTE</td>
<td>2457606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC CRAWFORD</td>
<td>2452323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCpl THOMPSON</td>
<td>2646146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPL SELIGON</td>
<td>2332171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCPL SIMPSON</td>
<td>2439909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSGT CORD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER \#65-69

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (REIN)
IN HA\A, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
121330H Feb 1969

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet
(b) 1st Recon Bn CO P03000.4
(c) 1st Arty Div CO P3600.1G Ch 1\&2 (Intelligence SDP)
(d) 1st Recon Bn CO P003330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CO FRCO \#65-69

Unit/Call Sign: F Science (1E-23) Patrol Leader: Cpl-4-P.-P.-P.-P.

1. Situation.
   (a) See current INTSUM's
   (b) See current OPSUM's and FTR's (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a reconnaissance of the trail via ZC007437 and
monitor all enemy traffic on it. Place special emphasis on locating
any AA positions threatening FSB TOMAHAWK via ZC017417. Be prepared to
call and adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity in support
of Operation TAYLOR COMMON.

3. Execution. Utilize references (c) through (e) to assist in com-
pleting the patrol. Depart LA HAINUS at 130800H; insert via ZC017433
and extract at 170900H via ZC013430.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 56.8 Alternate: 47.0
Artillery: SMEDY "A" 55.05
Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
           NIGHT SCHOLAR "B"

C. C. TO

L. R. FINLAYSON

By direction

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" COG
Task Force "Y" FSCC
CO, 1st FAG
3rd Arty Regt COG
3rd Arty Regt FSCC
5th Arty Regt COG
5th Arty Regt FSCC
1st Recon Bn (Rein) (S-3)
1st Recon Co (Rein) (S-3)

DOWNGRADE TO UNCLASSIFIED AFTER 30 DAYS

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. Composition: 8 Enl.
   B. Special Attachments: None.
   C. Casualty and Observation Equip.: 2 PRO-25's 1 TX50's
   D. Special Boat: 1 Hi-Lo, 3 Clamshells

2. MISSION: Conduct a Reconnaissance of the Trail Vic 20007:37 and Monitor all Enemy Traffic on it. Place special emphasis on locating any enemy positions that can be seen. For those Vics 20017:37. Be prepared to call-in and adjust ARTFIRE on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TYPHON.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 1514Z/2101Z

4. ROUTE: See attached overlay

5. SYNOPSIS: Patrol covered a period of 24 hours with 1 sighting of 2 Vc/IV, which resulted in 1 contact. Result: 2 Vc/IV; Kl.; no supporting artillery used.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:

   A. Enemy:

   152300Z-160200Z AT 20005:35 HEARD 2-3 Vc/IV, moving in NO DISCERNED DIRECTION.

   161130Z AT 2016:30 2 IN/VC walking down Trail East to West. Enemy was wearing their standard utilities and 1 bush cover. Enemy in front had rifle possible US. The Grenier. Enemy R/N patrol at about 25 meters patrol opened fire. Permanent E/R/B both Enemy being hit by rounds hit Bodies rolled down incline. Patrol then eases without bodies rolled and heard NO MOVEMENT. Result: 2 Vc/IV; Kl.

   162300Z-170200Z AT 2000:436 Patrol heard 2-3 ENEMY MOVING IN NO DISCERN DIRECTION.

   172300Z-180200Z AT 2001:435 HEARD 2-3 Vc/IV; MOVING IN NO DISCERN DIRECTION.

   B. Terrain: Mostly flat, grassy. 25-45 feet thick. Secondary Undergrowth: 6 feet high consisting of vines-Small shrubs. Movement: very easy 200 to 300 meters per hour. Water: NO WATER IN AREA.
7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LT: ZC001.36 GOOD HITTED ZONE.
SUNSET EMERGENCY CLASS 3 FLIGHT HIGHL. EXTRACT LT: S.15 .S INSERT.
TACT: 11 Y SKILL TAILS RIDING FROM N11 TAIL RIDING ON LIP.
PATROL LEADER NOT SURE OF POSITIONS DUE TO DISABILITATION IN TAIL. LIP.
OP'S: NOIS IN REAL COMMUNICATIONS: EXCELLENT, CRESTicles:
NONE. RESCUE AECUS; HILLS IN AREA, LARGE RATS, BIRDS, AND TIGERS.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: 2 VC/IV. Kt.

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: NERVOUS BECAUSE OF NO SLEEP.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL LEADER BELIEVES NO
COULD HAVE TAKEN MY STATION 7 ON TIME. RECOMMEND TQ-40.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING RKS: Y/;

12. COMMENTS IN THE AFTERMATH: NONE

13. PATROL MEMBERS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>RANK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANK FORCE &quot;Y&quot; +SCC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST FOR 1204 CC G-3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST FOR 1204 CC G-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST FOR 1204 CC G-3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST F.G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST 1204 JN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTIONS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G-2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANK FORCE &quot;Y&quot; +SCC</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST FOR 1204 CC G-3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST FOR 1204 CC G-2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ST F.G</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1ST 1204 JN | 2  

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

OPERATION ORDER #66-69

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (REIN)
IN ADA, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
111200H Feb 1969

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet (b) 1stLcdrHi No POC00-04
(c) 1stMarDivO PEOO-85 Ch 1 & 2 (Intelligence Ser)
(d) 1stMarDivO POC0370-24 (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CoFreg 0066-69

Unit/Call Sign: SCREEN TEST (F-51) Patrol Leader: Pvt. J. H. KILLIN

1. Situation. (a) See current INTELL
   (b) See current OPORD's and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a reconnaissance of vic 200625, placing special emphasis on monitoring any heavily used trails in the vicinity. Be prepared to call and adjust artillery on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COMMON.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 131030H; insert vic ZOO77245 and extract at 171130H; insert vic 20064267.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 47.0 Alternate: 36.8
   Artillery: PUPPET SHOW 36.65
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
   NIGHT SCHOLAR "C"

G.S. F. I. Fox

A. R. PINAYSON

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" COC (1)
Task Force "Y" FSCC (1)
CO, 1st F.G (1)
3rdMarRegt COC (1)
3rdMarRegt FSCC (1)
5thMarRegt COC (1)
5thMarRegt FSCC (1)
1stLcdrHi (Rein) (S-3) (1)
1stForceReconCo (Rein) (S-3) (6)

CONFIDENTIAL

DOWNGRADE TO UNGCCASS AFTER 30 DAYS

G. N. T. R. W. 2-44

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

OPERATION ORDER #65-69
PATROL: SCAVENGER (757)
RECOMMEND: SGT. J. C. "HEAT
HPS: VERTICAL 150,000, HS U7014,
SHEET 6540 IT

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE CO.
IN N.W., NVIL
130012 FEB. 69

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 7 BILL, 3 USB
   B. SIGNAL ATT. CIVILIAN: NO
   C. COMPLIANCE OBSERVATION POINT: 2 IRC-25'S
   D. SPECIAL DUTY: T 11-79, 2 CLIMATE

2. MISSION: CONTACT A RECONNAISSANCE NCO OF VIC 200225 PLACING SPOTTED
   DIRECT ON MONITORING AND HEAVILY USED TRAILS IN THE VICINITY. BE
   ADVISED TO CALL AND ASST. H/M Y/AIR ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY
   IN SUPPORT OF OPERATIONS FOR RECON TUNER COACH.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 1416303/1010303

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 90 HOURS WITH NO SIGHTINGS
   OR CONTACTS, NO SUPPORTING ARM'S UTILIZED, ONE (1) BIKE C/H/V/Y .....
   STATION W/S LOCATED.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   A. ENEMY: N/A
   B. TERRAIN: W/S STEEP. COUNTRY: 60-70 FEET HIGH. SECONDARY
      UNGRADED: 15-20 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF ROCKY, JUD HILLS,
      HILLS. NOVEMBER: 200 METERS PER HOUR. WEA: DRIZZLE

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT HERE: ZCO0270 1 XCL-14 LEVEL HILLS/OP
   NO OBSTACLES. ENTRANCE: ZCO0124; 2 XCL-14 GENTLY SLOPING
   CULTIVATED FIELD; WITH STUMPS 2 TO 3 FEET HIGH, TRAILS; SEE
   OVERLAY. CB'S: NOISE IN USED. COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS
   WITH S/HQ LOCATION "..." BELAY. C/S: NOISE, MISCELLANEOUS:
   151103N: VIC ZCO02256 PATROL FOUND ONE (1) BIKE C/H/V/Y STATION
   IT CONSISTED OF (10) HUTS (10'x20'x12'), (2) TENTS (10'x20'x12'),
   (10) BUNKERS (5'x10'x10'), AND (20) FIGHTING HILLS. SET EB251

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: ENEMY POSSIBLY USING COMPLEX
    FOUND VICINITY ZCO02256 FOR PERIODIC V/Y STATION. THIS AREA WAS
    USED WITHIN PAST WEEK.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARM'S: N/A
### Patrol Overlay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPT KELLY</td>
<td>1053327</td>
<td>G-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT STEIN</td>
<td>2456262</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCOL CAMPBELL</td>
<td>2567373</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFG (O-3)</td>
<td>2342335</td>
<td>T-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC RUSSELL</td>
<td>2665406</td>
<td>1ST FOR RECON CO 5-2 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPT KELLY</td>
<td>2377637</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC WILLIS</td>
<td>2400399</td>
<td>1ST FOR RECON CO 5-3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lt REID</td>
<td>1720950</td>
<td>1ST FG (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lt RECON BN</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Trail Overlay

Legend:
- O INSERT
- X EXTRACT

DECLASSIFIED

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER 1/67-69

UNIT/CALL SIGN: STEEL RNH  PATROL LEADER: CPL S. D. GORDON 1/6

Ref: (a) NCC, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
(b) 1stRecnBrig P0300.4
(c) 1stInfDiv P0300.16 Ch 1 & 2 (Intelligence Section)
(d) 1stInfDiv P003330.24 (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CoFrgO %67-69

1. Situation.
(a) See current INTELS.
(b) See current OPSEC'S and FIRE'S (S-3/S-2).
(c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a reconnaissance of the trail junction vic ZQ097270 and monitor any enemy traffic on the approaches to FSB BOLO. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation T.Y.L.O: COMEX.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ MARINES at 131130H; insert vic ZC05271 and extract at 171300H vic ZC10623.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics.
   Primary Freq: 47.0
   Alternate: 36.8
   Artillery: PUPPET SHOT 35.14
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCHOLAR "A"
               NIGHT SCHOLAR "D"

Distribution:

   2-2
   2-3
   Task Force "Y" COC
   Task Force "Y" FSCC
   CO, 1st F.I.G
   3rdBnRegt COC
   3rdBnRegt FSCC
   5thBnRegt COC
   5thBnRegt FSCC
   1stRecnBrig(RJH)(S-3)
   1stRecnBrig(RJH)(S-3) (6)

BY DIRECTION
L. R. FINLAYSON

DOWN GRADE TO VIETNAM AFTER 30 DAYS

CONFIDENTIAL
SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
- COMPOSITION: 6 BILL, 3 USA,
- SPECIF. ATT. CHEMICALS: NONE.
- COMBINED OBSERVATION POINT: 2 M16-25 GS 1 7X50'S
- SPECIF. BATTERY: 1 14-14, 1 14-79, 2 CLAYMOR.

MISSION: CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF THE TRAIL JUNCTION VIC ZC097260 AND MONITOR ANY BOUND TRAFFIC ON THE APPROACHES TO PSD DOLO. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST ARTILLER ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR COUNTRY.

TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 141600H/201315H

ROUTE: SATE ATTACHED OVERL.

SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 93 HOURS WITH 2 SIGHTINGS OF 25 VC/HW. CALLED 1 FIRE MISSION. RESULTS: UNK.

OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
- ENEMY:
  160044H AT ZC095265 PATROL RECEIVED 1 WILL ARMED ROUND SNIPER FIRE FROM UNKNOWN HELPOD POSSIBLE U.S. C. A.  TWO ROUND CAME FROM VC AT ZC097265 U.S. ARMED AT RADIO.
  161800H-162000H AT ZC092270 PATROL HEARD 10 ENEMY YELLS CALLED TO ONE ENEMY IN VIC OF PSD DOLO. BULLET SEARCHING THROUGH TREES.
  170700H-171000H AT ZC092270 10 BULLET OBSERVED SEARCHING PSD DOLO. ENEMY WEARING CLOTH UTILITY, 6 WOL GLIDER PARKS, SOME CUSH COVERS, 3 HELMETS, 4 PISTOLS, 3 CARTRIDGE BELTS, 2 AK-77, 3 SIS, 1 CARABINE. BULLET WAS SPOTTING C-RATIONS, PLASSTIC BAGS, AND OTHER UNKNOWN OBJECTS.
  171315H AT ZC092265 PATROL OBSERVED 1 WILL CONSTRUCTED BIVI. 20 FEET LONG 30 FEET WIDE. WOODEN SLOPED ROOF. NOTHING VISIBLE INSIDE. EVIDENCE OF RECENT USE OF M1A1. SMOKE IN PATROL SO BULLET WAS NOT SEARCHED.
  171700H AT ZC092270 PATROL OBSERVED 15-20 ENEMY WEARING CLOTH UTILITY, CUSH COVERS, AND OLD GEAR. NEARLY COMPLETE AMMUNITION BUT THEY WERE UNFIRABLE. 1 ENEMY WAS UNIDENTIFIED HELMET. CALLED FIRE MISSION. SITUATION 4 ADJUSTED FIRE DUE TO PATROLS' POOR LOCATION TO OBSERVE. COVERAGE FAIR. RESULTS: UNKNOWN.
DECLASSIFIED


8. Results of Encounters with the Enemy: Unknown

9. Condition of the Patrol: Good but Tired


11. Effectiveness of Support: Fair because of the involved.

12. Comments by the Commander: None.

13. Patrol Memers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soldier</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COL HENNESS</td>
<td>2409136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCL ROTHEN</td>
<td>2335925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC HILER</td>
<td>2321007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC HLOD</td>
<td>2435923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC LUNCHUN</td>
<td>2435355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT HICHER</td>
<td>2612536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC CARRIAGE</td>
<td>2420355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14. Patrol Overlay

Legend:
- O Insert X Extract

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

OPERATION ORDER #8-69

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 I
   (b) 1st Recon Co PO 3000.4
   (c) 1st MarDiv P 3800.15 Ch 142 (Intelligence SOB)
   (d) 1st MarDiv PO 3330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
   (e) Co Frg Co 16-69

Unit/Call Sign: GUNNY DONN Patrol leader: Op R. L. HALL

1. **Situation**: (a) See current INTSUM's
   (b) See current OPSUM's and PIR's (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. **Mission**: Establish an OP where you can observe and report all enemy activity on the abandoned FSG "FIX" vic ZC 193456. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/eir on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COTTON.

3. **Execution**: Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 1311Z; insert vic ZC 193456 and extract at 1712Z via TBA.

4. **Admin/Logistics**: Reference (b) and verbal.

5. **Com/Electronics**: Primary Freq: 36.8 Alternate: 47.0
   Artillery: FUDGE CAKE "A" 33.65
   BLACK BOTTOM 33.65
   Radio Relay: NIGHT SCOLAR "A"
   NIGHT SCOLAR "B"

   C. A. THILAYSON
   A. R. THILAYSON
   By direction

**Distribution**:

- G-2 (1)
- G-3 (1)
- Task Force "Y" COC (1)
- Task Force "Y" FSCC (1)
- CO, 1st Frg (1)
- 3rd MarRegt COC (1)
- 3rd MarRegt FSCC (1)
- 5th MarRegt COC (1)
- 5th MarRegt FSCC (1)
- 1st Recon Rebn (Rein) (S-3) (1)
- 1st For Recon Co (Rein) (S-3) (6)

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

CONVOLVULUS Rail 18-21-B 2-48
PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND MOVEMENT:
   A. Composition: 1 OFF, 7 MIL.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: N/A.
   C. COMBAT AND OBSERVATION EQUIP: 2 PRC-25's, 1 7X50's
   D. WEAPONS: 1 M-79, 4 CLYMBERS, 1 M-60

2. MISSION: ESTABLISH AN OP Where YOU CAN OBSERVE AND REPORT ALL ENEMY ACTIVITY ON THE REQUIREMENTS FOR "PITCH" VICT 20393-55. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUST ART. AND ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TACHIA COMMON.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 131000H/171500H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 101 HOURS WITH (4) SIGHTINGS OF A TOTAL OF (17) NV/NIG WHICH RESULTED IN (1) CONTACT. RESULTS OF CONTACT: (3) NV/NIG KIA (PROBABLE), NO USING CASUALTIES, NO SUPPORTING ARTS UTILIZED.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:

   A. ENEMY:

   15000H: VICT 20302-40, PATROL MADE CONTACT WITH (6) NV/NIG. ENEMY WORE A MIXTURE OF BLACK PJS AND GREY UTILITIES. ENEMY WEAR ARMED WITH AK-47S AND SHOES. PATROL INITIATED CONTACT AND (3) ENEMY WERE HIT AND FELL IN THE EXCHANGE OF AUTOMATIC WEAPON FIRE. ENEMY LEFT CONTACT AND FELL SOUTH. PATROL COVERED AREA AND FOUND DIABLO TRACKS, TRASH TRASH, AND DIRT (1) BLOOD-STAINED PITCH HELMET. RESULTS: (3) NV/NIG KIA (PROBABLE), NO USING CASUALTIES.

   151051H: VICT 20393-55, PATROL OBSERVED (4) NV/NIG MOVING NE TO SW OVER HILLTOP. ENEMY WORE BLACK SHOES AND Khaki SHOES. ONE (1) WASS ARMED WITH (1) SKE. NO ACTION TAKEN. ENEMY LEFT AREA. FUTURE FLEW MISSION COULD BE CALLED.

   160015H: VICT 20393-55, PATROL OBSERVED (3) NV/NIG MOVING NE TO SW OVER HILLTOP. ENEMY WORE BLACK PJS. TWO (2) ARMED WITH AK-47S. NO ACTION TAKEN.

   160035H: VICT 20393-55, PATROL OBSERVED (4) NV/NIG MOVING SOUTH TO NORTH. ENEMY WORE BLACK PJS. TWO (2) ARMED WITH AK-47S. NO ACTION TAKEN.
D. TERRAIN: WAS STEEP, CANOPY: 60-90 FEET HIGH. SECONDARY UNDERGROWTH: 4-6 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF VINES AND BAMBOO, VERY THICK ON LOW GROUND. MOVEMENT: 200 METERS PER HOUR.
WATER: SUFFICIENT.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LZ: ZC197443 X CH-46 LEVEL HILLTOP, NO OBSTACLES. EXTRACT LZ: ZC101995 X CH-46 LEVEL HILLTOP. FAIR ZONE WITH SMALL STORMS. TRAILS: SEE OVERLAY. CP'S: ZC162445, GOOD OBSERVATION TO THE NORTH. COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS WITH SITUATION. OBSTACLES: NONE. MISCELLANEOUS: NONE.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: 3 INV/VC KIA (TAKEN DIES), NO OTHER CASUALTIES.

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: ENEMY IN VICINITY BUT POSSIBLY SEARCHING FOR ANY EQUIPMENT WHICH MAY BE LEFT AT FRIENDLY POSITIONS.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING FIRE: N/A.

12. COMPLAINTS BY THE RECIPIENT: NONE

13. PATROL LEADERS:

CPL KELLY 2254560
CPL SCHROEDER 2192230
2NDLT HELMLINN 0106203
LCPL MCRAIS 2297375
PFC MUSSELINN 2453598
PFC WETTER 2453509
PFC SYKES 2405039
PFC ANS 2406055

DISTRIBUTIONS

0-2 (5)
0-3 (2)
T.SK FORCE "Y" FSAC
CO 5TH AR ABT (2)
CO 3RD AR ABT (2)
1ST FCR RECON CO S-2 (5)
1ST FCR RECON CO S-3 (5)
1ST FG (2)
1ST RECON DN (2)

LEGEND
O INSERT
X EXTRACT
TRAIL OVERLAY

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER #69-69

1. **Situation.**
   - (a) See current INTSUMS
   - (b) See current OISUMS and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   - (c) Attachments: NONE

2. **Mission.** Conduct a reconnaissance of vic 200550 and implant three sensor devices vic 2005351. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/art on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COMMON.

3. **Execution.** Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARRACKS at 160830H; insert vic 20057495 and extract at 190930H vic 20046504.

4. **Aid/Logistics.** Reference (b) and verbal.

5. **Cov/Electronics.** Primary Freq: 36.8 Alternate: 47.0
   - Artillery: COFFEE CUP 38.75
   - SELEBY "A" 38.75
   - Radio Relay: SALUTATION: "A"
   - SALUTATION: "A"

---

A. R. FINLAYSON
By direction

**Distribution:**

- G-2
- G-3
- Task Force "Y" COC
- Task Force "Y" FSCC
- CO, 1st PSC
- 3rd Div Regt COC
- 3rd Div Regt FSCC
- 5th Div Regt COC
- 5th Div Regt FSCC
- 1st Recon (Lein) (S-3)
- 1st Recon Co (Rein) (S-3)

---

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

CONFIDENTIAL
PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 5 DIL, 1 USL.
   B. EXTRICAL ATTACHMENTS: NONE.
   C. COMPLIANCE EQUIPMENT: 2 MKC-25'S, 7 X50's
   D. EXTRICAL BSIP: 1 II-14, 1 II-79, 2 CLIMBIES

2. MISSION: CONDUCT COMPLEX ISSUES OF VIC 200550 AND INFORM TIMES
   SEARCH DEVICES VIC 2005501. BE PREPARED TO CALL AND ADJUSTarty/Air
   ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR CONCH.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 191035H/221732H

4. ROUTE: See attached overly

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED PERIOD OF 79 HOURS WITH OBSERVING
   OF 3 VC/IVS. 1 USING IRO (2). (See SECTION 7-1100) NO SUPPORTING
   FIRE USED.

6. OBSERVATION OF BATTLE AND TERRAIN:
   A. BATTLE:

      201000 LT 20059496 PATROL 5 II 3 IV/VIC MOVING EAST ON TRAIL
      IN RIVER. 2 CLOTHES LINE, 1 HELMET, 1 HUMP SHIRT, 2
      BLACK PJS, 1 CORDUROY SIS, 2 BAND CABLE UNCONTROLLED CONTACT
      BETWEEN THEM.

      201245 LT 20042599 PATROL HEARD GUNFIRE-LIKE EXPLOSIONS
      VIC OF IRO-12001.

      210955-211440H VIC 20054399 WHILE PATROL WAS ON MOVE TO
      N3, MIDNIGHT ROUNDS FIRED AT REGULAR INTERVALS, APPROXIMATELY
      5 ROUNDS. POSSIBLE SIGNAL BY BATTLE.

      211425H LT 20059499 PATROL HEARD VOICES TO EAST, UNRECOGNIZABLE
      DISTANCE.

   B. TERRAIN: VIC SLEEP, COUNTRY: 10-20 FEET HIGH AND THICK,
      SUBURBS BY UNEARTHLY: 10-10 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF VINES,
      SCIENTIFIC TECHNOLOGIES (CHLORINATED). DUSCITY, HUMANIZED
      200 METERS PER HOUR. WATER: NO WATER NEXT RIVER.
7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LZ: 20055494; GOOD 1 XCM-15. LOW
SCHOOL ON S/ND D.R. EXTR CT LZ: 20056499 PASS 1 XCM-16. 2
HEXT GLASS. DOOR CRATER. TRAILS: AS SHOWN ON L/E. OP'S:
20055949; FUR OBSERVATION TO NORTH-W. ST. COMMUNICATION: PGM.
HISCELLAIOUS: SENSOR DEVICES DEPLOYED AND ACTIVATED 20055495,
20055497 20055503. EC: 20060001 AT 20049501 1. TRAC LEATHER LID
COMBAT TACTICAL DISCHARGED SHELF IN LEFT FOOT. PATROL LEATHER
LID BVL-1C AT 20095011 20049599.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A.

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: BELIEVE ENEMY TO BE NORTH
OF PATROLS ROUTE DUE TO SHOTS IN N/D.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING RDS: N/A.

12. OBJECTIONS BY THE OBSERVER: NONE.

13. PATROL LEATHERS:

| SGT GLENN   | 2055492 |
| SGT SANDERS | 2250739 |
| LCPL HICKLOD | 24111149 |
| PFC TYLER   | 2320664 |
| PFC ROHI    | 2315049 |
| PFC HALIMIC | 2.353413 |
| PFC GUTR    | 2.311297 |
| PFC JOHNS   | 2.215297 |
| IMP HICHER  | 2040209 |

DISTRIBUTIONS

| C-2          | (5) |
| C-3          | (2) |
| TASK FORCE "Y" FSCC | (2) |
| CO 5TH HR REGT | (4) |
| CO 3/5       | (2) |
| 1ST FGR HHCH CC 8-2 | (5) |
| 1ST FGR HHCH CC 8-3 | (5) |
| 1ST FGR     | (2) |
| 1ST HHCH IN  | (2) |

* NON BATTLE CASUALTY
CONFIDENTIAL
OPERATION ORDER #70-69

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (REIN)
AN HAI, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM

140000H Feb 1969

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet
(b) 1st Recon Bn P 3000.4
(c) 1st Mar Div P 3800.16 Ch 142 (Intelligence ST)
(d) 1st Mar Div P 003330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CoFreg O #70-69

Unit/Call Sign: PUPPET SNOW (F-31) Patrol Leader Lt. Fleming, T. L.

1. Situation. (a) See current INTSUN'S
(b) See current OPUNS and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
(c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a recon & sence of vic ZC0322 and emplace three Personnel Sensors vic ZC03522. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/lav on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYTO COMMON.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LE BARRSS at 160000H; insert vic ZC054233 and extract at 191000H via TDA.

4. Admin/logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comms/Electronics. Primary Freq: 471.0 Alternate: 35.6
Artillery: DESKORK "L", "Y" 38.75
FLAG DIP "T" 28.75
Radio Relay: SALUTATION "A"
SALUTATION "D"

A. R. FINLAYSON

By direction

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" OCC (1)
Task Force "Y" FSCC (1)
CO, 1st FAM (1)
3rd Art Regt OCC (1)
3rd Art Regt FSCC (1)
5th Art Regt OCC (1)
5th Art Regt FSCC (1)
1st Recon Bn (Rein) (2-3) (1)
1st Recon Co (Rein) (2-3) (6)

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASSIFIED AFTER 30 DAYS

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   a. Composition: 1 OFF, 5 RM, 1 USH.
   b. Special Attachments: None.
   c. Communications Equipment: 2 MVC-25s; 1 JX50’s
   d. Special Equipment: 1 H-79, 1 CLYMB.

2. MISSION: CONDUCT RECONNAISSANCE OF VIC ZC0322 AND IDENTIFY VARIABLE PERSONNEL SENSORS VIC ZC03222. TO PREPARE TO CALL ID/ADJUST ID/ADJUST ID. ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR COIN.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE & RETURN: 1500/22H/21H/12H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY.

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED AREA OF 76 HOURS WITH NO SIGHTINGS OR CONTACTS. NO SUPPORTING ARTIS Used.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   a. ENEMY: NONE.
   b. TERRAIN: ROLLING HILLS; COUNTRY 10-20 FEET SCATTERED. SECURITY UNDERGROUND: 5 FEET HIGH, THICK ON LOAD. GROUND CONSISTING OF VINES, BARB. INFEOD. VARIED 30 METERS PER HOUR. WATER: ABUNDANT.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LT: ZC055227 FAIR 2 XCH-46 ZONE, STRUGS. EXTRACTION LT: ZC044220 GOOD 1 XCH-46. GROUND TEMPERATURE IN COUNTRY. TERRAIN: 2 FEET HIGH, OLD TAIL. NOT USED RECENTLY. CE’S: ZC042632 GOOD OBSERVATION TO NORTH AND NORTH-EAST. COMMUNICATIONS: FAIR, OBSERVATION: NO, MISCELLANEOUS: MAY OCCURE IN VIC ZC049230. PATROL FOUND 2 GRAVES 10 METERS SOUTH VIC ZC054129 OF CIRCULAR TYPE. B.G.HAD 2 RHIS ON OPPOSITE SIDES. SENSOR DEVICES IDENTIFIED AND ACTIVATED AT ZC044220, ZC045232, ZC034237.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: N/A

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: N/A. NOT USED BY ENEMY.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARTIS: N/A.
12. CONDITIONS BY THE IDENTIFIER: NO ID.

13. PATROL HYDERS:

| SGT IKEN         | 2099252 |
| SGT ELLISON      | 2022157 |
| TFG KULCHINSKI   | 251072  |
| TFG GEDD         | 3129849 |
| TFG CANNON       | 2475252 |
| 1ST DOX          | 2574066 |
| 2ND LT RITCHIE   | 206920  |

DISTRIBUTIONS

- G-2: 5
- G-3: 2
- TASK FORCE "Y" FSGC: 2
- Co 5th MCT: 4
- 1ST FCR MCGO C S-2: 5
- 1ST FCR MCGO C S-3: 5
- 1ST P&G: 2
- 1ST MCGO UN: 2

LEGEND

- G INSERT
- TRAIL
- X EXTRACT

DECLASSIFIED
Unit/Call Sign: FLAKED SNOW (1E-21) Patrol Leader: Cpl J. L. DICKINSON

1. Situation. (a) See current INTSUM's
   (b) See current OPSUM's and FIR's (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Observe and report all enemy activity on the abandoned FSB PIKE. Establish observation posts 1000 meters or more from FSB PIKE in order to accomplish your mission. Be prepared to call arty/air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COTTON.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 170900H; insert vic ZC182445 and extract at 200900 vic ZC193455.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 36.8 Alternate: 47.0 Artillery: DEER LODGE "A" 34.5 Radio Relay: SALUTATION "A" SALUTATION "D"

T. A. FINDAYSON
A. R. FINDAYSON
By direction
ZC17

Distribution:

G-2 (1)
G-3 (1)
Task Force "Y" COC (1)
Task Force "Y" RSOC (1)
CO, 1st FG (1)
3rdMarRegt COC (1)
3rdMarRegt RSOC (1)
5thMarRegt COC (1)
5thMarRegt RSOC (1)
1stReconBN(Rein)(S-3) (1)
1stForReconCo(Rein)(S-3) (6)

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS.
OPNAVINST 5500.40

DECLASSIFIED
2. MISSION: OBSERVE AND RECORD ALL ENEMY ACTIVITY ON THE (REDACTED) FOR DAY. ESTABLISH OBSERVATION POSTS 1000 METERS OR MORE FROM FOB "I" IN ORDER TO ACCOMPLISH YOUR MISSION. BE READY TO CALL FIRE ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF COMBATION TAYLOR MISSION.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 171500/200500 HED 1969

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY.

5. SYMPTOMS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 66 HOURS WITH (4) SIGHTING OF (5) HV/VC WHICH INSURGED IN (4) FIRE MISSIONS. RESULTS OF FIRE MISSION UNKNOWN.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND THEIR ACTIVITY


8. RESULTS OF ENGAGEMENTS WITH THE ENEMY: N(Y)/

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD, (1) IED (3)
10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: Patrol leader observed enemy on FSC PNC. Enemy are possibly living in vacated friendly positions.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING RIM: Firing artillery provided good coverage.

12. CONTENTS BY THE RETRIEVER: Suggest complete destruction of all enemy positions vacated by friendly.

13. PATROL MEMBERS:

- COL RICHEAUSCH
- TPC HILLIARD
- TPC HUSK
- TPC SUSEK
- TPC CHRISTIAN
- TPC KELLY (REVIEW)
- TPC O'CULL
- TPC DELLER

DISTRICTIONS

- G-2
- G-3
- TSK FORCE "H" FSCG
- CO 5TH FRCB
- 1ST FOR KGON CO S-2
- 1ST FOR KGON CO S-3
- 1ST F.L.
- 1ST KGON DN

LEGEND

- G INSERT
- X EXTRACT

TRAIL OVERLAY

DECLASSIFIED
Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6640 III & IV
(b) 1stReconBrn PO3000.4
(c) 1stMarDiv0 P3800.1G Ch 1&2 (Intelligence SOP) 035.8
(d) 1stMarDiv0 PO03330.2h (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CoFrag0 #72-69

Unit/Call Sign: TEXAS PETE (1E-22) Patrol Leader: 1Lt T. W. FORAUTO

1. **Situation.**
   (a) See current INTSUM'S
   (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: IOM

2. **Mission.** Conduct reconnaissance and surveillance operations within your assigned Haven placing special emphasis via AT8842 for possible enemy troop and arms infiltration into the AN HDA CB area. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COMMON.

3. **Execution.** Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 160000H; insert via AT874440 and extract at 210000H via TBA.

4. **Admin/Logistics.** Reference (h) and verbal.

5. **Comm/Electronics.**
   - Primary Freq: 36.8 Alternate: 47.0
   - Artillery: DEER LODGE "A" 34.5
   - ICE BOUND 33.65
   - DEFEND "A" 52.1
   - Radio Relay: SALUTATION "A"
   - SALUTATION "D"

A. R. PINLAYSON
By direction

[Signature]

**Distribution:**

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" OCC
Task Force "Y" FSCC
CO, 1st FAC
3rdMarRegt OCC
3rdMarRegt FSCC
5thMarRegt OCC
5thMarRegt FSCC
1stReconin(R) (S-3) (6)
1stForReconBrn(R) (S-3) (6)

**Distribution Grid:**

G-2 44
G-3
Task Force "Y" OCC
Task Force "Y" FSCC
CO, 1st FAC
3rdMarRegt OCC
3rdMarRegt FSCC
5thMarRegt OCC
5thMarRegt FSCC
1stReconin(R) (S-3)
1stForReconBrn(R) (S-3) (6)

**Down Grade to Unclass After 30 Days**

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

DECLASSIFIED

1ST FORC Reconnaiss.RC Co.
IN HDQ., RVN.
217500H ENG. 1969

PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 1 CPT, 6 ENS, 1 USN.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NO.
   C. COM AND OBSERVATION BOAT: 2 PRC-15'S 1 TC-30'S 1 STK LIGHT SCOUT

2. MISSION: CONDUCT RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE OPERATIONS
   WITHIN YOUR ASSIGNED AREA, PLACING SPECIAL EMPHASIS VIO 100-42 FOR
   POSSIBLE ENEMY TROOP AND CAS INFORMANT INTO THE IN HDQ. CD, AND
   BE PREPARED TO CME FD ADJUST AND IF ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY
   IN SUPPORT OF OPRN T-KING OCM.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 100315H/211335H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAY.

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED AREA OF 32 HOURS WITH 1 SIGHTING
   OF 2 VC/IVN, WHICH RESULTED IN 1 CONTACT. RESULTS: UNKNOWN,
   NO SUPPORTING ARMS USED.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   A. ENEMY:
      100400H AT 107545 PATROL MOVING SOUTH. 2 ENEMY EMERGED
      FROM BUSY'S APPROXIMATELY 15 METERS FROM PATROL AND MOVED SOUTH.
      PATROL FIRED SHOT STARS. ENEMY COULD NOT BE OBSERVED DUE
      TO HOURS OF DARKNESS BUT CAME TO BEARING 180 DEGREES.
      CHECKED AREA, NO T-TYPE RESULTS.

      100410H AT 1075445 PATROL HEARD MOVEMENT TO THEIR NORTH
      SIDE. APPROXIMATELY 2 PEOPLE MOVING OUT FROM PATROL.

   B. TERRAIN:
      STEEP TO ROLLING HILLS. CRUSTY: 70-80 FEET SCATTERED.
      SECONDARY UPLANDS: 10 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF VINES/DOLO. MOVEMENT:
      INCLINE, 200 METERS PER HOUR. WATER:
      WATER TO NORTH.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSIDE LZ, V.LCD IN. EXTRACT LZ: 10034424
   MULTIPLE SOUTH. OLD RICE PADDY. TRAILS: MAY BE SMALL TRAILS IN
   ROLLER TREES (SEE HSC INFORMATION). CLES: 10036420,
   TERRAIN, GOOD OBSERVATION TO WEST. COMMUNICATION: GOOD. COST:
   NO. INSPECTIONS: MAY BE'S IN AREA. ROLLER TREES VIO AT-
   2-57.
2. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH BILLY: UNKOWN.

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: HEAT TIRING OUT PATROL MEMBERS.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: IF ABLE TO RETURN, INSERT FURTHER SOUTH TO PRECLUDE LONG WALK TO CP AREAS.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: IF.

12. CONDUCT BY THE DECIDER: GOOD.

13. PATROL MEMBERS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SGT Crockett</td>
<td>0103011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC Letz</td>
<td>2257776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC Kristie</td>
<td>2406112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC Tietjen</td>
<td>245771C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC Lanson</td>
<td>245771C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCpl Collis</td>
<td>257559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Lt Lachman</td>
<td>2312055</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTION:

- G-2: (5)
- G-3: (2)
- TASK FORCE "Y" PSCC: (2)
- 5TH MIL IDG: (1)
- 1ST FOR XCON CC S-2: (5)
- 1ST FOR XCON CC S-3: (5)
- 1ST PSC: (2)
- 1ST XCON XIII: (2)

LEGEND

- O: INSERT
- X: EXTRACT

AT 20

TREE
CONFIDENTIAL
OPERATION ORDER 573-69

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 1 (b) 1st Recon Co, PO 3000.4 (c) 1st Mar Div (d) 1st Mar Div PO 3330.24 (Rule) (e) CO Recon # 13-69

Unit/Call Sign: MAY FLY (F-11) Patrol Leader: 2ndLt. C. L. I'RDER

1. Situation. (a) See current INFOR (b) See current OPNAVINST 4680-1 and 4680-2 (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Establish a clandestine radio relay in the Hill 1143 area vic 300930 and 300831. Be prepared to call and adjust artillery on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COUNTRY.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 190830; insert vic 20094303 and extract at 20094301 vic 20083319.

4. Administration. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comms/Electronics. Primary Freq: 36.8 and 47.0 Artillery: SEE "A" 38.75 COFFEE CUP 38.75 Radio Relay: SALUTATION "A" SALUTATION "D"

A. R. PINNAYSON
By direction

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" COC (1) (1)
Task Force "Y" PSCC (1) (1)
1st Rec'n (1)
3rd Mar-Lant COC (1) (1)
3rd Mar-Lant PSCC (1) (1)
5th Mar-Lant COC (1) (1)
5th Mar-Lant PSCC (1) (1)
1st Rec'n (1)
1st Rec'n (1)

DOWN CLASS TO CCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

OPNAVINST 5000.40

DECLASSIFIED

2-58
OPERATION ORDER: 11/30-69

PATROL: M.P. MARSH (E-III)

PARTIALLY: SGT. J. J. WILKINS

LOC: VESTIL, 1459,000, DE 17014,
SHEET 5340 II

1. SCOPE AND AIM

1.1. COMPOSITION: 1 OFF, 6 M.P.

1.2. AMMUNITION: 3 SILENCERS: NICE.

1.3. COMBAT OBSERVATION BOAT: 2 M1C-251S 1 M250S

1.4. M1C-251S: 1 II-78, 3 CLAYMOR, 1 II-60.

2. MISSION: ESTABLISH A COMBAT RECONNAISSANCE IN THE AREA VIC 200930 AND 200949. IT IS INTENDED TO CALL IN ADJUST

VARY ON THE TRENDS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF PATROL TOWARDS.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 110000/250000 EST. 1969

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED MAP.

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL CONDUCTED A PERIOD OF 4 HOURS WITH ONE (1) SIGHTING

A TOTAL OF (2) IV/VC WHICH RESULTED IN (1) CONTACT. RESULTS

OF CONTACT: (2) IV/VC HIT (PROVEN), NO CASUALTIES. NO

SUPPORTING FIRE UTILIZED.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:

6.1. VIC:

211/000: VIC 20090311 PATROL OBSERVED (2) IV/VC TAKING

TO RUN HIGH TOWARDS. PATROL CONTINUED FIRE ON HIGH, WHO BOTH

FELL TO THE GROUND AND THEN RETURN FIRE. PATROL THEN OBSERVED

WHICH EXPLODED WITHIN (10) FEET OF THE FALLEN ENEMY. PATROL

RETURNED FIRE. RESULTS OF CONTACT AND CONTINUED MISSION.

TRENCHES, CLAYMOR DEVICES, CANISTER SHELLS, BOTH FIRED

WITH 250-750. RESULT: (2) IV/VC HIT (PROVEN), NO CASUALTIES.

6.2. TERRAIN: V.S. STEEP. CLIFFY: 30-50 FEET HIGH. SECONDARY

UNDERGROUND: 3-5 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF VINES AND BRUSH.

MOVEMENT: 250 METERS PER HOUR. WEATHER: RAIN, FOG.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LE: 20095303 1 XCH-46 LEVEL HILLTOP,

NO CASUALTIES. EXTRACT LE: 20095313 1 XCH-46 GRADUALLY SLOPING

TO THE GROUND, WITH STEPS 4-6 FEET HIGH. TRAILS: STEEP CLIFFS,

CLIFFS. COMMUNICATION: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS WITH SITUATION.

OBSERVATIONS: NO. MISCELLANEOUS: NO.

DECLASSIFIED
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DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

3. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: 2 INJ. VC KIA (PROBABLE), NO USKIC CASUALTIES.

9. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: PATROL IS WEAK FROM LACK OF FOOD AND WATER FOR (3) DYS.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: WEATHER IS A HINDERING FACTOR TO OPERATIONS IN THE AREA. INFLUENCERS CAN BE USED ONLY BETWEEN SUNRISE AND 1000 HRS.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING TROOPS: N.

12. CONCLUSIONS TO REFEREE: FUTURE MISSIONS TO THIS VICINITY SHOULD REGISTER SUPPORTING TROOPS' CONCENTRATIONS. THE PLANNED PATROL ROUTE AS CLOSE AS SUPPORT WOULD BE GREATLY HINDERED BY WEATHER IF NEEDED TO ASSIST TROOPS IN CONTACT.

13. PATROL REMARKS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMT LOWER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC M-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC EMERG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT STAFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC STACT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC WIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC FIERING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC THILFU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC EJAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTIONS

- GC-2
- GC-3
- TSK FORC "Y" FGOC
- CC 5TH HN 52ST
- CC 3/5
- 1ST FOR REMOC CO S-2
- 1ST FOR REMOC CO S-3
- 1ST TSG
- 1ST REMOC BN

LEGEND

- C INSERT
- X EXTRACT
- TRAIL CLEARED
- TRAIL CLEARLY

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER 74-69

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
(b) 1st Recon BN P03500.4
(c) 1stMarDiv P3500, 1G’ Ch 182 (Intelligence-Off)
(d) 1stMarDiv P003500.23 (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CoFrgO 74-69

Unit/Call Sign: FOONEY TECH Patrol Leader: 2ndLt. E. R. BRODER

1. Situation.
   (a) See current INTSUMS
   (b) See current CR SUMS and PIR’S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Establish an OP on Hill 132 and observe and report all enemy movement near the ford vic 168303. Register in an artillery ambush near the ford and call and adjust artillery on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COMON.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 20000H; insert vic ZC163305 and extract at 23100H vic ZC163305.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Spm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 47.0 Alternate: 36.8
   Artillery: STFT SCOUT 34.5
   PEARL: GHOST 65” 34.5
   Radio Relay: SALUTATION “A”
   SALUTATION “D”

By direction

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" OOC
Task Force "Y" FSCC
CO, 1st PAV
3rdMarRegt OOC
3rdMarRegt FSCC
5thMarRegt OOC
5thMarRegt FSCC
1stRecon (Rein) (S-3)
1stRecon (Rein) (S-3) (6)

DECLASSIFIED
PATROL REPORT

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 1 CPT, 5 ERL, 1 USH.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: NO.
   C. COMM AND OBSERVATION EQUIP: 2 FAL-25's
   D. SPECIAL EQUIP: 1 M-79, 2 CLAYMACE.

2. MISSION: ESTABLISH A CP ON HILL 132 AND OBSERVE AND REPORT ALL ENEMY MOVEMENT NEAR THE FORD VIC 10303. REGISTER AN ANTHILTY PUSH NEAR THE FORD AND CALL AND ADJUST ARTILLERY ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR CONVOY.

3. THE CP DEPARTED AND RETURNED AT 201200H/201400H FEB. 1969

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAP.

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 2 HOURS WITH (1) SIGHTING OF A TOTAL OF (23) NV/VC WHICH RESULTED IN (1) CONTACT, RESULTS OF CONTACT: (1) NV/VC KILLED (1) NV/VC KILLED, NO NV/VC KILLED WITH GUNSHIP VODDS IN THE GROUND. ENEMY fled TO WEST AND RETURNED TO E. ST. AT 201225H, PATROL MADE CONTACT WITH (7) NV/VC. ENEMY WERE GUNSHIP UTILITIES, NO WEAPONS, AND WEAR ARMED WITH JAG-75. ENEMY KILLED ONE (1) NV/VC WITH AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE, OTHERS BURNED TO THE NORTH. AT 201230H, PATROL MADE CONTACT WITH (3) NV/VC. ENEMY WERE GUNSHIP UTILITIES, NO WEAPONS, AND WEAR ARMED WITH JAG-75. PATROL KILLED (1) NV/VC AND OTHER (2) NV/VC TO THE WEST. AT THIS TIME NV/VC'S CAME ON STATION AND WERE DIRECTED TOWARD NV/VC POSITIONS WHERE THEY STATIONED AND EXCHANGED (1) ROCKETS WHILE RECEIVING AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE. AT 201245H, PATROL TOOK (1) NV/VC UNDER AUTOMATIC WEAPONS AND M-79 FIRE. ENEMY WERE GUNSHIP UTILITIES, NO WEAPONS, AND WERE ARMED WITH (3) JAG-75 AND (1) SHU. CIV (7) NV/VC HIT BY AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE AND TOOK COVER. OTHER (3) KEPT HIM MOVE TOWARD NORTH AND JACKET FRESH PATROL. AT 201300H, PATROL FOUND (1) NV/VC WHO WERE GUNSHIP UTILITIES, NO WEAPONS, AND
U.S. AIRCREWS HIT ENEMY IN BODY AND KEEL OVER HILLSIDE OUT OF SIGHT. AT 2030H, PATROL FIXED ON (3) NV/VCs. ENEMY WORE BLACK PJS, NO HEADGEAR, JD WAS CRASHED WITH J-47s. ENEMY FLED TO THE EAST. FMNA FIXED VIOLENT CONTACT AT THIS TIME AND SUPPOSED ENEMY FIRE SUFFICIENTLY SO THAT THE PATROL COULD BE SLOWLY EXTRACTED. RESULTS: (3) NV/VC KILLED (CONFIRMED), (3) NV/VC KILLED (PROBABLE), NO LOSSES.

D. TERRAIN: ROLLING HILLS. C. NOY: 15 FEET HIGH, STEEP. NO SECONDARY UPLAND GROWTH. MOVEMENT: 150 METERS PER HOUR.


C. OBSERVATIONS: GOOD COMMISSION. OBSTACLES: NONE. MISCELLANEOUS: NONE.

9. OCCULTATION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: ENEMY ARE POSSIBLY UTILIZING J-47S AS SUPPLY ROUTE AS INDICATED BY DECK SEEN ON SIDE OF ENEMY INVOLVED IN CONTACT.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: MARINE GUNSHIP AND FIXED WING UTILIZED WITH EXCELLENT COVERAGE.

12. CONSISTS OF THE TERRI:ER: SUGGEST USE OF T-701-01 AS HABIT'S TO INTERCEPT ENEMY TRAFFIC IN AREA.

13. PATROL MEMBERS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SGT PAYE</th>
<th>1904-14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 FAV ROLLINGS</td>
<td>2197-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGT MIR</td>
<td>21-22-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFG GRIFF</td>
<td>2409-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFG MARTIN</td>
<td>2407-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFG MIRITY</td>
<td>2407-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPG DRICKER</td>
<td>2425-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTIONS

| G-2 | 5 |
| G-3 | 2 |
| TASK FORCE "Y" FORC | 5 |
| CO 5TH MCT INT | 2 |
| 1ST TFG RECON CO S-2 | 5 |
| 1ST TFG RECON CO S-3 | 2 |
| 1ST RG | 2 |
| 4ST RECON LN | 2 |

GRID: 19

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

OPERATION ORDER #75-69

1ST FORCE RECONNAISSANCE COMPANY (REIN)
AN HLJ, REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
161100H Feb 1969

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 I
(b) 1st Reconn Bn PO0300.4
(c) 1stMarDivP F3200, 16 Ch 1&2 (Intelligence NCO)
(d) 1stMarDivP PO0330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CorpOG #75-69

Copy 12 of 16 Copies
1ST FORCE RECON CO
S & C Grp 96-69

0-8-6-6

COPY 12 OF 16

Unit/Call Sign: OFF SPERRY (F-3) Petrol Leader: Sgt. R. H. PETRE

1. **Situation.**
   
   (a) See current INTELL
   
   (b) See current ORS and ORS (S-3/S-2)
   
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. **Mission.** Conduct a recon of the ONG THU GLOD area vic 210448 and vic 201748 for possible enemy troop and arms infiltration into the ARIZONA area. Be prepared to call and adjust arty or air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COMIN.

3. **Execution.** Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the petrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 201000H; insert vic 20156476 and extract at 231000H via TDA.

4. **Admin/Logistics.** Reference (b) and verbal.

5. **Com/Electronics.** Primary Freq: 36-8 Alternate: 47-0

Artillery: DEER LODGE "A" 34-5
BLACK BOTTOM 34-5

Radio Relay: SALUTATION "A"
SALUTATION "D"

A. R. FINLAYSON

By direction

Distribution:

G-2
G-3
Task Force "Y" COC
Task Force "Y" FSCC
CC, 1st Pl.G
3rdMarRgt COC
3rdMarRgt FSCC
5thMarRgt COC
5thMarRgt FSCC
1stReconnBn (Rein) (S-3)
1stForReconCo (Rein) (S-3)

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION GIFT #75-69
PICKUP: PAMPA (F-21)
LOCATION: SGT, IL, KZ.
MET: VITTH 150,000, MS 1704,
SHEET 654O 1

1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 2 ENL.
   B. SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS: SIEVE
   C. COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: 2 FBC-25'S 1 7X50'S
   D. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT: 1 M-1, 1 M-79, 2 CLAYMATES 1 SHOT GUN

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF THE CNG ON THE MII SIDE AND
   VIC 2016:G AND VIC 2017:G FOR POSSIBLE ENEMY TROOP AND HIS INFI-
   LATION INTO THE ARIZONA TIN. IT WAS NOTED TO CALL THE ADJUST
   ARTILLERY ON ALL TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION TAYLOR CONN.

3. TIME OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN: 200930H/201520H

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAP.

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A TOTAL OF 6 HOURS WITH 2 SIGHTINGS
   OF 6 VC/IV, RESULTING IN 2 CONTACTS. RESULTS OF CONTACTS, 2 VC/IV:
   KIA, 1 PM CATTLE, RESULTS UNKNOWN. CALLED JIO, RAIN GUNSHIPS, RESULTS:
   UNKNOWN.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   
   ENEMY:

   201205H AT 20154103 PATROL WAS MOVING EAST ON MII BIKE RIDE
   NEAR 150 POINT TO POINT CONTACT. TRENCH WAS TWO ENL, THE FIRST ENL
   WEARING SIEVES, LONG SIEVES, AND A SIEVE
   WITH THE SIEVES CUT OFF AT THE SHOULDER. HE WAS ARMED WITH
   AN AK-47, AT SLIGHT ANGLE AND HAD A LARGE BAG OF RICE STUFFED
   TO HIS BACK. AS WE TURNED A SLIGHT CORNER IN THE TRAIL THE
   PATROC'S POINTS SIDE FRONT AND FIRED. ENEMY ATTEMPTED TO RUN
   BUT RAN INTO SECOND ENEMY WHO HAD COMMISSIONED. 2ND ENEMY
   WAS HIT AND WENT DOWN. 2ND TIMES DOWN PACK AND RAIN PATROL
   STUMBLED AHEAD AND FOUND 2 PACKS AND SHOULDER TYPE RICE BAG
   (POSSIBLE THIRD ENEMY) WITH PATROL SEARCHING. 3RD. THEY RECEIVED
   SHOTGUN FIRE, THEY RETURNED FIRE AND RECEIVED NO MORE.
   RESULTS: 1 NV/VC KI, 1 INC.

   201305H AT 2015403. PATROL RECEIVED 2-3 UNLACED SMALL ARMS
   FIRE LOUDS.

   201305H AT 2015403. PATROL MOVED WEST 20-30 METERS TO OBSERVE
   TRAIL. 3 ENEMY WERE OBSERVED MOVING EAST QUICKLY WITH WEAPONS
   AT THE READY. THEY WERE ALL WEARING GREEN UTILITIES,
   NV/VC GEAR. NV/VC HELMETS, REFUSE MUDS OVER NV/VC HIGH-TOP

DECLASSIFIED
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THIS SHERS, ALL MIN. AE-768. 1 PATTERN MINER FIRED ON FIRST NV. THEN ADDED B.C. TO 2ND NV. WHEN HE MOVED DOWN TRAIL AGAIN HE OBSERVED TWO NV. BRAGGING DOWN TRAIL. PATTERN MINER FIRED ON ENEMY AND THEN GUNNERS. RESULTS: 1 NV.

201205-201225H. AT 2015243 PATTERN RECEIVED UNJURED, SPOTTING FRONT FIRE.

201225H AT 2015243 25 SENT IN SMOKE SMOKE REVERSED. TWO GUNNERS (TOUR PATTERN). GUNNERS EXTENDED ALL COUNTRY; HOVERING 8X 3600.

D. TERRAIN: GROUND STEEP. COUNTRY: 400 FEET HIGH AND SCATTERED. SECONDARY UNEVENNESS: VERY LITTLE, VINES AND BUSHES, HANDLE. HOVER: DIFFICULT TO HOVER. WATER: NO AVAILABLE WATER.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT EZ: ZC155476 PATTERN 1 X24-46, GOOD GUNNERS IN EZ. EXTRACT EZ: ZC154523 GOOD MINER, TRAILS; PATTERN HOVER ON HIGH UNEVEN TRAIL WITH VINES ON UNEVEN TRAIL. T'S: NONE. COMMUNICATION: GOOD. COUNTRY: GOOD. GUNNERS: GOOD, MOVING: 2ND NV. TIE: FOOD RED AND BLACK COLLAR TIE. SIMILAR TO REGULAR NV. COLLAR TIE.

8. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: 2 VC NV. RV.

9. CONDITION OF THE PATTERN: EXCELLENT

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: H.P.I. USER ON GRID SQUARE ZC1547, ZC1545.

11. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARNIS: REMAIN POOR. PATTERN COULD NOT ADJUST, FIRE MINES. 30 AND GUNNERS EXCELLENT.

12. OBSERVATIONS AT THE FRONTIER: ARE IN GOOD SPOT FOR MINES.
DECLASSIFIED

13. PATROL LETTERS:

SNO LETTERS 204051
CPL WILLIAMS 2356121
CPL HUNKER 2256340
CPL FURRISH 2397420
CPL PUCKETT 2211634
LTCL B.H.M. 2329279
1ST O.T.K.S. 2321993
1ST OCL-2 2400573

DISTRIBUTIONS:

G-2 (5)
G-3 (2)
TASK FORCE "Y" FSC 2 (2)
CC 5TH H.A. KEOPT (2)
1ST FOR 121001 CO S-2 (2)
1ST FOR 121001 CO S-3 (5)
1ST F.G (2)
3RD FOR 121001 (2)

LEGEND:
O INSERT
X DISTR. ST
Cancelled

Ref: (a) Map VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 I
(b) 1st Recon Co P03000.4
(c) 1st Mar Div P3800.1G Ch 162 (Int)
(d) 1st Mar Div P00333.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) CO RECON C (78-69)

Unit/Call Sign: OPF SPRInG (F-21) Patrol Leader: OpL R. L. WILLIAMSON

1. Situation.
   (a) See current INTSUM'S
   (b) See current OPSUM'S and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)

2. Mission. Conduct a reconnaissance of the ONG THU SLOPE area via 251050H placing special emphasis on locating any well used trails leading into the ARIZONA area. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COMMON.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 220930H; insert vic ZC173488 and extract at 251030H vic TDA.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics. Primary Freq: 36.6 Alternate: 47.0
   Artillery: DECLASSIFIED
   Radio Relay: SALUTATION "W"
   "W"

Distribution:

- G-2
- G-3
- Task Force "Y" OCC
- Task Force "Y" FSCC
- CO, 1st F.C.
- 3rd Inf 5th Mar OCC
- 5th MarRegt OCC
- 5th MarRegt FSCC
- 1st Recon (Rein) (S-3) (1)
- 1st Force Recon Co (Rein) (S-3) (6)

ZC15 48

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

OPNAVINST 5500 40

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER 0-69

1. Situation.

(a) See current INT/UM'S
(b) See current OP/UM'S and FTR'S (S-2/6-3)
(c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission. Conduct a reconnaissance of the stream junction vic ZC136378 and the trail network throughout grid square ZC1337. Monitor all enemy traffic and be prepared to call and adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COTTON.

3. Execution. Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 221000H; insert vic ZC134357 and extract at 251100H vic TBL.

4. Admin/Logistics. Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics.

Primary Freq: 47.0 Alternate: 36.6
Artillery: DEFEND "F" 55.05
Radio Relay: SALUTATION "A"
SALUTATION "T"

Distribution:

G-2 (1)
G-3 (1)
Task Force "Y" OCC (1)
Task Force "Y" FSCC (1)
CO, 1st FA (1)
3rd BN 5th MAR OCC (1)
5th MAR REGT OCC (1)
5th MAR REGT FSCC (1)
1st RECON BN (Rein) (S-3) (1)
1st FOR RECON CO (Rein) (S-3) (6)

ZC12

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASS AFTER 30 DAYS

OPNAVINST 5500 40
1. SIEGE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 6 MIL, 1 USN.
   B. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS: N/A.
   C. COMBAT OBSERVATION POINT: 2 ZRC-25'S; 1 750'S.
   D. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT: T-21-79, 2 GRENADES.

   Retrieve all enemy forces and BE UTILIZED TO CALL IN LARGE AMMUNITION
   GUN, OR ALL places of opportunity in support of Operation Type COCHR.

3. TIME OF BEGINNING AND ENDING: 252555H/261005H END. 1969

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED OVERLAP

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 66% HOURS WITH (1) SIGHTING
   OF (3) IN/VIC. NO CONTACTS WERE HELD. PATROL COVERED (1)
   FIRE MISSIONS ON 32 REGULAR NUG INJURED AND PATROL WAS
   HARD, WITH EXCUSED COVERAGE. RESULTS: NEGATIVE.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:
   A. ENEMY:
      261630H MIC 26134375 PATROL FOUND (5) FIGHTING MILLS
      (3x21x21) NOT HITTED WITH (3) DAYS OLD.
      271600H MIC 26143379 PATROL HEARD A LARGE HITTER (OVER
      200) OF ENEMY FROM LOUDLY TAKING AND SHOOTING IN RIVER.
      PATROL HEARD NUG FROM ENEMY AND CONTINUED MISSION. PATROL
      COVERED FIRE ATI DISTANCE AND COVERED WITH EXCELLENT COVERAGE.
      RESULTS NEGATIVE.
      271355H MIC 26143372 PATROL COVERED (5) IN/VIC HEARING
      BULLET ON TRACK. ENEMY SPOTTED WITHIN (20) INILES OF PATROL
      THEN MOVED DOWN TRACK TO NORTH. PATROL COVERED NUG AND
      COVERED ENEMY NUG FROM SHOOTING. NO FURTHER COVERAGE
      COULD BE HAD AS ENEMY HEARING RAPIDLY MOVED IN TRACK.
   B. TERRAIN: WAS STEEP, QUAIN; 60-80 FEET HIGH. SECONDARY
      UNDERGROWTH; 20 FEET HIGH CONSISTING OF WILDS AND TINACO,
      THICK, INJURED; 100 INILES PER HOUR, EXCEPT ON TRACKS;
      THEN AT 1000 INILES PER HOUR. WATER: WATER AT SPOT.
DECLASSIFIED


8. COM's: NO COMS; COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS WITH SHORTDOWN "C" NELY; C.S.T.C.C.'S: NOIL. INOPERABLE: NOIL.


10. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD.

11. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL ENTERED ZONE AREA IS IDENTIFIED TRAVERSABLE BY BUSH AND ALL FIGHTING HOLE FOUND 'THE SHARED FUG.

12. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING ARMS: MINE ARTILLERY PROVIDED EXCELLENT COVERAGE.

13. CONDUCT OF THE INTELLIGENCE: RECOMMEND HUNTING OR POSSIBLE TRO-10 TO IDENTIFY BUSH TRAFFIC IN VICINITY 2013.37.

14. PATROL MEMBERS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PATROL OVERLAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COL MACNAB</td>
<td>2326136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC PEASE</td>
<td>2323587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFC HOFFER</td>
<td>23241007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFC CHRISTIAN</td>
<td>2322355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN IESSE</td>
<td>2323535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFC G.R.A.</td>
<td>23235106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTIONS

- C-2  (5)
- C-3  (2)
- TASK FORCE "Y" FSG  (2)
- 5TH INF REGT  (4)
- 3/5  (2)
- 1ST FSG  (5)
- 1ST MCH CC  (5)
- 1ST MCH BN  (2)

LEGEND:
- 0 INSERT
- TRAIL EXTRACT

DECLASSIFIED
OPERATION ORDER 63-69

Ref: (a) Map, VIETNAM, Sheet 6540 II
(b) 1st ReconCo Po5000.4
(c) 1st DivPcPv P3000.16 On 1&2 (Intelligence SUp)
(d) 1st DivPcPv P003330.2A (Rules of Engagement)
(e) Co, Prag0 #85-69

Unit/Call Sign: OFF SPRING (F-11) Patrol Leader: Sgt. R. "McPeters" 

1. Situation
   (a) See current INTSUMS
   (b) See current OPSUMS and PIR'S (S-3/S-2)
   (c) Attachments: NONE

2. Mission
   Conduct a reconnaissance of the trail running E-11 from vic ZC164365 to ZC177362. Monitor all enemy traffic on this trail. Be prepared to call and adjust arty/air on all targets of opportunity in support of Operation TAYLOR COMMON.

3. Execution
   Utilize references (a) through (e) to assist in completing the patrol. Depart LZ BARNES at 270030H; insert vic ZC164365 and extract at 020030H vic ZC175353.

4. Admin/Logistics
   Reference (b) and verbal.

5. Comm/Electronics
   Primary Freq: 47.0 Alternate: 36.9
   Artillery: DEFEND "F" 55.05 ALTERNATE 62.50
   Radio Relay: SALUTATION "A"
   SALUTATION "D"

By direction

Distribution:

- G-2
- G-3
- Task Force "Y" CCO (1)
- Task Force "Y" FSRC (1)
- 1st FCW (1)
- 3rd Bn 5th Inf CCO (1)
- 5th Inf Regt CCO (1)
- 5th Inf Regt FSRC (1)
- 1st Recon (Rein) (S-3) (1)
- 1st Recon (Rein) (S-3) (1)

DOWN GRADE TO UNCLASSIFIED AFTER 30 DAYS

OPNAVINST 5500.40
1. SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EQUIPMENT:
   A. COMPOSITION: 1 OFF, 6 MIL.
   B. SMALL ATTACHMENTS: none.
   C. ARMED AND ARMAMENT EFFORT: 2 TDC-25/1S 1 T75/18

2. MISSION: CONDUCT A RECONNAISSANCE OF THE TRAIL RUNNING E-W NAME VIO ZC7 355 TO ZC7 752. MONITOR ALL ENEMY TRAFFIC ON THIS TRAIL.
   IN TANTILIAN 1 LOT 77L IN SUPPORT OF GENERATION TACTIC COMMAND.

3. THE OPERATIONAL WIDENING: 274 562/271220 H H T 1969

4. ROUTE: SEE ATTACHED CAYLEY

5. SYNOPSIS: PATROL COVERED A PERIOD OF 19 1/2 HOURS WITH (1) SIGHTINGS OF A TOTAL OF (16) EN/VC WHICH RESULTED IN (1) CONTACT: (1) EN/TC VIA (1) BETTLE), IN USE OF GUNNERS, RANKS OF CAVITY,
   AND "SPOOKY-43" PROVIDED EXCELLENT COVERAGE.

6. OBSERVATION OF ENEMY AND TERRAIN:

   ENEMY:

   271515H: VIO ZC7 9635 1 PATROL HEARD APPROXIMATELY (10) ENEMY TILES WHICH SCURRIED LIKE (2) DOGS OF UNKOWN TYPE. PATROL UTILIZED A FIP MISSION TO COVER THEIR MOVEMENT FROM THE AREA.

   271545-1615H: VIO ZC7 354 1 PATROL MADE CONTACT WITH A TOTAL OF (1) EN/TC. ENEMY WERE GUNNED AND WENT EER, AND THE AREA WERE AR-76s. PATROL MADE EXCELLENT SIGHTINGS WHICH RESULTED IN (1) EN/TC VIA "SPOOKY-43" PROJECTED. PATROL UTILIZED TACTICAL MOVED TO A DETENTION POSITION.

   272055H: VIO ZC7 5565 1 PATROL IN SUPPORT RECEIVED (1) DIRECTING GUNNERS. PATROL RETURNED GUNNERS. PATROL RECEIVED SIGHTING EFFORT AND FIRE AND GUNNED UNTIL APPROXIMATELY 2350H. AT 2350H "SPOOKY-43" CAME ON STATION AND SIGNED ENEMY MOVEMENTS. "SPOOKY-43" RECEIVED AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE DURING STEPPING RUNS. DURING THIS TIME (2150H) PATROL ON UNDERTAKING FUTURE OF ENEMY MOVING FROM NORTH TO SOUTH AT 2250H. A FIP MISSION WAS CARRIED WHICH RESULTED IN (2) SECONDARY EXPLOSIONS AND SCRAM EME FROM VICINITY OF ENEMY.
2312001: VIC 20125 - 5 EXTRACT/EXTRACTION HELICOPTER EXTRACTED 1 PERSON UNDAMAGED UPON EXTRACION OF PATROL. FIND ONE PERSON EXHAUSTED (100 MILES AWAY).

2. TERRAIN: W/S SLEEP. COUNTRY: 50-70 FOOT HIGH. SECONDARY UNDERGROUND CONSISTING OF TUBES AND FUSEE. VERY THICK. MOVEMENT: 75-100 METERS PER HOUR. WATER: NONE FOUND.

7. OTHER INFORMATION: INSERT LZ: 2016256 1 XCM-4 LEVEL HELICP. ERASED: 2016256. NO OBSTACLES. EXTRACT LZ: 2016356 1 XCM-4 EXTRACT LEVEL HELICP. TRAILS: SEE OVERALL, PTS.

8. LIZS 2016256 AND 2016356 HAVE EXTRACT OR SIDE TO ALL \( \text{foggy} \). COMMUNICATIONS: GOOD COMMUNICATIONS WITH SITUATION "ON ILLEG. COLUMNS: I.N.D. IHS/PERIOD: I.N.D.

9. RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY: (1) IV/VC KIA (PROCURED). NO USAGE C.S/GBDS.

10. CONDITION OF THE PATROL: GOOD

11. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: PATROL LEADER BELIEVES ENEMY TO BE IN AREA IN STRENGTH OF AT LEAST ONE (1) COMPANY. RECOMMENDS THAT INSTANT EXPLOIT THE SITUATION.

12. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPPORTING FIRE: NATO ARTILLERY AND "SPOOKY-73" AIRCRAFT PROVIDED EXCELLENT COVERAGE.

13. CONDUCT OF THE PATROL: THE ENEMY APPEARS TO BE OCCUPYING THE LZ. IN STRENGTH AND IS APPARENTLY UTILIZING THE AREA FOR STANDING OR A BASE.

14. PATROL LEADER:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2012001</th>
<th>2356127</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2356127</td>
<td>2356127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2356127</td>
<td>2356127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2356127</td>
<td>2356127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2356127</td>
<td>2356127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2356127</td>
<td>2356127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2356127</td>
<td>2356127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2356127</td>
<td>2356127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2356127</td>
<td>2356127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTIONS

| G-2 | (5) |
| G-3 | (2) |
| T.F. FORCE FIF "I" TSCC | (2) |
| CC FIF PAR REGT | (2) |
| CC 5/5 | (2) |
| 1ST REG COC CC S-2 | (5) |
| 1ST REG COC CC S-3 | (5) |
| 1ST DIG COC | (2) |
| 1ST DIG COC | (2) |

DECLASSIFIED
ACTION: CO, FIRST MAR DIV (RNIT)

INFO: CO, FIRST MAR, DANANG, RVN

CO, 3RD MAR, DANANG, RVN

CO, 4TH MAR, CO, DANANG, RVN

1. (C) AT HDA-14

A. DESCRIPTION & EXTRACTS (2 VANCE CH-46'S & 2 MARINE UH-1'S UTILIZED)

1) TACTIC FLYING TOWER (E-11) AT 011355H VIC Z008322 IN SUP
   OF TAYLOR COMOX. BOMB IN 3 USBG KRC (E).

2) TACTIC FLYING "A" (E1-22) AT 011615H VIC Z102270 IN
   SUP OF TAYLOR COMOX

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

1) 010950H SCREEN TEST (E-51) VIC AT931499. TV OBSERVED 5
   V/VA CARRYING A POSSIBLE TOWEL, OR JUNK CANISTER.
   TV WEARS BLACK PJS.

2) 011200H SCREEN TEST (E-51) VIC AT945515. TV OBSERVED 3
   V/VA CARRYING HEAVY GEAR RUNNING PACE INFANTRY WHO
   WERE IN THE AREA OF A steep OF AREA. TV WEARS SHOOTS & SHIRTS &
   DUFFEL BAGS.

3) 011400H SCREEN TEST (E-51) VIC AT929200. TV OBSERVED 4 TO
   5 V/VA CARRYING A HOOCH. TV WEARS BLACK PJS.
C. PATROL LOCATIONS

1. HOGUE CONVOY "A" VIE 200970 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON
2. HOGUE CONVOY "B" VIE 201447 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON
3. CRZY BOUND (32-22) VIE 201734 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON
4. SOUTHERN FLY (F-51) VIE 201447 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

D. PLANNED INTENTIONS

1. PICKET FAKER (F-21) AT 020900H "RAVEN" UL 201732, LR 200969 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON
2. COMMANDA (R-41) AT 020950H "RAVEN" UL X09647 LR Y09944 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON
3. TOE BOUD (F-32) AT 021000H "RAVEN" UL 200254, LR 200351 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON
4. PETTY JESS (F-23) AT 021030H "RAVEN" UL 200135, LR 200429 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON
5. HOGUE BOUND (32-23) AT 030250H "RAVEN" UL 109597, LR 109696 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON
6. SOUTHERN FLY (F-51) AT 030300H "RAVEN" UL 200047, LR 200244 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

E. PLANNED INTERACTIONS

1. CRAZY BOUND (32-22) AT 020500H "RAVEN" UL 201735, LR 202135 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

STILL RAY REPORT

NOTES

1ST INCH PICON CO (105TH) DAILY STUG RAY TUE 21-24 CONFIDENTIAL 4

CONFIDENTIAL
2. (C) ACTIVITIES FIRST FORCE RECON CO (RTH)(REAR AREA) 010001H TO 012400H FEB 69

CONFIDENTIAL

GT-4

BT

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

PACK: 38, TP PHRAS.

ACTION: CG, FIRST MAR DIV (REIN)

INFO: CG, FIRST MAR DIV, DAHAQ, RVN

CC, III MAF, DAHAQ, RVN

CC, AIRNICAL DIV, CHULAI, RVN

CC, FIRST FAC, AN HOA, RVN

CC, FIRST RECON BN (REIN), DAHAQ, RVN

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST FORCE RECON BN (REIN) AT KP 02000H TO 02400L WR 06 (c) 1.

(c) AT 02000H

A. INSTRUCTIONS & INSTRUCTIONS (2 MARINE CH-46D's & 2 MARINE UH-1D'S UTILIZED)

1. INSERT PICKWICK PAPER (P-21) AT 02113H VIC 70187315 IN SUP.
   OF TAYLOR OCEAN

2. INSERT CRAZY CHIEF (32-22) AT 02115H VIC 70176346 IN SUP.
   OF TAYLOR OCEAN

3. INSERT PICKWICK PAPER (P-21) AT 02142H VIC 70191312 IN SUP.
   OF TAYLOR OCEAN

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

1. (LATE ENTRY) 011600H SCREEN TEST (R-51) VIC 70192384. THE
   CONTACTED (1) BUNKER/TUNNEL COMPLEX. NO SMOKE, SMOKE
   CO. ON BUNKER/TUNNEL WITH UNOBSERVED RESULTS.

2. 021153H PICKWICK PAPER (P-21) VIC 70150313. THE CONTACTED
   (2) MARINE UH-1D'S FLYING THE MI. NO SMOKE, SMOKE
   CONTACTED. RESULTS NOT IN UNOBSERVED.

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

WEB GEAR, PACKS, AND BUSH COVERS AND CARRIED (1) A-1H AND
OTHER WEAPONS CONT'D.

(4) 041230H FIXE TICK PAPER (F-21) VIE 20191313. TI HARD
ESTIMATED (40) MIA/VC FIGHTING ON GUNSHIPS WITH S/A GUN
WHILE GUNSHIPS WERE TAKE OFF RUN-F. ALSO HARD SOUNDS USED
AS SIGNALS TO DIRECT SEARCH FOR THE. SIGNALS CONSISTED OF
Vehicles, Utens, AID BAKING ON METAL. TI WAS EXTRACTED
014200H VIE 20191312. TI HARD HEAVY TO FIRE POSSIBLE 50
CAL. THE INTERNAL LADDER VIE WAS USED.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) NIGHT OCRHAL "A" VIE 200930 IN CUP OF TAYLOR CONN
(2) NIGHT OCRHAL "B" VIE 201441 IN CUP OF TAYLOR CONN
(3) CONTENT TEST (2-51) VIE 201447 IN CUP OF TAYLOR CONN

D. PLANNED ENGAGEMENTS

(1) TANKNAMIAI (2-41) AT 030900H "HAWIN" UL Y9947, LR Y9944
IN CUP OF TAYLOR CONN
(2) ICE COW/G (2-32) AT 030930H "HAWIN" UL Z00256, LR Z00359
IN CUP OF TAYLOR CONN
(3) PENNY VICE (1E-23) AT 031000H "HAWIN" UL Z00133, LR Z00429
IN CUP OF TAYLOR CONN
(4) HED CLUE (3E-23) AT 040900H "HAWIN" UL Y99539, LR Y99536
IN CUP OF TAYLOR CONN
(5) STEEL REI (3E-21) AT 040930H "HAWIN" UL Y99547, LR Z00344
IN CUP OF TAYLOR CONN
(6) PIG HUNT A" (1E-29) AT 040930H "HAWIN" UL Y99547, LR Z00344
IN CUP OF TAYLOR CONN
(7) 10:00 PM ZULU (EST-31) AT 0410 ZULU "HARVEY" ULC 700150, LR 700440
IN TRAP OF TAYLOR COHOCH

2. PLANNED EXTRACTIONS
(1) ORRIN TIGHT (EST-51) AT 030900 ZULU "HARVEY" ULC 70340, LR 70615
IN TRAP OF TAYLOR COHOCH

SIMPLIFIED RECON
NONE
1ST FISCAL QUARTER (7TH) DAILY SIMPLIFIED RECON: GATHERED: 0
FORMED: 0
CONFIRMED: 0

2. (2) ACTIVITY FIRST FISCAL QUARTER SC (SEEMED TO BE AREA) 0200Z TO 0224Z
FEB 69

NOTE
CONFIDENTIAL
GP-4
ET

3 CONFIDENTIAL
ACTION: CG, FIRST VAR DIV (REIN)
INFO: CG, FIRST VAR, DA NANG, RVN
CG, 21 VAR, DA NANG, RVN
CG, ANGRICAL DIV, CHU LAI, RVN
CG, FIRST PAG, AN HOA, RVN
CG, FIRST RECON BU (REIN), DA NANG, RVN

CONFIDENTIAL
SECTION FIRST FORCE RECON CO (REIN) SIT REP #34 03000100 TO 03240000 FEB 69 (C)

1. (C) AN HOA-14

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRACTIONS (2 MARINE CH-46'S & 2 MARINE HH-10'S UTILIZED)

(1) EXTRACT SCREEN TEST (P-51) AT 030930H VIC AT9347 IN SUP OF TAYLOR
   CONDITION

(2) INSERT PERSY UUGE (12-23) AT 031300H VIC ZOO132 IN SUP OF TAYLOR
   CONDITION

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

(1) (LATE ENTRY) (2) VMG RNA (1) USN XV (DRK) REPORTED ON 230645H
   JAN 69. BODIES WERE RECOVERED ON 021400H FEB 69 VIC ZOO68306.

(2) (LATE ENTRY) 021930H: SCREEN TEST (P-51) VIC AT944477: TM OBSR
   (1) TVA/VC & HEARD EXPLODED (4) OTHERS. TM COULD NOT OBSR DUE
   TO DARKNESS. EN WAS MOVING CLANDESTINELY BEHIND & ABOVE TV. TM
   APPEARED TO BE LOOKING FOR TV.

(3) (LATE ENTRY) 023010H: SCREEN TEST (P-51) VIC AT944477: TM OBSR
   (1) TVA/VC. TM THEN (2) GRENADERS TO MARK THE TARGET FOR SPOOKY.
   TM RECD (1) CHINCH GRENADE. TM THEN (1) GRENADE & RECD (2)
CONFIDENTIAL

CHI.COM GRENADES, THEN FIRED A CLAYMORE & BROKE CONTACT. RESULTS
OF CONTACT (2) USMC VIA (HINE). 111 CASUALTIES UNK.

(4) 050950h: XCH BOUND (F-32) VIC 20043520: 141305, FIRE IN UH-46D
FROM (3 OR 4) IVA/VC WEARING BLACK PJ'S WHILE BEING INSERTED. 111
HAD SELECTS. UH-46D FIRE (8) ROUNDS SMALL ARMS FIRE.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) HIGHT SCHOLAR "A" VIC 200930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMAND
(2) HIGHT SCHOLAR "D" VIC 201441 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMAND
(3) PRENY VIC (1E-23) VIC 200932 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMAND

D. PLANNED INSERTIONS

(1) XCH BOUND (F-32) AT 040900h "HAVEN" UL 200294, LR 200551 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR COMMAND
(2) LOOSE PEAK (F-31) AT 040930h "HAVEN" UL 200150, LR 200446 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR COMMAND
(3) SCANDINAVIA (F-41) AT 041000h "HAVEN" UL YK9647, LR YK9944 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR COMMAND
(4) VIC HENSON "A" (1E-22) AT 041030h "HAVEN" UL YK9536, LR YK9833
IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMAND
(5) HUDE CLUB (3E-23) AT 050900h "HAVEN" UL YK9539, LR YK9836 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR COMMAND
(6) SADDLE RIN (3E-21) AT 050930h "HAVEN" UL 200047, LR 200344 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR COMMAND
(7) SADDLE BAG (1E-21) AT 051000h "HAVEN" UL 200338, LR 200835 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR COMMAND
(8) CRAZY BOBE (3E-22) AT 051030h "HAVEN" UL 201735, LR 202032 IN
SUP OF TAYLOR COMMAND
CONFIDENTIAL

(9) PICKET PAPER (F-29) AT 051100H "HAVEN" U2 K09135, LR K09432
IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON

E. PLANTED EXTRICATIONS
NONE

STING RAY REPORT
NONE

1ST FORCE RECON CO (REIN) DAILY STING RAY REGAP: COMMENCING 0
ESTIMATE 0
CONTINUOUS 0

2. (c) ACTIVITIES FIRST FORCE RECON CO (REIN) (REAR AREA) 030000H TO 032400H
FEB 69

(1) (LATE ENTRY) 021400H TO 021830H: NIGHT SCHOLAR II VIC ZC026442: A

(4) MAN DIVING TI ASSIGNED TO K3/5 TO SEARCH FOR 3 BODIES. TI
SEARCHED WITHOUT RESULTS.

(2) 051130H TO 051915H: NIGHT SCHOLAR II VIC ZC026442: A (4) MAN DIVING
TI ASSIGNED TO K 3/5 TO CONTINUE SEARCH FOR (5) BODIES. SEARCH
RESULTED IN FINDING (1) KNIVES, (2) 1 MAGGZINES & 1 Mk5 GRENADE,
AND RESULTS ON BODIES.

OP-4

HT

3

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

ACTION: CC, FIRST MAR DIV (REX) 0000004 0400017-0400017 069 (0)

INFO: CC, FIRST MAR, DACAG, RYN
CC, IXY RCH, DACAG, RYN
CC, AMERIAL DIV, GWH L1, RYN
CC, FIRST MAR, AN FRA, RYN
CC, FIRST MAR DIV (REX), DACAG, RYN

ST

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST MAR DIV (REX) 069 0400017-0400017 069 (0)

1. (c) AN 04-14.

A. INSTRUCTIONS & EXTRACTS

(2 MARINE CH-46D'S AND 2 MARINE UH-1G'S UTILIZED)

(1) NIGHT LCS BOUND (E-32) AT 041000H VIC 2004750. ACHTGES

TO UNLOAD TAKING FLY IN DETENTION ZONE IN S/F OP TAYLOR

COCHON

B. RESERVES & CONTACTS

(1) 041045H LCS BOUND (E-32) VIC 2004750. MARINES ROCK S/A AND

TRASH KANG - TWO UNLOADING FLIGHT. TRANSPORT FROM

RED CROSS DISTRICT ZONE. INSTANT SENT.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) NIGHT SOUTHERN "A" VIC 200930 IN SUP OR TAYLOR COCHON

(2) NIGHT SOUTHERN "D" VIC 201440 IN SUP OR TAYLOR COCHON

(3) NIGHT FLYER (E-23) VIC 200132 IN SUP OR TAYLOR COCHON

D. PLANNED ACTIONS

(1) 0400017 "HAWTH" UL 200150, IN 069 IN SUP OR TAYLOR COCHON

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MAR DIV 2100/4 (9/67)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

(2) CASA NAVIA (R-41) AT 051000Z "HAVEN" UG Y09647, LR Y09947 IN SUP OF TAYLOR SECTION.

(3) CICENTRJ "A" (1E-22) AT 051000Z "HAVEN" UG Y09536, LR Y09893 IN SUP OF TAYLOR SECTION.

(4) SADDLE BAY (1E-21) AT 051100Z "HAVEN" UG Z00538, LR Z00835 IN SUP OF TAYLOR SECTION.

(5) HUNT CLUB (3E-21) AT 060900Z "HAVEN" UG Y09539, LR Y09836 IN SUP OF TAYLOR SECTION.

(6) SPIEL BAY (3E-21) AT 060930Z "HAVEN" UG Z00047, LR Z00344 IN SUP OF TAYLOR SECTION.

(7) CRAZY BOTT (3E-22) AT 061000Z "HAVEN" UG Z01735, LR Z02032 IN SUP OF TAYLOR SECTION.

(8) PITCH BLACK BAY (R-21) AT 061100Z "HAVEN" UG Y09135, LR Y09432 IN SUP OF TAYLOR SECTION.

E. PLANNED Extractions

None.

STING RAY REPORT

None.

1ST FORCE RECON CO (RHN) DAILY STING RAY Recap: Contenue 0

TERMINATE 0

CONTINUE 0

2. OCCURRING 1ST FORCE RECON CO (RHN) (REAR AREA) 040001U TO 042400Z FEB 69

(1) 041000Z TO 041700Z; NIGHT SCHOAR II VIO Z002644. A (4) VAN DIVING

TH CONTINUED TO SEARCH FOR (5) BODIES FROM KILO 3/5 WHO DROWNED.

DIVING TA FOUND NEGATIVE RESULTS ON BODIES.

GP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

2

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (9/67)
CONFIDENTIAL

FROM: CG, TF 2100
ACTION: CG, TF 2100

TO: CG, TF 2100

SUBJECT: TF 2100

CC: TF 2100

CC: ARMY, MACV, ROK

CC: ARMY, MACV, ROK

CC: NAVY, MACV, ROK

CC: ARMY, MACV, ROK

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST FORCENET CO (REIN) SET REP #36 050001H TO 052400H Feb 69 (C)

1. (C) AT 0014

A. INSTRUCTIONS & INSTRUCTIONS (2 MARINE CH-46D'S AND 2 UH-1D's UTILIZED)

(1) RELAY TO AT TF 2100 PORT SCHL CHAR "A" AT 051400H VIO 200930 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

B. SNIPER & SNIPERS

NONE

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) IGN FUSION "A" VIO 200930 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

(2) IGN FUSION "B" VIO 201441 IN SUP OP TAYLOR COTTON

(3) PERRY MUN (1E-23) VIO 200132 IN SUP OP TAYLOR COTTON

D. PLANNED MOVEMENT

(1) 050030H (1E-31) AT 050930H "HAVEN" UL 28459, LR 00440 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

(2) SCANDINAVIA (E-41) AT 061000H "HAVEN" UL Y9647, LR Y9944 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

(3) FIG FORCED "A" (1E-22) AT 061030H "HAVEN" UL Y9536, LR Y9873 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (8/67)

DECLASSIFIED
(4) PORKCHOP LATE (3-21) AT 061100H "HAWTH" UL Y3039, LR X09336 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCTAGON
(5) SPOIL KIL (3L-21) AT 061130H "HAWTH" UL X0047, LR Z00344 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCTAGON
(6) NOPE CLUB (3L-23) AT 070930H "HAWTH" UL Y3959, LR Y9836 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCTAGON
(7) CRAZY BONE (5L-22) AT 071000H "HAWTH" UL 001725, LR X2852 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCTAGON

E. PLANNED EXTRAVAGANCES
(1) RENNY WINE (1L-23) AT 061200H "HAWTH" UL 200133, LR Z00429 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCTAGON

STICE RAY REPORT

NOTES
1ST FOGGY ROOM CC (ATM) DAILY STICE RAY REPORT: CONFIDENTIAL 0

TIME IN STICE 0

CONTINUE 0

2. (c) ACTIVITIES 1ST FOGGY ROOM CC (FTR) (REAR AREA) 030001H TO 052400H FEB 69

NOTES
07-4

NOTE

CONFIDENTIAL
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

ACTION: GO, FIRST FHQ DIV (RDN)
INFO: GO, FIRST FHQ, BAEIR, RVN
GO, XIC HO, DANG, RVN
GO, XVII DIV, IX C/L, RVN
GO, FIRST PAS, AT IAO, RVN
GO, FIRST ROCON (RDN), DANG, RVN
BY
CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST FORGE ROCON (RDN) CIR RES #37 060001H TO 062400H FEB 69 (C)

1. (C) AT IAO-14

A. DISTRIBUTIONS & EXTRACTS
(2 HMM-166'S & 2 HMM-160'S UTILIZED)

(1) EXTRACT PEE YIP (12-23) AT 060952H VIC 200131 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COXON

(2) INSERT ICE BOUND (E-32) AT 061442H VIC 200452 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COXON

(3) INTERCEPT NIGHT SCHOLAR 11 AT 061600H VIC 200244 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COXON

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

(1) 061512H ICE BOUND (E-32) VIC 20041520. MADE CONTACT WITH 3 IVA WEARING CONTACT UTILITIES, CARRYING AK-47'S & WEAR & PACKS.

I WILL BE ON 210. EN ENGAGED IN S/A FIRE RESULTING IN (1) IVA CONFIRMED KIA. BE RECOVERED S/A FIRE. UTILIZED MARINES GUNSHOTS TO EF AN CONTACT AND CONTINUE MISSION

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) NIGHT SCHOLAR "A" VIC 200950 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COXON

(2) NIGHT SCHOLAR "B" VIC 201441 IN WE CP TAYLOR COXON

(3) ICE BOUND (E-32) VIC 200452 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COXON

CONFIDENTIAL
DECLASSIFIED

(1) STEEL EGG (3E-21) AT 070200H "HAVEN" UL YG 0047, LR 290044 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR OCXON

(2) PICKAXE PAPER (3E-21) AT 070930H "HAVEN" UL YG 0036, LR YG 0356 IN
SUP OF TAYLOR OCXON

(3) HUNT CLUB (3E-23) AT 071000H "HAVEN" UL YG 0339, LR YG 0636 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR OCXON

(4) CRAZY DOGS (3E-22) AT 071030H "HAVEN" UL YG 0175, LR 290052 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR OCXON

(5) "EU HATCH "A" (3E-22) AT 071100H "HAVEN" UL YG 0356, LR YG 0963 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR OCXON

(6) SOCCER BALL (3E-41) AT 080930H "HAVEN" UL YG 0946, LR YG 0943 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR OCXON

(7) WEST HATCH (3E-11) AT 081000H "HAVEN" UL YG 0931, LR YG 0628 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR OCXON

(8) SADDLE BAG (3E-21) AT 081030H "HAVEN" UL AT 0947, LR AT 0944 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR OCXON

PLANNED ExtrACTIONS

(1) ICE BOUND (3E-32) AT 071130H "HAVEN" UL 290254, LR 290551 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCXON

STING RAY REPORT

NONE

1ST FORCE RECON CO (RAH) DAILY STING RAY RECAP: OCCURRENCE 0

TX Issue 0

CONTINUE 0

2. (C) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CO (RAH) (ARAB AREA) 060000H TO 062400H FEB 69

(1) 061000H TO 061600H NIGHT CAPSULAR II VIC 20026442. A (4) VAN DIVIDED I.

1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (9/67)
FROM: TF TAYLOR

ACTION: CO, TENT FOR DAY (REIN)
INFO: CO, FIRE, PLK, DYNAM, SNIP
CO, TENT FLA, DYNAM, RCV
CO, AIRC DTY, CO, RCV, RCV
CO, TENT FLA, ANEDA, RCV
CO, FIRE WRECK FL (REIN), DYNAM, RCV

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST FORUS CO (REIN)

071225Z

C.

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST FORUS CO (REIN) SEE REP 070001H TO 071000H WTB 69 (C)

1. (C) AS USMCA

A. OCCUPATIONS & DRILLERS (2 MARINES CLAS'DS & 2 MARINES BLO'DS UNLTD)

(1) FIRE TENT FLA: (5L-21) AT 071045H VGC 200044 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCHON

(2) EXTRACT DRY BND: (3S-23) AT 071415Z VGC YK9636 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCHON

(3) EXTRACT DRY BND: (5L-22) AT 071610H VGC YC13335 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCHON

(4) EXTRACT DRY BND: (X-11) AT 071750H VGC 200451 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCHON

B. OCCUPATIONS & CONTACTS

(1) 071540H DRY BND: (5L-22) VGC 0189784. TO OBSERVED TRAIL. TRAIL HAS TWO TOMB IDE AND RUNS SW TO NE. STEPS ARE CUT INTO ROCKS

WHERE TRAIL GOES DOWN HILL

C. PARENT LOCATIONS

(1) NORTHERN SECTOR: "A" VGC 200399 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCHON

(2) NORTHERN SECTOR: "B" VGC 201443 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCHON

(3) SOUTHERN SECTOR: (5L-21) VGC 200044 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCHON

(4) SOUTHERN SECTOR: (3S-23) VGC YK9636 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCHON

(5) GYPSY NOSE: (5L-22) VGC 200833 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCHON

1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (9/67)
D. PLANNED MOVEMENTS

(1) "BIG IRISH" "A" (13-22) AT 080000H "HAVEN" UL Y09536, LR Y09831 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CATCH

(2) FORD PAPER (F-11) AT 080900H "HAVEN" UL Y09331, LR Y09628 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CATCH

(3) SCANDINAVIA (F-44) AT 081000H "HAVEN" UL Y09246, LR Y09345 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CATCH

(4) CROSS PEAK (F-37) AT 081100H "HAVEN" UL Y091847, LR 202144 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CATCH

(5) SADDLE BAG (14-2) AT 081200H "HAVEN" UL Y09223, LR AT Y09422 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CATCH

E. PLANNED EXTRAMURUS

NEW

STILL BAY REPORT

NONE

1ST FORCE RECON CO (RECON) DAILY STILL BAY REPORT: CIVILIAN 0

TRITON: 0

CIVILIAN 0

2. (C) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CO (RECON) (REAR AREA) 070001H TO 072000H FEB 69

NONE

CONFIDENTIAL

CR-4

BT

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (9/67)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

FROM TF YANKS

ACTION: CC, FIRST Mar Div (RHE)
INFO: CC, FIRST MAR, DAKOIO, RVN
CC, III Inf Div, DAKOIO, RVN
CC, Artinf Div, CIV LAF, "TVH
CC, FIRST FA, AN IFA, RVN
CC, FIRST MAR DIV (RHE), DAKOIO, RVN

DT

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST MAR DIV CO (RHE) 080014H TO 082400H 7-69 (C)

1. CC AT 0900-14

A. INTELLIGENCE & REACTIONS

B. SITUATIONS & CONTACTS

(1) 081200H GRAY DOUG (52-22) VIC 33199329. TO FOUND OLD TRAIL JUNCTION
RUNNING NW TO SW. THIS TRAIL JOINS A WELL USED TRAIL RUNNING SW TO NE

(2) 081300H GRAY DOUG (52-22) VIC 70200528. TO HARD VOICE ON ATTACK 20
TO 30 V/C/IWA CROSSING ROAD, TALKING LOUD AND CAGYLY

(3) 081225 GRAY DOUG (52-22) VIC 70202328. TO TIGERED 2 VOICING
BLACK PJS & KHAKI TROOPS WALKING SW TO NE ON RICE PADDY DITCH

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) NIGHT SQUAD "A" VIC 300930 IN S/UP OF TAYLOR GROVE

(2) NIGHT SQUAD "B" VIC 301441 IN S/UP OF TAYLOR GROVE

(3) SOUT (52-21) VIC 300144 IN S/UP OF TAYLOR GROVE

(4) HINT CLUB (52-23) VIC 205586 IN S/UP OF TAYLOR GROVE

(5) GRAY DOUG (52-22) VIC 702033 IN S/UP OF TAYLOR GROVE

D. PLANNED INTELLIGENCE

(1) SADDLE BAG (12-21). AT 090200H "HAWK" UL AT 345, LR AT 3042

1ST MAR Div 210041 (9-67)
IN SUP OF TAYLOR/GITCH

(2) FIG ITCH "A" (HL-22) AT 090900H "HAVEN" UL YO9536, IR YC9833 IN SUP OF TAYLOR/GITCH

(3) FORCE PERTH (F-11) AT 091000H "HAVEN" UL YC9311, IR YC9626 IN SUP OF TAYLOR/GITCH

(4) SCANDINAVIA (F-41) AT 091000H "HAVEN" UL YC9246, IR YC9543 IN SUP OF TAYLOR/GITCH

(5) FORCE BEAK (F-31) AT 091100H "HAVEN" UL YC9847, IR YC9144 IN SUP OF TAYLOR/GITCH

5. PLANNED EXTRACTION

NONE

SITREP REPORT

NONE

1ST CORPS RECON (RENH) DAILY SITREP RECON

CONFIDENTIAL

0

0

0

2. (6) ACTIVITIES 1ST CORPS RECON (RENH) (REAR AREA) 080001H TO 082400H FEB 69

NONE

CONFIDENTIAL

GP-4

BT

CONFIDENTIAL

2

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

SECRET WAR

ACTION: CO, FIRST MAR DIV (A II)

INF: CO, FIRST IAR, DAI NG, RVN

CO, III RAP, DAI NG, RVN

CO, ATRICIAL DIV, CHU LAI, RVN

CO, FIRST REG, AN IDA, RVN

CO, FIRST RCON B (RTH), DAI NG, RVN

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST FORCE RCON CO (RTH) SET REP #80 090001H to 092400H FEB 69 (C)

1. (C) AT IDA-14

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRACTIONS (2 MARINE CL-4608's & 2 MARINE UH-1G's UTILIZED)

(1) EXTRACT CRAZY DOG (9-22) AT 091130H VIC 72206332 IN TO CO TAYLOR COTTON

(2) INSERT FOOTPEAK (8-31) AT 091305H VIC 70193457 IN TO CO TAYLOR COTTON

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

(1) 091000H CRAZY DOG (9-22) VIC 72206332. TV BODIES (10) INVA/VC MOVING ACROSS RICE PADDY AREA UNDER S/A FIRE. RED VESTS BLACK PANTS (1) WAS APTED WITH AN ING. RESULTS OF EXTRACT (1) INVA/VC KIA (1) VN FEMALE DETAINED.

(2) 091500H HUNT CLUB (3E-23) VIC 70394374 TO CBS (1) TRAIL 4 TO 6 METERS WIDE WHICH RAN NW TO S. TRAIL STORMED GW SHOTS OF RECENT HEAVY MOVEMENT.

(3) 091645H STEEL RIV (3E-21) VIC 70319441. TO BIRD APPROX 15 AK-47 RDS AT THIS LOCATION WITH NEG RESULTS.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) NICKEL COLLECTOR "A" VIC 700930 IN S/S OF TAYLOR COTTON
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

(1) HIGH RISK "D" VIG "G1441 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON
(2) STORM VIG "V20241 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON
(3) HUNT CLUB (32-21) VIG "X09636 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON
(4) HUNT CLUB (32-21) VIG "X09636 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON
(5) HOOSEREAY (E-31) VIG "X09043 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON
(6) SATDAY BAG (U-21) VIG "X09843 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON

D. PLANTED INSTINCTIONS

(1) VIG STATION "A" (12-22) AT 100900 "RAVEN" UL X09536, IN X09833 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON
(2) FORG PATTER (E-11) AT 100930H "RAVEN" UL Y09531, IN Y09628 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON
(3) SCANDINAVIA (E-41) AT 100900H "RAVEN" UL Y09116, IN Y09543 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON

E. PLANTED ATTRACTIONS

(1) HUNT CLUB (32-23) AT 100900H "RAVEN" UL Y09539, IN Y09836 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON
(2) PATY PZK (32-21) AT 100930H "RAVEN" UL Z0047, IN Z00344 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON

TWO RAY REPEAT

1ST FORC'T RECON CO (RETR) DAILY TWO RAY RECAP: COMMENCE 0
TERMINATE 0
CONTINUE 0

2. (G) ACTIVITY'S 1ST FORC'T RECON CO (RETR) (REAR AREA) 090001H TO 092400H FEB 69

DONE

CONFIDENTIAL

GP-4

1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (9/67)
FROM: TF YANKESS

ACTION: CO, FIRST CAR DIV (RFH)

INFO: CO, FIRST RM, DAIMING, RVN
CO, III RIF, DAIMING, RVN
CO, AETRICAL DIV, C'EH LAI, RVN
CO, FIRST PAG, AN IIA, TIVI
CO, FIRST RECON BN (RFH), DAIMING, RVN

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION 1ST FORCE RECON CO (RFH) SIT REP 100001H TO 102000H FEB 69 (C)

1. (C) AT 01A-14

A. DEPLOYMENT & EXTRACCTIONS (2 MARINES OH-46D'S & 2 MARINES UH-10'S UTILIZED)

(1) (LATE LANY) INSERT SADDLE BAG (15-21) AT 092400H AT VIC AT 97450 IN S.1. OF TAYLOR COUNTY

(2) INSERT FIG NAVY "A" (15-22) AT 101400H VIC Y97443 IN S.1. OF TAYLOR COUNTY

(3) EXTRACT UNTIL 0H (15-23) AT 101045H VIC 7025443 IN S.1. OF TAYLOR COUNTY

(4) EXTRACT LAWY 254 (35-24) AT 101050H VIC Y962566 IN S.1. OF TAYLOR COUNTY

(5) INSERT FORC NAVY (3-11) AT 101425H VIC Y949290 IN S.1. OF TAYLOR COUNTY

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS
NONE

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) NIGHT SIGHT "A" VIC 200930 IN S.1. OF TAYLOR COUNTY

DECLASSIFIED
(5) FIG 19: "A" (R-22) VIC YD9755 IN SUP OF TAYLOR STATION

(6) FIG 20: "B" (R-11) VIC YD9429 IN SUP OF TAYLOR STATION

D. PLANNED INJECTIONS

(1) INSTRA SCANDINAVIA (R-41) AT 11095OH "HAVEN" UL YD9352, LR YD9649 IN SUP OF TAYLOR STATION

E. PLANNED EXTRACIONS

DONE

STING RAY REPORT

DONE

1ST FORCE RECON CO (RTH) DAILY STING RAY RECAP: CONTINUE 0

TERMINATE 0

CONTINUE 0

2. (c) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CO (RTH)(REAR AREA) 100001H TO 102400H FEB 69

DONE

CONFIDENTIAL

GP-4

ET

CONFIDENTIAL

2
CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST FORCE RECON CC (REIN) SET REF 9R 110001H TO 114000H FEB 69 (C)

1. (C) AN EPA-14

A. INTELLIGENCE & INTELL ACTIONS (2 MARINE CI-46D'S & 2 MARINE UH-18'S UTILIZED)

   (1) INVEST SCANDINAVIA (F-41) AT 111510H VIC YU9449 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COMON

D. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

   (1) 11445H MOOSE PEAK (F-31) VIC ZO093455. WT: OBSERVED (3) VC/NVA

   NEARBY GREEN UTILIZING (1) RAC & (1) SKS RIFLE. TK CALLED FI,

   NAME TO OBSERVE RESULTS. IN MOVED OVER RIDGE LINE OUT OF SIGHT.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

   (1) NIGHT SCHOLAR "A" VIC ZO09350 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COMON

   (2) NIGHT SCHOLAR "C" VIC ZO1441 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COMON

   (3) MOOSE PEAK (F-31) VIC ZO1845 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COMON

   (4) FIG NEXON "A" (12-22) VIC YU6655 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COMON

   (5) FOUR FATHER (F-11) VIC YU9429 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COMON

   (6) SCANDINAVIA (F-41) VIC YU9449 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COMON

   (7) SADDLE BAG (12-21) VIC AT8644 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COMON

D. PLANNED INSTRUCTIONS

   (1) PICKUP PAPER (F-21) AT 120930H "HAVEN" UL AT8645, LR AT9042 IN
SUP OF TAYLOR COCKIN

2. PLANNED EXTRACTING

(1) SADDLE BAG (11L-21) AT 120930H "HAVEN" UH A0645, IR A0942 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR COCKIN

STING RAY REPORT

DONE
1ST FORGE RDOON CO (REAR) DAILY STING RAY RECAP: CONTINUE 0
TERMINATE 0
CONTINUE 0

2. (c) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORGE RDOON CO (REAR) (REAR AREA) 110001H TO 112400H FEB 67
DONE
CONFIDENTIAL
GP-4
HT
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

ACTION: CP, 2ND MAR DIV (R-31)

INFO: CG, FIRST MAC, DANANG, RVN
CG, III MAC, DANANG, RVN
CG, ATOMIC DIV, CID LAL, RVN
CG, FIRST MAC, AN LAC, RVN
CG, FIRST MAC Mi (R-31), DANANG, RVN

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION 1ST FORCE RECON GC (R-31) CTG REP 543 120001H TO 122400H FEB 69 (C)

1. (C) AT 1944

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRACTIONS (2 MARINE CH-46'S & 2 MARINE UH-1G'S UTILIZED)

(1) INSERT PICK-HICK TAPIR (R-21) AT 120923H VIC AT 6745 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON

(2) INSERT RANDALL BAG (R-21) AT 120923H VIC AT 6745 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON

(3) INSERT SCANDINAVIA (R-41) AT 121310H VIC YO349 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLON

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

(1) 120935H LOOSE PEB (R-31) VIC Z019345. TI CBS (3) NVA/VC WEARING GREEN UTILITIES & BUSH COVERS WITH (1) PACK & (1) VGS. TI CALLED MI NVA/VC DEPARTED AREA.

(2) 121025H LOOSE PEB (R-31) VIC Z019345. TI CBS (2) NVA/VC WEARING GREEN UTILITIES & BUSH COVERS WITH (1) CARTRIDGE B&B, (1) PACK & (1) SKS. TI CALLED TI WITH UNK RESULTS.

(3) 121025H LOOSE PEB (R-31) VIC Z019345. TI CBS (7) NVA/VC WEARING GREEN UTILITIES & BUSH COVERS WITH (3) CARTRIDGE, (1) SKS, (1) 1.1A4. (1) UNK TYPE RIFLE. TI CALLED II: UNK RESULTS.

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
(1) HIGH SCHOLAR "A" VIC 100930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(2) HIGH SCHOLAR "B" VIC 100941 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(3) POST PEAK (E-31) VIC 101745 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(4) PIC HILL "A" (E-22) VIC 1009635 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(5) PIG FAXER (E-11) VIC 1009429 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(6) PIC RCS PAPER (E-21) VIC 108643 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN

B. PLANNED EXTRACIONS

(1) STEEL RIT (E-21) AT 100930 T "HAVEN" UL 100926, LR 101125 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(2) SCREEN test (E-51) AT 101000 "HAVEN" UL 100626, LR 100924 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(3) HUNTER CLUB (E-23) AT 101030 "HAVEN" UL 100835, LR 101030 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(4) CRAZY DIII (E-22) AT 101100 "HAVEN" UL 101747, LR 202144 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(5) PERRY VICT (E-25) AT 100900 "HAVEN" UL 100945, LR 100242 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(6) JCB BURD (E-32) AT 100930 "HAVEN" UL 109735, LR 100032 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN

C. PLANNED EXTRACIONS

(1) JOCHE FAXER (E-11) AT 100900 "HAVEN" UL 109331, LR 109628 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(2) PIC HEATON "A" (E-22) AT 100930 "HAVEN" UL 109356, LR 109853 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(3) IXOES PEAK (E-31) AT 101000 "HAVEN" UL 101747, LR 202144 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST FORCE RECON CC (REAR) DAILY STAND DUTY REPORT

CTNESSCE 0
TERMINATE 0
CONTINUE 0

2. (c) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CC (REAR) (REAR AREA) 120001H TO 122400H FEB 69

DONE

CONFIDENTIAL

GR=4

BT

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

FROM: T.P. YATES

ACTION: CG, FIRST MAR DIV (REIN)

INFO: CG, FIRST MAR, DANGK, RVN

CG, III MAR, DANGK, RVN

CG, TENTH DIV, CEN LAX, RVN

CG, FIRST FAM, AN HDA, RVN

CT, FIRST RECON BN (REIN), DANGK, RVN

CONFIDENTIAL

SECT OF 1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (9/67)

1. (G) AN UDA-14

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRACTIONS (2 MARINE CH-46D'S & 2 MARINE UH-10'S UTILIZED)

(1) INSERT SHARK DUNT (32-22) AT 131016H VIC 201744 IN SUP OF TAYLOR

(2) INSERT FORCE DUNT (32-31) AT 131016H VIC 201945 IN SUP OF TAYLOR

(3) INSERT TUBE CLUB (32-24) AT 131247H VIC 200940 IN SUP OF TAYLOR

B. TIGHTLINES & CONTACTS

(1) 130916H HOODST FUNK (32-11) VIC 20193455. MADE CONTACT WITH

ESTIMATED (7) VC/IVNA WEARING A MIXTURE OF BLACK PJ'S & GREEN UTILITIES

CARRYING AK-47'S. MADE CONTACT AND IPVED TOWARD EXTRACTION HLT.

AND SHOTED (4) VC's VC/IVNA. EN ROUTE LIT MIXTURE OF BLACK PJ'S & GREEN

UTILITIES. UTILIZED MARINE AIRCRAFT ON HEAD POSITION. RESULTS

(2) IVNA/VC KIA (PROB), NEW USMC CASUALTIES.

(2) 131040H CRAZY BOMEMAIL (32-22) VIC 20182448. MADE CONTACT LIT (6)

VC/IVNA WEARING BLACK PJ'S & GREEN UTILITIES MOVING S TO N ON TRAIL.

IE CARRIED (2) RIFLES & MORE (1) HELMET. MADE CONTACT LIT.
CONFIDENTIAL

(1) NIGHT SQUAD "A" VICT 200909 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD
(2) NIGHT SQUAD "B" VICT 201444 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD
(3) CASTY BOAT (EL-22) VICT 091944 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD
(4) PREW HOOK (R-27) VICT AT9742 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD
(5) JOEY CLUB (EL-22) VICT 200930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD
(6) FREE WATOR (R-15) VICT Y95429 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD
(7) DIG NATION "A" (EL-22) VICT Y9735 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD

D. PLANNED MEASURES

(1) SCOTT HIN (EL-21) AT 140930H "HAYEN" UL 200928, LR 201125 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD
(2) CREEK TEE (R-51) AT 141000H "HAYEN" UL 200629, LR 200924 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD
(3) JET HOUND (R-31) AT 141030H "HAYEN" UL Y09735, LR 20032 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD
(4) PREDY WITT (EL-23) AT 141100H "HAYEN" UL Y09435, LR 200342 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD

E. PLANNED ACTIONS

(1) FORQ DAGGER (R-11) AT 141130H "HAYEN" UL Y09351, LR Y09638 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD
(2) DIG NATION "A" (EL-22) AT 141200H "HAYEN" UL Y09556, LR Y09355 IN SUP OF TAYLOR OCLUD

STING RAY REPORT

NONE

1ST FORCE RECON CC (RECON) DAILY STING RAY RECAP: COMENCE 0
TERMINATE 0
CONTINUE 0

2. (a) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CC (RECON) (REAR AREA) 170001H TO 170001H FEB 69

NOTES

2

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

FROM: EF HANCOCK

ACTION: CG, FIRST HAR DIV (RENM)

INFO: CG, FIRST HAR, DARRAH, RVN - ROMMENA

CG, XIX AF, DARRAH, RVN - 2NDMRR

CG, ARMY DIV, CHU LAI, RVN - ROMMIE

CG, FIRST TAG, AN HOA, RVN - ZEN

CG, FIRST TROOP BT (RVN), DARRAH, RVN - ROMMNA

BY

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST JORCH RECON CC (RENM) STS RE (25 140000H TO 142400H FEB 69 (C)

1. (C) AN 105-14

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRACCTIONS (2 MARINE CH-46D'S & 2 ARMY UH-1B'S & 1 OV-10 UTILIZED)

   (1) INSERT GUN TUB (32-21) AT 141630H VIC 200827 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CONVOY

   (2) INSERT GUN TUB (32-51) AT 141630H VIC 200827 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CONVOY

   (3) EXTRACT GUN TUB "A" (12-22) AT 141645H VIC Y09635 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CONVOY

   (4) EXTRACT GUN TUB "A" (12-22) AT 141645H VIC Y09429 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CONVOY

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

   (1) (LARGE ENTRY) 151600H CRAZY BOOG (32-22) VIC 20194440. TI FOUND CAVE.

      CAVE OPENED 3'X3', INSIDE DIA 12'X15', 5' HIGH.

   (2) 141045H GUN TUB "F" (12-11) VIC Y094289. TI HEARD (10-15) RIFLE SHOTS.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

   (1) MIGHTY SHARK "A" VIC 200930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CONVOY

   (2) MIGHTY SHARK "D" VIC 201441 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CONVOY

   (3) CRAZY BOOG (32-22) VIC 201844 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CONVOY

   (4) GUN TUB "E" (32-23) VIC 200950 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CONVOY

1ST MAR DIV 2100/1/67

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

(5) EXHIBIT PAGES (p. 21) VICE A28644 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COTTON

(6) EXHIBIT PAGES (p. 21) VICE 200827 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COTTON

(7) EXHIBIT PAGES (p. 21) VICE 200827 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COTTON

D. PLANNED INITIATIVES

(1) FORCE KICK (p. 21) AT 150900H "HAVEN" UL TO9735, LR 200052 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COTTON

(2) BUNCH KICK (p. 23) AT 150900H "HAVEN" UL TO9945, LR 200247 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COTTON

(3) F. A. X. (p. 21) AT 160900H "HAVEN" UL 200324, LR 200621 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COTTON

(4) DISPLACED COPY (p. 49) AT 160900H "HAVEN" UL 200351, LR 200648 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COTTON

E. PLANNED INTRUSIONS

(1) OLD SPRING (p. 21) AT 150900H "HAVEN" UL MT645, LR 19042 IN "UP OF TAYLOR COTTON"

STINGRAY REPORT

HOME

1ST FORCE RECON CO (RECM) DAILY STINGRAY Recap

OCCURRENC 0

TERMINATE 0

CONTINUE 0

2. (C) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CO (RECM) (RECM AREA) 140001H TO 140004H FEB 69

HOME

CONFIDENTIAL

GP-4

ET

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (9/57)
CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST FORCE RECON CO (REIN) SIT REP 150001H TO 152400H FEB 69

1. (C) AN HOA-14

A. INSTRUCTIONS & INTERACTIONS
   (2) HARRIS CL-146'S & 2 AMY UL-17B'S & 1 OV-10 UTILIZED
   (1) TRAP ON SPRING (P-21) AT 151200H VIC AT 14746 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
   (2) INSERT BEACH HUT (P-23) AT 151412H VIC 1500043 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
   (3) INSERT POINT TAI (P-32) AT 151430H VIC 150152 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS
   (1) 151105H CRAZY BOIE (3L-22) VIC ZC193455. TC OBS (4) VC/IVA WEARING BLACK
       PJ BOTTOMS & HANDE TOPS MOVING NE TO SE OVER HILL. TC HAD (1) SKS RIFLE.
       TC CALLED ON WITI UNK RESULTS.
   (2) 151130H REPORT CARD (P-51) VIC ZC008256. TC FOUND (1) VC/IVA BASE CAMP
       CONSISTED OF (10) HOGIES, (20) BUNKERS, & (50) FIGHTING HOLE AREA
       BASE CAMP HAD FRESH TRACKS & FRESHLY TURNED DIRT.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS
   (1) SALUTATION "A" VIC ZC0930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
   (2) SALUTATION "B" VIC ZC1441 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
   (3) CRAZY BOIE (3L-22) VIC ZC1844 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
   (4) BEACH HUT (P-23) VIC ZC0043 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
   (5) POINT TAI (P-32) VIC ZC1032 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
   (6) HUNT CAMP (P-23) VIC ZC0930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
   (7) STRETCH HULL (P-27) VIC ZC0927 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN
(6) REPORT CARD (P-51) VIC 200825 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY

D. PLANNED INTERCEPTIONS

(1) DUBLIN CITY (P-41) AT 160930H "HANEY" UL 20031, LR 200646 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY

(2) PUPPET SHIN (P-51) AT 161000H "HANEY" UL 200324, LR 200621 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY

E. PLANNED EXTRACTIONS

(1) CRAZY BOWT (3-22) AT 161030H "HANEY" UL 201747, LR 202144 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY

STINGRAY REPORT

IONS

1ST FORCE RECON CT (RENN) DAILY STINGRAY NFOC:

COMMENCE 0

TERMINATE 0

CONTINUE 0

2. (c) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CT (RENN) (BEAR AREA) 150001H TO 152400H FEB 69

IONS

CONFIDENTIAL

GP-4

DT

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (9/67)
CONFIDENTIAL

ACTION: CO, FIRST MAR DIV (RTH)  
INFO: CO, FIRST TAM, DA NAM, RVN  
CO, III RAP, DA NAM, RVN  
CO, AT TXIC DIV, CIN LAL, RVN  
CO, FIRST FOC, AN IDA, RVN  
CO, FIRST RECON BN (RTH), DA NAM, RVN  

SECTION FIRST FORCE RECON CO (RTH) SIT REP 47 160001H TO 162400H FEB 69 (C)

1. (C) AN IDA-14

A. INTELLIGENCE & EXTRACTIONS

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

(1) 160919H CRAZY DOG (3L-22) VIC 20192435. TO OBS (3) VC/HVA HAVING ME TO 6/ OVER REDPLATE. EN VC BLACK PJ'S & CARRIED (2) RIFLES.

(2) 160945H CRAZY DOG (3L-22) VIC 20192436. TO OBS (4) VC/HVA HAVING S TO II. EN VC BLACK PJ'S & CARRIED (2) RIFLES. TO CALLED ME WITH UNK RESULTS.

(3) 161050H BEECH HUT (1L-23) VIC 20006436. TO HAD CONTACT WITH (2) VC/HVA WALKING E TO W ON TRAIL. EN VC TIGER STRIPS & BUSH COVERS & CARRIED (1) RIFLE. RESULTS OF CONTACT UNK.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) SALUTATION "A" VIC 200930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY
(2) SALUTATION "B" VIC 201441 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY
(3) CRAZY DOG (3L-22) VIC 201844 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY
(4) BEECH HUT (1L-23) VIC 200043 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY
(5) ANY TRL (E-32) VIC 200934 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MAR DIV 2100/4 (9/67)
CONFIDENTIAL

(5) HUNT CLUB (5-23) VIC ZOO930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CITY

(7) STUFF RHM (5-21) VIC ZOO926 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CITY

(8) REPORT CARD (5-31) VIC ZOO824 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CITY

D. PLANNED INSTRUCTIONS

(1) DUBLIN CITY (5-41) AT 120000H "Haven" UL Z20351, LR Z20648 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CITY

(2) PUPP'T SHOW (5-31) AT 120900H "Haven" UL Z20324, LR Z20621 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CITY

E. PLANNED EXTRACCTIONS

(1) CRAZY BONE (5-22) AT 170000H "Haven" UL Z21747, LR Z21444 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CITY

STING RAY REPORT

NONE

1ST FORCE RECON CO (REIN) DAILY STING RAY REPORT: COMMENCE 0
TERMINATE 0
CONTINUE 0

2. (G) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CO (REIN) (REAR AREA) 160001H TO 150001H FEB 89

NONE

CONFIDENTIAL

GP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MAR DIV 2100/4 (9/67)
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

DATE: 17 DEC 2

ACTION: OS, FKPT FOR DIV (E-11) CEN: 575

LOGY: OS, FIRST RAG, DANAB, RVN

RUMHOC

OS, FIRST RAG, AN IRA, RVN

FIFTH MAR COM

CONFIDENTIAL

STATION FIRST FORT BICE CO (E-2) OPT EXP: 1700H TO 1710H FEB 69 (C)

1. (C) AN IDA-14

A. INSPECTIONS & EXTRACTIONS

(1) EXTRACT LONY T06 (E-32) AT 171450H VIC 2092444 IN 2/9 OR TAYLOR COMMON

(2) INSERT PLANTS SUM (E-21) AT 171500H VIC 2018446 IN 2/9 OR TAYLOR COMMON

(3) EXTRACT GRAY DIONG (E-22) AT 171500H VIC 2018446 IN 2/9 OR TAYLOR COMMON

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

(1) 171019H LONY T06 (E-32) VIC 2098356. TS OBSR (3) VC/NVA MOVING IN

ACROSS RIVER. EN VORP BLACK RJS.

(2) 171100H STEEL R3 (E-21) VIC 2009230. TS OBSR (10) VC/NVA WEARING BLACK

RJS & CLOTH VEIL & DRESSED WITH (3) BELTTS, (4) PACKS, (5) CARTRIDGE BELTS,

(2) SUS RIFLES AND (1) CARRING. EN WAS SEARCHING AREA AT ABOVE GRID

FOR ANY DISCARDED GEAR BY FRIENDLIES.

(3) 171425H STEEL R3 (E-21) VIC 2009229. TS OBSR (1) 20X30 PT HUT. HUT

HAS BEEN CONSTRUCTED.

(4) 171515H HINT CIRCLES (E-23) VIC 20081270. TS OBSR (4) VC/NVA WEARING

BLACK RJS COLLECTING GEAR.

C. PARTIAL LOCATIONS

(1) CALABAR LTD VIC 200930 IN 2/9 OR TAYLOR COMMON

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (9/67)
D. PLANNED INTRACTIONS

(1) DURAN OLY (1-41) AT 180930H "HAYVEN" UL 200351, LR 200648 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

(2) PUPPET OLY (1-51) AT 181000H "HAYVEN" UL 200324, LR 200621 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

(3) TERRIS OLY (1-22) AT 181030H "HAYVEN" UL A09744, LR A09041 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

E. PLANNED EXTRAGRADE

(1) FITCH OLY (12-23) AT 181100H "HAYVEN" UL Y09945, LR 202245 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

(2) HOPPER OLY (12-23) AT 181145H "HAYVEN" UL 200937, LR 201039 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

(5) SWAL OLY (5-21) AT 181200H "HAYVEN" UL 200928, LR 201125 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

(4) REPORT CARD (2-51) AT 181230H "HAYVEN" UL 200625, LR 200924 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COTTON

CHEM RAY REPORT

NONE

1ST FORCE RECON CO (REIN) DAILY CHEM RAY RECAP:

- OTEMBRE 0
- TERMINATE 0
- CONTINUE 0

- (3) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CO (REIN) (REAR AREA) 170001H 1ST MAR DIV 2100/4 (9/67)
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

ACTION: CO, FIRST MAR DIV (REIN)

FIFTH MAR DIV

CONFIDENTIAL

SECRET FIRST FORCE BAY Co (REIN) 090001H TO 100000H 06 (c)

1. (c) AN IDA-14

A. INSERTION & EXTRACTIONS

1. INSERT PURPLE SIGOU (T-51) AT 181022H VIC 20054225 IN SUD OP TAYLOR CONCN

2. EXTRACT REPORT CARD (T-51) AT 181027H VIC 20079243 IN SUD OP TAYLOR CONCN

3. EXTRACT BUTCH INT (T-23) AT 181520H VIC 20002434 IN SUD OP TAYLOR CONCN

4. EXTRACT SUEH RHN (T-21) AT 181743H VIC 20100253 IN SUD OP TAYLOR CONCN

5. INSERT TRAC PTD (T-22) AT 180000H VIC 20073436 IN SUD OP TAYLOR CONCN

B. SURVEYS & CONTACTS

1. 160400H TRAG PTD (T-22) VIC 20073447. Z: HEARD INVENT OF APPROX (2) V/C/FA AR UID THEIR POS.

2. 161256H DUBLIN CTDY (T-41) VIC 20057293. Z: W/UV NYR/FA & 1/4 FIRE WHEN THEY WERE TRYING TO BE INSERTED. QUNSHIPS UTILIZED IN AREA AFTER CH-460 LIFTED OUT ZONE.

3. 161340H FLAKY SKY (T-21) VIC 20194455. Z: OBSR (3) V/C MARLING GREEN UTILITIES & SHOOTS (2) EN CARRIED RIFLES. (1) EN IN NUMBER & (2) IN THREE LINE. Z: CALLED IN UNTIL RED RESULTS.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

1. SALUTATION "A" VIC 200970 IN SUD OP TAYLOR CONCN

2. SALUTATION "D" VIC 201441 IN SUD OP TAYLOR CONCN

3. FLAKY SKY (T-21) VIC 2016445 IN "UP OP TAYLOR CONCN"
(4) MEDIT CLU (36-23) VIC Z00930 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCEAN
(5) TEXAS CTY (12-22) VIC AX8743 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCEAN
(6) PUPPET STN (13-31) VIC Z00523 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCEAN

D. PLANNED INSTRUCTIONS
(1) HAY FLY (3-11) AT 190930H "HAVE\" UL 200933, LR Z01050 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCEAN
(2) DUBLIN CTY (9-41) AT 190900H "HAVE\" UL 200931, LR Z00648 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCEAN
(3) PONY TAIL (3-32) AT 200900H "HAVE\" UL 201731, LR Z02034 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCEAN
(4) OFF SPRING (3-21) AT 200930H "HAVE\" UL 200933, LR Z01346 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCEAN

E. PLANNED EXTRACCTIONS
(1) HINT CLU (36-23) AT 190930H "HAVE\" UL 200933, LR Z01030 IN SUP CP TAYLOR OCEAN

SECOND RAY REPORT
NONE

1ST FORCE RCON CO (REINF) DAILY SECOND RAY RECAP

BEGIN 0
TRANSMIT 0
CONTINUE 0

2. (c) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RCON CO (REINF) (REAR AREA) 180001H TO 182400H FEB 69
DONE

CONFIDENTIAL
RP-4

VT
ACTION: CO, FIRST MAR DIV (RECN)
INFO: CO, FIRST MAR, DANANG, RVN
CO, III MAR, DANANG, RVN
CO, AFRICAN DIV, CHU LAI, RVN
CO, FIRST PAC, AN VIET, RVN
CO, FIRST RECON BN (RECN), DANANG, RVN
CO, 3RD BN 5TH MAR
SECTION FIRST FORC RECON CO (RECN) SET REP #50 190001H TO 192400H FEB 69 (C)

1. (C) AN VIET-14

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRACTIONS (2 MARINES CH-46D'S & 2 MARINES UH-1G'S UTILIZED)

(1) INSERT HAY FLY (E-11) AT 190956H VIC 20095502 IN SU OF TAYLOR COMPANY

(2) EXTRACT HAY COMM (2E-23) AT 190957H VIC 20093502 IN SU OF TAYLOR COMPANY

(3) INSERT DUBLIN CITY (E-41) AT 191030H VIC 20055495 IN SU OF TAYLOR COMPANY

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

(1) 191405H HAY FLY (E-11) VIC 20091130. HI HEARD HIGH PITCH & BUZZING SOUND, BELIEVED TO BE RADIO EQUIPMENT. HI WILL INVESTIGATE.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) SALUTATION "A" VIC 200930 IN SU OF TAYLOR COMPANY

(2) SALUTATION "D" VIC 201441 IN SU OF TAYLOR COMPANY

(3) FLAKY SHOT (1E-21) VIC 201944 IN SU OF TAYLOR COMPANY

(4) TEXAS PINE (1E-22) VIC AT0842 IN SU OF TAYLOR COMPANY

(5) DUBLIN CITY (E-41) VIC 200550 IN SU OF TAYLOR COMPANY

(6) HAY FLY (E-11) VIC 200930 IN SU OF TAYLOR COMPANY

(7) PUPPET SHOT (E-31) VIC 200427 IN SU OF TAYLOR COMPANY

D. FLAUGHTER INSERTIONS

(1) PONY TRAIN (E-32) AT 200930H "HAYSW" UL 2011, IN 200228 IN SU OF TAYLOR COMPANY
CONFIDENTIAL

(2) OFF SPRING (3-21) AT 201000H "HAVEN" UL 301549, IR ZC1846 IN SU. OP TAYLOR COECON

(3) CRAZY PONT (3L-22) AT 210930H "HAVEN" UL ZC1735, IR ZC2035 IN SU. OP TAYLOR COECON

B. PLANNED EXTRICATIONS

(1) FLAKED SHO! (1D-21) AT 201030H "HAVEN" UL ZC1747, IR ZC2144 IN SU. OP TAYLOR COECON

STOULDAY REPORT

NONE

1ST FORC RECON CO (REIN) DAILY STOULDAY RECAP:

BEGIN 0

TERM 0

CONTINUE 0

2. (c) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORC RECON CO (REIN) (REAR AREA) 190001H TO 192400H FEB 69

NONE

CONFIDENTIAL

OP-4

BT

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

ACTION: 1, FIRST MAR DIV (R&B)

INFO: CG, FIRST MAR, DA NAIG, RVN
CG, III MAR, DA NAIG, RVN
CG, ARTIC DIV, CHU LAY, RVN
CO, FIRST FAC, AN HOC, RVN
CO, FIRST BATT (R&D), DA NAIG, RVN
CO, 3RD BN 5TH MAR

SECTION FIRST FORCE ROOM CC (R&B)

1. (a) AN IDA-74

A. INSERTIONS & Extractions (2 MARINE CH-46's & 2 MARINE VH-46's UTILIZED)

1. EXTRACT FLAK SKIN (12-21) AT 0009H VIC 20197445 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COCHON
2. INSERT OFF TRAIL (E-1) AT 0039H VIC 20125477 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COCHON
3. INSERT PONY TRAIL (E-1) AT 0111H VIC 20176301 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COCHON
4. EXTRACT PONY TRAIL (E-31) AT 0141H VIC 20176301 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COCHON
5. EXTRACT OFF SPRING (E-11) AT 0152H VIC 2015474 TR SUP CP TAYLOR COCHON

B. Spotting & Contacts

1. 201205H OFF SPRING (E-1) VIC 20154453. VI: OBSR (2) VC/NVA WEARING SANDALS
   AND TAN SHIRTS AND SHORTS. MARRIED AT 20197445 IN SUP CP TAYLOR COCHON.
   RESULTS (1) VC/NVA KIA, (2) PACKS.
2. 201213H OFF SPRING (E-1) VIC 20154453. ROC: MADE CONTACT WITH (4) VC/NVA
   MOVING ON TRAIL WEARING GREEN UTILITIES, HELMETS & BOOTS WITH WEB GEAR
   AND K9'S. RESULTS (1) VC/NVA KIA, (2) PACKS & (3) KIA VI, BAO CHI.
3. 201211H PONY TRAIL (E-32) VIC 20177295. VI: MADE CONTACT WITH (5) VC/NVA
   WEARING BLACK J2'S MOVING ON TRAIL. VI CARRIED K9'S AND PACKS.
   RESULTS (1) VC/NVA KIA.
4. 201225H PONY TRAIL (E-32) VIC 20177295. VI: MADE CONTACT WITH (7) VC/NVA
   CARRYING K9'S AND WEARING GREEN UTILITIES. RESULTS (1) VC/NVA KIA.

CONFIDENTIAL
(5) 20130H PONY TEAM (R-32) VIC 20177286. TN HAD CONTACT WITH (3) VC/IVA. ENSURED GREEN UTILITIES AND CARRIED AK-47'S RESULTS (1) VC/IVA KIA.

(6) 20145H PONY TEAM (R-32) VIC 20177286. TN TOOK (4) VC/IVA UNDER AUTO AWP AND R-79 FIRE. ENSURED GREEN UTILITIES & CARRIED (1) AK-47'S AND (1) SGS RIFLE. RESULTS (1) VC/IVA KIA PROB.

(7) 20145H DUBLIN CITY (R-41) VIC 20059487. TN HEARD GRENADE EXPLOSIONS AT APTC GRID. BELIEVED TO BE NIGHT PROBE OF AREA WHERE TN MED-EVACED (1) USCG BUCC EARLIER.

(8) 20150H PONY TEAM (R-32) VIC 20177286. TN FIRED ON (1) VC/IVA WEARING GREEN UTILITIES AND CARRYING (1) AK-47. RESULTS (1) VC/IVA KIA PROB.

(9) 20155H PONY TEAM (R-32) VIC 20177286. TN FIRED ON (3) VC/IVA WEARING BLACK PJ'S AND CARRYING AK-47'S. TN UTILIZED MACHINE GUNSHIPS AND FIRED VING AND WAS EXTRACTED.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) SALTATION "A" VIC 200930 IN SUP OP TAYLOR COHON

(2) SALTATION "B" VIC 201441 IN SUP OP TAYLOR COHON

(3) TEXAS PETS (18-22) VIC 200941 IN SUP OP TAYLOR COHON

(4) DUBLIN CITY (R-41) VIC 200549 IN SUP OP TAYLOR COHON

(5) HAY FLY (R-18) VIC 200932 IN SUP OP TAYLOR COHON

(6) PUPPET STOW (R-31) VIC 200422 IN SUP OP TAYLOR COHON

D. PLANNED INSERTIONS

(1) CRAZY HOLE (32-22) AT 210930H "HAVEN" UL 200930, LR 200935 IN SUP OP TAYLOR COHON

(2) STEEL RIM (32-21) AT 220930H "HAVEN" UL 201239, LR 201239 IN SUP OP TAYLOR COHON

(3) REPORT CARD (R-51) AT 221000H "HAVEN" UL 200946, LR 200941 IN SUP OP TAYLOR COHON
(4) PONY TEAM (F-32) AT 211030H "HAVEN" UL ZOO33, IR ZOO30 IN C/O TAYLOR OCMON

E. PLANNED EXTRATCTIONS

(1) TEXAS PETS (15-22) AT 211000H "HAVEN" UL ATB744, IR ATB041 IN C/O TAYLOR OCMON

(2) PUPPET SHOW (F-31) AT 211030H "HAVEN" UL ZOO324, IR ZOO627 IN C/O TAYLOR OCMON

STING RAY REPORT

NONE

1ST FORCE RECON CO (RFH) DAILY STING RAY RECAP:

COLLAPSE 0

EXHIBIT 0

CONTINUE 0

2. (C) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CO (RFH) (REAR AREA) 200000H 22) 202400H 23) 20 69

NONE

CONFIDENTIAL

CP-4

HP

CONFIDENTIAL
SECTION FIRST FORCE RECON CO (REIN) STR REP 210000H TO 212400H FEB 69

1. (6) AN HOO-14

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRACIONS (2 HARRIS CH-46'S & 2 HARRIS UI-10'S UTILIZED)
   1. INSERTION TAKEN FORGE (13-22) AT 211353H VIC AO04424 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON
   2. EXTRACION TOOK SIDE (8-21) AT 211412H VIC ZC047250 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON

B. SIGNATURE & CONTACTS
   1. 211400H HAY FLY (8-11) VIC ZC09031. TO MADE CONTACT UNTIL (2) TO (5) TO/TV
      WVA LLINER GREEN UTILITIES & GREEN BUSH COVERS MOVING EE ON TRAIL. EN
      CARRIED (2) AK-47'S & VEST GEAR. EN FIRED ON EE WITH UNK RESULTS.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS
   1. SALTPANATION "A" VIC ZC0930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON
   2. SALTPANATION "D" VIC ZC1441 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON
   3. HAY FLY (8-11) VIC ZC0931 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON
   4. DUBLIN CTPY (8-11) VIC ZC0549 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON

D. PLANNED INSERTIONS
   1. CRAZY BONE (29-22) AT 220900H "HAVEN" UL ZC07739, IN 220003 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON
   2. STEE RN (5-21) AT 221000H "HAVEN" UL ZC1239, IN 220003 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON
CONFIDENTIAL

(3) FOX N TS O (2-31) AT 221030H "HAVEN" UL 200946, IR 201035 IN SUP CP
TAYLOR ORDIN
(4) OXY TORN (2-32) AT 221100H "HAVEN" UL 200833, IR 201050 IN SUP CP
TAYLOR ORDIN
(5) OFF SPRING (2-21) AT 221150H "HAVEN" UL 201551, IR 201848 IN SUP CP
TAYLOR ORDIN
(6) HUNT CLUB (5-23) AT 220930H "HAVEN" UL 201550, IR 201627 IN SUP CP
TAYLOR ORDIN

II. PLANNED EXTRACCTIONS

(1) DUBLIN CITY (5-47) AT 221200H "HAVEN" UL 203551, IR 200648 IN SUP CP
TAYLOR ORDIN
(2) HAY FLY (2-21) AT 221250H "HAVEN" UL 200855, IR 201030 IN SUP CP
TAYLOR ORDIN

G20K RDY REPORT

0000

TAF FORC RGCN 40 (P Hem) DAILY G20K RECAP: COMENCE 0
TERIMATE 0
CONTINUE 0

2. (G) ACTIVITI S TAF FORC RGCN 40 (RHEM) (RDRR AREA) 210001H TO 212400H FOR G
CODE
CONFIDENTIAL
SP-8
R

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (9/67)
CONFIDENTIAL

FROM: JF YARK
ACTION: CO, FIRST MAR DIV (REX)
INFO: CO, FIRST MAR, DANCO, RVN
CO, III MAR, DANCO, RVN
CO, MARINE DIV, CHI LAC, RVN
CO, FIRST PAG, AN HOA, RVN
CO, FIRST RECON BN (REX II), DANCO, RVN
CO, 3RD BN 5TH MAR
HT
CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION 1ST FORCE RECON CO (REX) ON 53 220601H TO 220606H FEB 69 (C)
7. (C) AN HOA-11

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRACTIONS (15 MARINE CH-46'DS & 1 MARINE UH-1G UTILIZED)
   (1) EXTRACT DUBLIN CITY (R-41) AT 221752H VIC ZO05303 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COSON

B. SKIPTINGS & CONTACTS
   NONE

C. PATROL LOCATIONS
   (1) SALUTATION "A" VIC ZOC931 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COSON
   (2) SALUTATION "B" VIC ZO1441 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COSON
   (3) MAYFLY (R-41) VIC ZOC931 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COSON

D. PLANNED INSERTIONS
   (1) CRAZY DOG (R-22) AT ZO0930H "HAVEN" UL ZD736, IR ZOC035 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COSON
   (2) SETTO HIN (R-21) AT ZO1000H "HAVEN" UL ZO1239, IR ZO1539 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COSON
   (3) REPORT CARD (R-31) AT ZO1030H "HAVEN" UL ZO847, IR ZO1144 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COSON
   (4) PONT TAI (R-32) AT ZO1100H "HAVEN" UL ZO0933, IR ZO1030 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COSON
(5) OFF SPRING (3-27) AT 231130H "HAVEN" UL 201351, IN 201846 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CONN.

(6) HONF CLUD (3E-23) AT 231200H "HAVEN" UL 201352, IN SUP OF TAYLOR CONN.

2. PLANNED EXTRACTIONS

(1) MAY FLY (8-11) AT 231230H "HAVEN" UL 200835, IN 201030 IN SUP OF TAYLOR CONN.

SPUD RAY REPORT

NONE

1ST FORCE RECON CO (REIH) DAILY SPUD RAY Recap:

CONTINUE 0

TERMINATE 0

DELETE 0

2. (C) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CO (REIH) (REAR AREA) 220000H TO 221800H FEB 67

NONE

CONFIDENTIAL

GP-4

MT

CONFIDENTIAL
ACTION: CG, FIRST MAR DIV (RECN)
NOTE: CG, FIRST MAR, DA NANG, RVN
CG, III MAR, DA NANG, RVN
CG, ARTILLERY DIV, DAN LAI, RVN
CG, FIRST FAD, AN NDA, RVN
CO, FIRST RECON BN (RECN), DA NANG, RVN
CO, 3RD BN 5TH MAR

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION 1ST FORCE RECON CO (RECN) SIT REP #1 230001H 1/9 230000H FEB 69 (C)

1. (C) AN NDA-11

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRICATIONS
   NONE

B. STANDOFFS & CONTACTS
   NONE

C. PATROL LOCATIONS
   (1) SALUTATION "D" VIC ZC1441 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLOSS
   (2) SALUTATION "A" VIC ZC0931 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLOSS
   (3) MAY FLY (F-11) VIC ZC0931 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COLOSS

D. PLANNED INSERTIONS
   (1) CRAZY HOLE (Y-22) AT 240930H "HAVEN" UL ZG0973, IR ZC0035 IN SUP OF
       TAYLOR COLOSS
   (2) STEEL RIII (35-21) AT 241000H "HAVEN" UL ZC1239, IR ZC1536 IN SUP OF
       TAYLOR COLOSS
   (3) REPORT CARD (F-51) AT 241030H "HAVEN" UL ZC0847, IR ZC1144 IN SUP OF
       TAYLOR COLOSS
   (4) DONG TEAII (F-32) AT 241100H "HAVEN" UL ZC0933, IR ZC1020 IN SUP OF
       TAYLOR COLOSS

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

(1) ZC1530 - FD 18-1214
(2) ZC1627 - FD 18-1214

E. PLANNED EXPLOSIONS

(1) ZC1530 - FD 18-1214

FAIRED RAY REPORT

NONE

1ST FORCE RECON CO (RECON) DAILY FAIRED RAY Recap: CONTENTS 0
TERMINATE 0
CONTINUE 0

2. (C) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CO (RECON) W/C AREA 23001H TO 232400H FEB 67
230630H 1ST FORCE RECON CO VIC A1472473. W/C AREA RECEIVED (2) 82 HANDS
FROM UNK IN LOCATION. RESULTS: SUPERFICIAL DAMAGE TO (1) USMC TRAILER AND
W/C AMMUNITION. NO USMC CASUALTIES.

CONFIDENTIAL

OP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (2/67)
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

ACTION: CO, FIRST MAR DIV (RETN)

CC: CO, FIRST BN, DA NANG, RVN
CC: III BN, DA NANG, RVN
CC: ME XICAL DIV, CHU LAI, RVN
CC: FIRST PAG, AN HOA, RVN
CC, FIRST RECON BN (RETN), DA NANG, RVN
CC, 3RD BN 5TH MAR

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST FORC RECON CO (RETN) SIT REP 2400H TO 242400H FEB 69

1. (c) AN F-11

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRAC TIONS
NONE

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS
NONE

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) SALUTATION "A" VIO 200939 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHON
(2) SALUTATION "B" VIO 201441 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHON
(3) MAY FLY (E-11) VIO 200901 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHON

D. EMBLED INSERTIONS

(1) CRAZY BONE (E-22) AT 250930H "HAVEN" UL 109739, IR 200039 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHON
(2) STEEL TRIM (E-21) AT 251000H "HAVEN" UL 201239, IR 201536 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHON
(3) REPERT CARD (E-51) AT 251050H "HAVEN" UL 202447, IR 201144 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHON
(4) PONY TEAR (E-32) AT 251100H "HAVEN" UL 201833, IR 201030 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHON

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MAR DIV 2100/4 (9/67)
E. PLANNED EXTRACCTIONS

(1) MAY FLY (F-4) AT 2115Z "HAVEN" UL 200633, IN 211050 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHON

STING RAY REPORT

DONE

1ST FORCE RECON CO (REIN) DAILY STING RAY RECAP:

COMMENCE 0

TERMINATE 0

CONTINUE 0

2. (0) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CO (REIN) (FJD AREA) 240000H TO 242400H FEB 69

DONE

CONFIDENTIAL

CT-4

HT

CONFIDENTIAL
SECTION FIRST FORC3 ROOCH CC (REIN)

1. (C) AN HDA-11

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRACTIONS (2 MARINES CH-46D'S & 2 MARINES UH-1D'S UTILIZED)

(1) INSERT PONY TEAM (E-32) AT 250920H VIC Z0091310 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMON
(2) EXTRACT HAY FLY (E-11) AT 250920H VIC Z0091310 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMON
(3) INSERT STEEL RII (JL-21) AT 251549H VIC Z0151537 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMON

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

(1) 251910H REPORT CARD (E-31) VIC Z0097433. INSERTION CH-46D TOOK 2/. FIRE FROM 2 TO 4 VC/INVA. H II WAS OBSERVED FROM BUNKERS. H II WORE GRAY SHIRTS AND HAD AL-47'S. MARINES GUNSHIP WAS UTILIZED AFTER ABDOM

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) SALUTATION "D" VIC Z01441 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMON
(2) SALUTATION "A" VIC Z00930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMON
(3) STEEL RII (E-21) VIC Z015358 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMON
(4) PONY TEAM (E-32) VIC Z00930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMON

D. PLANNED INSERTIONS

(1) CRAZY BONE (E-22) AT 260930H "HAVEN" UL TO9752, 1R Z00033 IN SUP
   OP TAYLOR COMON
2. REPORT CARD (P-51) AT 061000H "HAVEN" UL Z20847, LR ZC1444 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN

3. HUNT CLUB (P-23) AT 061030H "HAVEN" UL ZC1530, LR ZC1627 IN SUP

4. TRAILER PARK (P-61) AT 061100H "HAVEN" UL Y29647, LR YG9944 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COCHIN

B. PLANNED Extractions

IDOE

STING RAY REPORT

IDOE

FIRST FORCE RECON CO (RED) DAILY STING RAY RECAP: OCCURRENCE 0

TERMINATE 0

CONTINUE 0

2. (C) ACTIVITY: 1ST FORCE RECON CO (RED) (FJD AREA) 250001H TO 252400H FEB 69

251632H 1ST FORCE RECON CO VIC AT672473. CO AREA RECEIVED (4) 122IN ROCKET

ENDS FROM UNK WN LOCATION. TELLS (1) UTRC VIA HILICU.

CONFIDENTIAL

ET

CR-4
CONFIDENTIAL

ACTION: CG, FIRST DIV DIV (REMN)

EGO: CG, FIRST DIV, DAVAG, RVN
CG, III DIV, DAVAG, RVN
CG, METRICAL DIV, CIV LAX, RVN
CG, FIRST MAC, AT IDA, RVN
CG, FIRST RECON BN (REMN), DAVAG, RVN
CG, 3RD BN 5TH MAR

IT

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION FIRST FORCE RECON CO (REMN) 677 260001H TO 262400H FEB 69 (C)

1. (c) AN IDA-11

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRATIONS

NONE

B. STANDINS & CONTACTS

NONE

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) SALUTATION "A" VIC 201441 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY
(2) SALUTATION "A" VIC 200930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY
(3) SHELL RILL (3L-21) VIC 201437 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY
(4) HOUT TEBAN (B-32) VIC 200930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY

D. PLANNED INSERTIONS

(1) CRAZY HILLS (3L-22) AT 270930H "HAVEN" UL X9735, LR 200035 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY
(2) OFF STATION (F-21) AT 271030H "HAVEN" UL ZO1637, LR 208 34 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY
(3) SNIP CHRY (E-51) AT 271100H "HAVEN" UL 20022, LR 201444 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY
(4) BUSH CHRY (E-25) AT 271130H "HAVEN" UL 201530, LR 201827 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

(5) TRAILER PARK (P-61) AT 2712000 "HAVEN" UL X0947, LR X0944 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY

(6) FUTTER SHOW (P-31) AT 260930H "HAVEN" UL X00540, LR X00537 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMPANY

E. PLANNED EXTRADITIONS

NONE

STING RAY RECON

NONE

FIRST FORCE RECON (REIN) DAILY STING RAY RECAP

OBSTINATE 0

CONTINUE 0

2. (C) ACTIVITIES 112 FORCE RECON (REIN) (FWD AREA) 260001H TO 263100H FEB 9

NONE

CONFIDENTIAL

CR-4

BT

CONFIDENTIAL
ACTION: CO, FIRST MAR DIV (REMD)

TECH: CO, FERSE HN, CAVAC, RVN

CO, 11TH HAP, CAVAC, RVN

CO, ARTILLERY DIV, GST LAI, RVN

CO, FIRST HN, A2A, RVN

CO, FIRST REGN RN (REMD), DAVA, RVN

CO, 4TH BN 5TH MAR

CONFIDENTIAL

ACTION FIRST MAR DIV (REMD) SEC UR 270001H TO 272400H FEB 69 (C)

(A) AN EX-44

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRACTIONS

1. HARLING GR-46D'S & 2 HARLING V24GR'S UTILIZED

2. INSERT OFF SPICE (2-21) AT 271401H VIC 20163565 IN CP OF TAYLOR

B. SIGHTINGS & CONTACTS

1. 271000H SOUTH RN (2-21) VIC 20143579. T. HEARD MORTAR IN VOICES

2. 271120H SOUTH RN (2-21) VIC 20143573. T. FOUND ONE TRAIL. TRAIL

3. 271319H FORY TRAIL (2-32) VIC 20091721. T. OBSR 3 VC/NVA WEARING

4. 271543H SOUTH RN (2-21) VIC 20143572. T. OBSR 3 VC/NVA MOVING

5. 271415H FORY TRAIL (2-32) VIC 20091721. T. OBSR VC/NVA MOVING S

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MAR DIV 2100/4 (17/67)
AND ENCOUNTERED (1) 19MM ORDNANCE, IN TIME THEM (1) GRENades.

(1) MOVED DOWN TO CHECK OUT SMALL AUDIBLE NOISE RESULTS. RESULTS OF CONTACT (2) USING 2 SCOUTS, UNK IN CASUALTIES.

(6) 2115H OFF SPRING (2-21) VIC 20169367. IN HAND APPROX (10) VC/FWA DETECTED & MOVED ALONG TRAIL. RC CALLED IN UNABLE TO OBSERVE RESULTS EXIT TO CANTEEN. RC UTILIZED APPROX 2 SCOUT DOGS.

(7) 2115HH OFF SPRING (2-21) VIC 20094467. INFLICT CH-46 RECEIVED GROUND FIRE FROM APPROX (10) TO (15) VC/BWA. RC HAD AK-47'S & POSSIBLY (5) 50 CAL. RC WAS DETERMINED FIRE FROM BOOTS. INFLICT HELICOPTER TOOK EXIT RESULTING IN (6) VC/FWA (5) EVACUATED (3) HNDS. CONFLICTS UTILIZED IN AREA AFTER CH-46 LIFTED OUT OF AREA.

(3) 211625G OFF SPRING (2-21) VIC 20165555. VC CORE (10) VC/BWA REALIZED GROUND UTILITIES & VC CORE CARRYING AK-47'S & GES RIFLES. RC CALLED IN ON ALL POSITIONS. UNABLE TO OBSERVE RESULTS.

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) SAFARIATION "O" VIC 201449 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON

(2) SAFARIATION "A" VIC 200930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON

(3) HAUL TRAIL (2-32) VIC 200930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON

(4) SAFARI HILL (3-21) VIC 201436 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON

(5) OFF SPRING (2-21) VIC 201636 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON

D. PLANNED INSERTIONS

(1) CRAZY DOG (3-22) AT 2200HH "HAZAR" UL 200736, IN 200936 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON

(2) REGD DOG (3-22) AT 2150HH "HAZAR" UL 201330, IN 201527 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON

(3) HAMLET PARK (2-61) AT 231030HH "HAZAR" UL 200947, IN 200944 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COMMON

CONFIDENTIAL

1ST MARDIV 2100/4 (8/67) | TAYLOR HILL (3-21) AT 211000HH "HAZAR" UL 200930, IN 200937 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR COLLEGE

B. PLANNED EXTRACCTIONS

(1) DEPT RIG (27-21) AT 0611000H "GAVIN" UL. 2612000H 201536 IN SUP
OF TAYLOR COLLEGE

STAY RAY DETECT
NONE

1ST FORCE RIG SPT. (SPT) DAILY STAGE RIG DECAP:
OTHERS 0
PETROLES 0
CONTINUE 0

2. (c) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RIG SPT. (SPT) (F.D. AREA) 270001H TO 272400H FEB 69

NONE

PER

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

ACTION: CO, FIRST MAR DIV (RNH)

INFO: CO, FIRST MAR, DAIADV, ARVN

CO, III MAR, DAIADV, ARVN

CO, 1ST MARDIV, RVN

SECTION FIRST FORCE RECON CO (REIN) SET REP 039 200001H TO 202400H FEB 69 (C)

1. (C) AN IIDA-11

A. INSERTIONS & EXTRACTIONS (2 MARTIN UH-46D'S & 2 MARTIN VH-10'S UTILIZED)

(1) EXTRACT OF SP RIV (F-21) AT 201020H VIC 26165265 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHORT

(2) EXTRACT STEEL RIV (32-21) AT 201030H VIC 26155363 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHORT

(3) INSERT HUNT CLUB (32-23) AT 201230H VIC 26164269 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHORT

B. SHOOTINGS & CONTACTS

JOE

C. PATROL LOCATIONS

(1) PONY TEAM (F-32) VIC 260930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHORT

(2) HUNT CLUB (32-23) VIC 261626 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHORT

(3) SALUTATION "A" VIC 260930 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHORT

(4) SALUTATION "D" VIC 261441 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHORT

D. PLANNED INSERTIONS

(1) CRAZY BASE (32-22) AT 010930H "HAVEN" UL YO9739, LR 260035 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHORT

(2) TRAILER PARK (F-61) AT 011630H "HAVEN" UL YO9647, LR YO9444 IN SUP OF TAYLOR COHORT

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

1. TUPP TIC (E-31) AT 010300 "HAVEN" UL 200540, LR 200537 IN SUPC TAYLOR COXON

2. DUN IN CITY (E-41) AT 010300 "HAVEN" UL 200537, LR 200530 IN SUPC TAYLOR COXON

E. PLANNED EXTRACTIONS

1. PONY TEAM (E-32) AT 011300 "HAVEN" UL 200530, LR 200530 IN SUPC TAYLOR COXON

TIMING RAY REPORT

NOTE

1ST FORCE RECON CO (RECON) DAILY TIMING RAY Recap:

CONFIRM 0

TERMINATE 0

CONTINUE 0

2. (c) ACTIVITIES 1ST FORCE RECON CO (RECON) (FJD AREA) 200001H TO 200100H FEB 69

(LATE ENTRY) 271005H RECEIVED 2 RDS 62-MM RECOILLESS RIFLE FIRE. CALLED ARTILLERY ON VICT 2086184448 WITH EXCELLENT COVERAGE. RESULTS UNK.

2

UNCLASSIFIED